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Inspec Archive
Science Abstracts
1898–1968
The history of science and technology
- 71 years of Science Abstracts in the fields of physics, electrical engineering and control technology
- Save on storage costs and free-up library shelving
- Over 800,000 records
- Enhanced Indexing
- Table, graphs and diagrams

Visit us at booth 913!
Enter our prize drawing!
For further information contact: inspec@theiet.org
Welcome to Baltimore. And to our booth.
It's a great place for us to thank you for your support and give you nice things. If you win any of the BALTIMORE TRIVIA GAMES we've scheduled throughout the conference, then we'll give you even nicer things.

When you're not answering questions, feel free to ask questions about our 100% full-text, peer-reviewed content and affordable, tiered pricing and subscription options, or any other cranium-crowding things about Project MUSE.

http://muse.jhu.edu
From one cooperative, countless success stories

Start your success story in OCLC booth 538

WorldCat: access to resources for anyone with Web access
Cataloging: newer, better ways to share cataloging data
Contract cataloging: customized to match your local practices
Collection analysis: tools for effective collection development
Digital collections: online access to unique and special materials
eContent: eBooks, eAudiobooks, eDatabases and eJournals that enrich 21st century library collections
Resource sharing: speedy, reliable interlibrary lending

Founded on the principles of cooperation and worldwide access to information, OCLC provides technology and services that help library users succeed in more than 110 countries. Discover today how you can bring that success to your library.

Join us for breakfast, 7:00am, Saturday, March 31, Marriott Baltimore Inner Harbor at Camden Yards.

www.oclc.org
## CONGRESS-AT-A-GLANCE

### WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 2007

- **4:00 - 7:00 p.m.** Registration

### THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 2007

- **7:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.** Registration
- **8:30 a.m. – noon; 3:30 p.m.** Preconferences
- **2:00 – 3:30 p.m.** First-Time Attendee Orientation Session
- **4:00 – 5:45 p.m.** Keynote Speaker: Michael Eric Dyson
- **5:45 – 7:30 p.m.** Opening Exhibits Reception

### FRIDAY, MARCH 30, 2007

- **7:00 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.** Registration
- **8:30 – 9:30 a.m.** Panel sessions
- **8:30 – 9:45 a.m.** Contributed papers
- **8:30 a.m.– 12:15 p.m.** Workshops
- **9:00 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.** Exhibits
- **10:00 – 11:00 a.m.** Exhibits/poster sessions/refreshment break
- **10:15 – 11:00 a.m.** Product Update Session
- **11:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.** Panel sessions
- **11:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.** Invited paper
- **11:00 a.m. – 12:15 p.m.** Contributed papers
- **12:15 – 2:15 p.m.** Keynote Luncheon: John Waters
- **2:30 – 3:30 p.m.** Panel sessions
- **2:30 – 3:45 p.m.** Contributed papers
- **2:30 – 6:00 p.m.** Workshops
- **3:30 – 4:30 p.m.** Exhibits/poster sessions/refreshment break
- **3:45 – 4:30 p.m.** Product Update Session
- **4:30 – 5:30 p.m.** Panel sessions
- **4:30 – 5:45 p.m.** Invited paper
- **4:30 – 5:45 p.m.** Contributed papers
- **7:00 p.m.** Dinner with Colleagues

### SATURDAY, MARCH 31, 2007

- **8:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.** Registration
- **8:00 – 9:00 a.m.** Roundtables
- **8:00 – 9:00 a.m.** Panel sessions
- **8:00 – 9:15 a.m.** Contributed papers
- **8:00 – 12:00 p.m.** Workshops
- **9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.** Exhibits
- **9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.** Cyber Zed Shed presentations
- **9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.** Forum
- **9:30 – 10:15 a.m.** Product Update Session
- **9:30 – 10:30 a.m.** Exhibits/poster sessions/refreshment break
- **10:30 – 11:30 a.m.** Panel sessions
- **10:30 – 11:45 a.m.** Contributed papers
- **10:30 – 11:45 a.m.** Invited paper
- **10:30 – 11:45 a.m.** Lunch on your own
- **2:00 – 2:45 p.m.** Product Update Session
- **2:00 – 3:00 p.m.** Panel sessions
- **2:00 – 3:15 p.m.** Contributed papers
- **2:00 – 6:00 p.m.** Workshops
- **3:30 – 4:30 p.m.** Exhibits/poster sessions/refreshment break
- **3:45 – 4:30 p.m.** Product Update Session
- **4:30 – 5:30 p.m.** Panel sessions
- **4:30 – 5:45 p.m.** Invited paper
- **4:30 – 5:45 p.m.** Contributed papers
- **7:00 p.m.** Dinner with Colleagues
- **9:00 – 10:00 a.m.** Panel sessions
- **9:00 – 10:15 a.m.** Contributed papers
- **10:30 – 12:00 p.m.** Keynote Speaker: Nina Totenberg

### SUNDAY, APRIL 1, 2007

- **9:00 – 10:00 a.m.** Panel sessions
- **9:00 – 10:15 a.m.** Contributed papers
- **10:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.** All-Conference Reception
Your patrons need the best review materials. An Annual Reviews site license guarantees it.

Exceptional Quality. Exceptional Pricing. Exceptional Value.

Annual Reviews publications operate as a high quality filter, prioritizing and synthesizing the primary research literature in 32 different disciplines for the Biomedical, Physical, and Social Sciences. Via authoritative and comprehensive review articles written by leading scholars, Annual Reviews is dedicated to helping scientists and researchers around the world prioritize and navigate the vast amount of primary research literature and data that is available to them.

Annual Reviews offers:

- A variety of affordable site license configurations for every institution
- Authors that are premier contributors to their fields
- Volumes that consistently earn the highest ISI Journal Citation Reports® Rankings
- Innovative and enhanced online content that includes Reviews In Advance (RIA), fully supplemented and searchable full-text articles and PDFs, and supplementary links to all participating CrossRef publications, Medline® and ISI’s Web of Science®

Help Us Celebrate 75 Years in Publishing
Visit Annual Reviews in Booth #1019 at the ACRL 13th National Conference.

Visit Booth #1019 at ACRL to learn more about Annual Reviews and for a brief tour of our new online tools for Librarians.
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New and Noteworthy from Cambridge

The Cambridge Edition of the Works of Jane Austen
Sense and Sensibility
Edited by Edward Copeland

Pride and Prejudice
Edited by Pat Rogers

Juvenilia
Edited by Stewart J. Brown

Persuasion
Edited by Janet Todd and Antje Blank

A Literary History of Women’s Writing in Britain, 1660–1789
Susan Staves

3 Volume Set!
The Cambridge History of Libraries in Britain and Ireland
General editor: Peter Hoare

2 Volume Set!
Malleus Maleficarum
Edited and translated by Christopher S. Mackay

The Cambridge History of Arabic Literature
Volume 6: Arabic Literature in the Post-Classical Period
Edited by Roger Allen and D. S. Richards

The Works of John Webster
Volume 3: An Old-Spelling Critical Edition
Edited by David Gunby, David Carnegie, and MacDonald P. Jackson

’Twixt Land and Sea
Joseph Conrad
Edited by J. A. Berthoud, Laura L. Davis, and S. W. Reid

A History of the English Language
Edited by Richard M. Hogg and David Denison

A History of Ancient Greek
From the Beginnings to Late Antiquity
Edited by A. R. Christidis

The Cambridge Dictionary of Classical Civilization
Graham Shipley, John Vanderspool, David Mattingly, and Lin Foxhall

The Cambridge Ancient History
Volume 14: Late Antiquity: Empire and Successors, AD 425–600
Edited by Avril Cameron, Bryan Ward-Perkins, and Michael Whithby

A Handbook of Ancient Religions
Edited by John R. Hinnells

The Complete Paperback Set!
Summa Theologiae
Thomas Aquinas

The Religious Traditions of Japan 500–1600
Richard Bowring

The Drawings of Michelangelo and his Followers in the Ashmolean Museum
Paul Joannides

J.S. Bach
A Life in Music
Peter Williams

4 Volume Set!
Richard Rorty: Philosophical Papers
Richard Rorty

2 Volume Boxed Set!
The Cambridge History of Eighteenth-Century Philosophy
Knud Haakonssen

The Cambridge History of Eighteenth-Century Political Thought
Mark Goldie and Robert Wokler

The Cambridge History of Turkey
Volume 3: The Later Ottoman Empire, 1603–1839
Edited by Suraiya N. Faroqhi

3 Volume Set!
The Cambridge History of Russia
Edited by Maureen Perrie, Dominic Lieven, and Ronald Suny

The Complete Paperback Set!

Handbook of Consciousness
Third Edition
Edited by Averil Cameron, Bryan Ward-Perkins, and Graham Shipley

Handbook of Psychophysiology
Third Edition
Edited by John T. Cacioppo, Louis G. Tassinary, and Gary Bemtson

Handbook of Space Astronomy and Astrophysics
Third Edition
Martin V. Zombeck

CAMBRIDGE COMPANIONS
Now available ONLINE in the areas of Literature, Classics, Philosophy, Religion and Culture
For further information, email ccol@cambridge.org

HISTORICAL STATISTICS OF THE UNITED STATES: MILLENNIAL EDITION
For further information, email hhus@cambridge.org

ORLANDO: WOMEN’S WRITING IN THE BRITISH ISLES FROM THE BEGINNINGS TO THE PRESENT
For further information, email orlando@cambridge.org

Coming Soon!
LECTRIX
A unique online tool helping students read Greek and Latin texts in the original language, complete with dictionary, parser, and commentary on the texts
For pricing and further information, email lectrix@cambridge.org

SHAKESPEARE SURVEY ONLINE
Fully searchable online resource containing essays from all published volumes of Shakespeare Survey.
For pricing and further information, email ssol@cambridge.org
Dear Colleagues:

Welcome to Baltimore, once officially known as “The City That Reads,” and the Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL) 13th National Conference, “Sailing into the Future – Charting our Destiny.” On behalf of the ACRL Board of Directors, I thank you for choosing to attend and to contribute to our national conference. Your participation in the creation of the content and your presence at the varied programs makes the conference come alive for us all.

During the next three days you will experience outstanding panels, papers, preconferences, poster sessions, roundtables, zed shed presentations, and more. Enjoy this opportunity to make connections with colleagues from all professional levels, from all sizes and types of institutions, and from across the country and the world.

ACRL is the leading professional organization for promoting, supporting, and advancing the value and values of academic and research libraries to the higher education community and to society at large. Through this national conference, you will gain inspiration, tools, networks, and leadership strategies to position your collections and services to meet the changing needs of your faculty and students.

Numerous volunteers have worked for the past two years to prepare the program that will enrich us during our time in Baltimore. Conference Chair Mary Reichel and members of the conference committee deserve our thanks. They conceived and then shaped a conference that promises to engage and inspire. The conference success also relies on the financial support of sponsors and of the exhibitors who share their products and service with us. Please thank the representatives here for their support when you see them.

Once again, thank you for your support and have a fun and fulfilling conference.

See you at the Aquarium,

Pamela Snelson
ACRL President

(800) 545-2433; ext. 2523
Fax: (312) 280-2520
E-mail: acrl@ala.org

50 East Huron Street
Chicago, IL 60611-2795
(312) 280-2523
www.ala.org/acrl.html
Dear Colleague,

Welcome to Baltimore and the ACRL 13th National Conference, “Sailing into the Future—Charting our Destiny”! During the next few days, you will have the opportunity to exchange ideas and network with colleagues, catch up on the latest library research and techniques, discuss hot topics, and gather a lot of useful and stimulating information to take back to your libraries.

For two years our colleagues on the various conference committees have been working to bring you the finest in keynote and invited speakers, papers, panel and poster sessions, workshops, preconferences, roundtable discussions, zed shed presentations and more. Together, the conference committees selected programs to provoke, challenge, inform, and, yes, to entertain you.

Please remember to visit the exhibit halls both to take advantage of the outstanding range of products and services — all targeted for an academic library market — and to thank the exhibitors for their support of the conference. They are listed on page 74 in this program book.

Baltimore, known for its history, arts, culture, harbor and lively atmosphere, is a great conference city. Baltimore is a city of neighborhoods, each with its own personality and feel. Take advantage of the free evenings to enjoy the city! Then, on Saturday night, please join me and all attendees at the National Aquarium for a wonderful time during the All-Conference Reception.

On behalf of the entire ACRL National Conference Executive Committee and all conference committee members, we thank you for your attendance at the ACRL 13th National Conference. Enjoy your time in Baltimore!

Yours sincerely,

Mary Reichel
13th National Conference Committee Chair
University Librarian, Appalachian State University

50 East Huron Street
Chicago, IL 60611-2795
(312) 280-2523

www.ala.org/acrl.html
(800) 545-2433, ext. 2523
Fax: (312) 280-2520
E-mail: acrl@ala.org
Tomorrow’s innovators need access to authoritative information now, so they can drive the developments of the future. The newly developed ScienceDirect College Edition gives today’s students a ticket to high-quality, peer-reviewed scientific journal articles, complemented by award-winning reference works. All at prices colleges can afford.

Launched in the US in June 2005 to meet the specific needs of college students, the ScienceDirect College Edition offers quality scientific information to teaching-based colleges that teach up to a Master’s level.

Make sure the students at your college reach their goals.

For a demo visit us at booth #332.
Hundreds of thousands of professionals and serious investors rely on Morningstar information daily. They prize its accuracy and timeliness. More and more researchers and universities use Morningstar information in classrooms and business labs for building business cases, managing investments, and more.

**Morningstar Library Edition**
The only Internet-based investment database specifically designed for a wide range of library users. It provides comprehensive information on stocks, funds, and ETFs. It includes screeners, a sophisticated portfolio tool, and more. Ideal for libraries, personal research, and classroom assignments.

**Morningstar Direct**
The Internet-based investment database for in-depth research, portfolio modeling, and more. It provides the most complete access to Morningstar’s global investment databases, historical data, and analytics. We’ve optimized for tasks such as competitive analysis, performance evaluation, investment selection, portfolio creation, and spreadsheet downloads.

Try both databases at booth #942 and receive a special gift!

Or contact us for more information:
866-215-2509
libraryservices@morningstar.com
ACRL COLLEAGUES

ACRL thanks its 15th National Conference Colleagues for their generous support:

VENDOR COLLEAGUES

Summa cum laude ($25,000 - 30,000)
EBSCO Information Systems—Conference Tote Bags

Magna cum laude ($20,000 - 24,999)
Thomson Gale—Keynote Luncheon with John Waters

Cum laude ($15,000 - 19,999)
ProQuest CSA—Opening Keynote Session with Michael Eric Dyson
Thomson Scientific—Chair’s Reception

Mortar board ($10,000 - 14,999)
Alexander Street Press—Friday Early Morning Coffee and Friday Morning Refreshment Break
Springer—Badge Holders

Dean’s list ($5,000 - 9,999)
CHOICE—Pocket Program
Innovative Interfaces—Coffee Mugs
PALINET—Conference Workshop, Innovations, and Cyber Zed Shed Presentations
Ex Libris—Saturday Early Morning Coffee, Conference Workshop, and Speaker Ready Room

Honor roll ($1,000 - 4,999)
American Institute of Physics—Conference Workshop
Casalini Libri—Conference Workshops
The H.W.Wilson Foundation—Friday Morning Poster Sessions
The Haworth Press—General Conference Support
JSTOR—Conference Workshop
LearningTimes—Virtual Conference Scholarships
LexisNexis—Friday Afternoon Poster Sessions
McGraw-Hill Professional—Saturday Morning Poster Sessions
National Archive Publishing Company—General Conference Support
OCLC—General Conference Support
ReferenceUSA, a division of infoUSA—General Conference Support
ScarceCrow Press—Conference Workshop
SirsiDynix—General Conference Support
Swets Information Services—Sunday Early Morning Coffee
TDNet USA—General Conference Support
YBP Library Services—Conference Workshop

Donor (up to $999)
Better World Books—General Conference Support

LIBRARY COLLEAGUES

Dean’s List ($5,000 - 9,999)
The State University of New York Centers – University at Albany—Closing Keynote Session with Nina Totenberg (co-sponsor)
University of Pittsburgh Libraries—Invited Paper and Conference Workshop

Honor roll ($1,000 - 4,999)
Appalachian State University—C.G. Belk Library—Leaders Luncheon
Columbia University Libraries—General Conference Support
Duke University Libraries—Conference Workshop
George Mason University Libraries—General Conference Support
Georgetown University Libraries—First-time Attendee Orientation Session
Johns Hopkins University Libraries—Chair’s Reception Facility Rental
Kansas State University Libraries—Conference Workshop
Purdue University Libraries—General Conference Support
Rutgers University Libraries—Scholarship Recognition Breakfast
The State University of New York Centers — Stony Brook University—Closing Keynote Session with Nina Totenberg (co-sponsor)
The State University of New York Centers — University at Buffalo—Closing Keynote Session with Nina Totenberg (co-sponsor)
The University of Cincinnati Libraries—Invited Paper Session (co-sponsor)
The University of Maryland at College Park Libraries—Invited Paper Session
University of Nebraska-Lincoln Libraries—Saturday Afternoon Poster Sessions
University of New Mexico Libraries—Invited Paper Session (co-sponsor)
The University of San Francisco Libraries—Saturday Morning Roundtable Discussions and First-Time Attendee Orientation Game Prize
University of Washington Libraries—Saturday Afternoon Roundtable Discussions
Wayne State University Libraries—Invited Paper Session (co-sponsor)

Donor (up to $999)
Auburn University Libraries
Brigham Young University Libraries—Speaker Ready Room (co-sponsor)
Bucknell University Library
Creighton University – Reinert-Alumni Memorial Library
Denison University Libraries
Florida Atlantic University Libraries
Franklin & Marshall College Libraries
Georgia Southern University Library
Marquette University Libraries
Northern State University – Williams Library
Ohio Wesleyan University Libraries
Oklahoma State University Libraries
Philadelphia University Library
Principia College – Marshall Brooks Library
Robert W.Woodruff Library of the Atlanta University Center
Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville
University of Colorado at Boulder Libraries
University of Connecticut Libraries
University of Louisville Libraries
University of Maryland - University College Libraries
University of Memphis Libraries
University of Utah Libraries—Speaker Ready Room (co-sponsor)
University of Wyoming Libraries
Utah State University Libraries—Speaker Ready Room (co-sponsor)
Villanova University Libraries
Wesleyan University Libraries

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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The Statesman William Jennings Bryan once said, "Destiny is not a matter of chance, it is a matter of choice."

We at the ACS say, "EXCELLENCE is not a matter of chance, it is a matter of choice."

Since 1879, ACS Publications has achieved unparalleled excellence in the chemical and related sciences. Such achievement is due to the dedication of Information Specialists worldwide who advance the chemical enterprise by choosing to subscribe to ACS Publications. Information Specialists like you.
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Mary Reichel
Conference Chair
Appalachian State University

Georgie Donovan
Executive Committee Member
Appalachian State University

Loretta Parham
Colleagues
Atlanta University Center

Robert Rose
Contributed Papers

Erika Linke
Contributed Papers
Carnegie Mellon University

Lynette Anderson
Exhibits Advisory
Casper College

George Jaramillo
Exhibits Advisory

Loanne Snavely
Innovations
Pennsylvania State University

Steven Bell
Innovations
Philadelphia University

Cynthia Steinhoff
Invited Papers
Anne Arundel Community College

Don Frank
Invited Papers
Portland State University

Deborah Dancik
Keynote Speakers
Willamette University

Tyrone Cannon
Keynote Speakers
University of San Francisco

Winston Tabb
Local Arrangements
Johns Hopkins University
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Panel Sessions
University of California-Los Angeles

Janice Simmons-Welburn
Panel Sessions
Marquette University
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Poster Sessions
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Preconferences
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Mercer University
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Colleagues
Loretta Parham, Chair
Robert W. Woodruff Library—Atlanta University Center

Charles Lowry
University of Maryland, College Park

James Neal
Columbia University

Dan Arbour
ProQuest

Contributed Papers
Bob Rose, Co-Chair

Erika Linke, Co-Chair
Carnegie Mellon University

Tim Bottorff
University of Central Florida

Carolyn Dusenbury
California State University, Chico

Lisa Janicke Hinchliffe
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Daniel Lee
University of Arizona

Diane Perushek
University of Hawaii

Felix E. Uneaeze
University of Wisconsin - Superior

Theodosia Shields
North Carolina Central University

Invited Papers
Don Frank, Co-Chair
Portland State University

Cynthia Steinhoff, Co-Chair
Anne Arundel Community College

June DeWeese
University of Missouri

Julia Gelfand
University of California, Irvine

Norma Kobzina
University of California, Berkeley

Linda Kopecy
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee

Catherine Lee
Cape Fear Community College

Katherine S. Margolis
Harrisburg Area Community College

Deborah Robinson
St. Petersberg College

Keynote Speakers
Deborah Dancik, Co-Chair
Willamette University

Tyrone Cannon, Co-Chair
University of San Francisco

Albie Johnson
Wheelock College

Carol Hunter
University of Virginia

Kathy Magarrell
University of Iowa

Carlos Melian
Northeastern Illinois University

Merinda McLure
Colorado State University

William Welburn
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Local Arrangements
Winston Tabb, Chair
Johns Hopkins University

Maureen Beck
Villa Julia College

Robert Follet
Peabody Institute

Patty MacDonald
Loyola

Liz Mengel
Johns Hopkins University

Jeanette Pierce
Johns Hopkins University

Sue Waterman
Johns Hopkins University

Larry Wilt
University of Maryland, Baltimore County

Panel Sessions
Esther Grassian, Co-Chair
UCLA

Janice Simmons-Welburn, Co-Chair
Marquette University

Nancy Dewald
Pennsylvania State University

Charmaine Henriques
Northwestern University

Jon Hufford
Texas Tech University

Rebecca Johnson
University of Iowa

Kenneth Lyons
UC Santa Cruz

Teresa Neely
University of New Mexico

Elizabeth A. Margutti
University of Virginia

Beth McNeil
University of Nebraska

NATIONAL CONFERENCE COMMITTEES

Exhibits Advisory
Lynette Anderson, Co-Chair
Casper College

George Jaramillo, Co-Chair

Innovations
Steven Bell, Co-Chair
Temple University

Loanne Snavely, Co-Chair
Pennsylvania State University

Trevor Dawes
Princeton University

Samuel Demas
Carleton College

Michelle Jacobs
University of California, Merced

John Shank
Penn State Berks

Debbie Tenofsky
University of Cincinnati

Anna Van Scoyoc
Emory University
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Mary Horton  
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California State University Fresno

Scholarships

Pat Kreitz, Co-Chair  
Stanford University

Mae Rodney, Co-Chair  
Winston-Salem State University
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University of California at Berkeley

Charlene Baldwin  
Chapman University

Myrtis Cochran  
University of California at Berkeley

Carol Kem  
University of Florida

Sr. Anita Talar  
Seton Hall University

Preconferences

Theresa Byrd, Co-Chair  
Ohio Wesleyan University

Gary Pitkin, Co-Chair  
University of Northern Colorado

Joseph J. Branin  
The Ohio State University

Paul Dumont  
Dallas County Community College District

Maggie Farrell  
University of Wyoming

Terri Fishel  
Macalaster College

Workshops

Craig Gibson, Co-Chair  
George Mason University

Sandy Yee, Co-Chair  
Wayne State University

Rita Bullard  
Eastern Michigan University

Bob Holley  
Wayne State University

Bill Nelson  
Augusta State University

Jennifer Nutefall  
George Washington University

Virtual Conference

Deb Gilchrist  
Pierce College

Helen Spalding  
Portland State University

Julia Kelly  
University of Minnesota

Volunteers

Sarah Sheehan, Co-Chair  
George Mason University

Lee Marie Wisel, Co-Chair  
Columbia Union College

Jen Stevens  
George Mason University

Kristin Strohmeyer  
Hamilton University

Sr. Anita Talar  
Seton Hall University
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Technology is changing the way content is accessed and distributed, resulting in new copyright challenges for colleges and universities. CCC can help. We offer a wide range of licensing services and programs to help you reuse and share published content throughout today’s dynamic learning environments.

**Pay-Per-Use Licensing**—obtain instant copyright permission for interlibrary loan, e-reserves, course management systems, Web postings and more.

**Application Integrations**—get copyright permission within the applications you use everyday, including Docutek ERes, Ex Libris SFX, OCLC ILLiad and others.

**Education & Awareness Programs**—educate faculty, staff, researchers and others about copyright with educational workshops and tools—on-site or online.

For more information call 978-750-8400 or visit us at www.copyright.com
ACRL salutes the recipients of the 13th National Conference scholarship awards!

**DR. E. J. JOSEY SPECTRUM SCHOLAR TRAVEL GRANT**

- Gabriel Angulo, University of Wisconsin-Madison
- Malino Khun, Dominican University
- Pearl Ly, University of California-Los Angeles
- Sanjeet-Singh Mann, University of California-Los Angeles
- Megan Zoe Perez, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill

**LIBRARIAN SCHOLARSHIP**

- Alan Aldrich, University of South Dakota
- Ellen Bahr, Alfred University
- Amanda Bakken, Northwestern University
- Maureen Barry, Wright State University
- Regina Beard, Kansas State University
- Paul Blackmon, Alabama Southern Community College
- Char Booth, Ohio University
- Angela Boyd, University of California-Santa Barbara
- Kawanna Bright, University of Tennessee
- Sheila Bryant, Florida A&M University
- Kimberley Bugg, Atlanta University Center
- Danielle Carlock, Arizona State University
- Jayati Chaudhuri, University of Northern Colorado
- Christopher Clouser, Indiana University of Pennsylvania
- Geeta Dave, St. Augustine’s College
- Audrey Davidson, Coastal Bend College
- Kaetrena Davis, Georgia State University
- Nancy Deegan, Central Arizona College
- Ameet Doshi, University of North Carolina-Wilmington
- Jenny Emanuel, University of Central Missouri
- Beth Fuchs, Moravian College & Moravian Theological Seminary
- Jacqueline Grallo, Fort Lewis College
- Kelly Hafermann, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater
- Cynthia Harrison, Norfolk State University
- Laura Haxer, Massachusetts College of Art
- Janelle Joseph, North Carolina State University
- Jennifer Kelley, College of DuPage
- Kathryn Kennedy, University of Florida
- Diane Klare, Wesleyan University
- Beckie Madaras, Yavapai College
- Melissa Meggitt, North Carolina Wesleyan College
- Shalini Miskelley, Highline Community College
- Nicole Montgomery, Eastern Kentucky University
- Alma Ortega, University of San Diego
- Deng Pan, Keene State College
- Liladhair Pendse, University of California-Los Angeles
- Michael L. Porter, Nova Southeastern University
- Christina Radisauskas, Aquinas College
- Matthew Reynolds, East Carolina University
- Alexandra Rivera, University of Arizona Libraries
- Mark Sanders, East Carolina University
- Taheera Shaheed-Sonubi, Erie Community College
- Vitalija Svencionyte, Southern University
- Rhonda Trueman, Johnson & Wales University-Charlotte
- Elizabeth Chisato Uyeki, California State University-Los Angeles
- Melissa Van Dusen, New Mexico State University
- Stuart von Wolff, University of Saskatchewan
- Janice Wilson, Eastern Connecticut State University
- Ying Zhong, California State University-Bakersfield
- Yongli Zhou, Kansas State University

**LIBRARY SCHOOL STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP**

- Marissa Ball, University of South Florida
- Carolyn Caizzi, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
- Athena Jackson, University of North Texas
- Rachel Jorgensen, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
- Bergis Jules, Indiana University
- Paulette Kerr, Rutgers University
- Annie Knight, San Jose State University
- Yasmin Morais, University of Toronto, Canada
- Milena Seyed, San Jose State University
- Susan Yoo, Syracuse University

**LIBRARY SUPPORT STAFF SCHOLARSHIP**

- Marlene Ballou, Norfolk State University
- Joanne Canales, Bronx Community College
- Jason Coleman, Kansas State University
- Joann Eichenlaub, Pennsylvania College of Technology
- Karma Gaines Ra, Norfolk State University
- Harish Maringanti, Kansas State University Libraries
- Motoko Spikes, University of Arkansas-Little Rock
- Carrie Tobey, Jonathan Bourne Public Library
- Andrea Wallace, Cleveland Public Library
- Melissa Witcher, Catholic University of America

**VIRTUAL CONFERENCE SCHOLARSHIP**

- Karen Gillum, Colby College
- Debbie Johnson-Houston, McNeese State University
- Tracey Alys Jordan, Florida A&M University Libraries
- Fran Kovach, Southern Illinois University School of Medicine
- Vanessa Middleton, American University of Sharjah
- Karen Pardue, Colorado State University-Pueblo
- Chandrika Shantaram, Baker College
- Khinpratoom Thongnak, Sukhothai Thammathirat Open University, Thailand
- Beth Traylor, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
- Jo Ann Wahrman, Northwest Kansas Technical College
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Never before has history seemed so real! We’ve digitized thousands of pages of primary source materials – some of which are the only known copy of the work in the world – putting them online for students and researchers.

VISIT BOOTH #232
FOR DEMOS OF:
Making of the Modern World: The Goldsmiths'-Kress Library of Economic Literature, 1450-1850. Nearly 12 million pages, containing more than 61,000 books and numerous special excerpts.

Sabin Americana, 1500-1926. Consists of hard-to-find works and primary sources about the Americas published around the globe. Covers more than 400 years.

19th Century U.S. Newspapers. Features a spectrum of publications, showcasing every aspect of society and every region of the nation as it was portrayed – from the ads to the politics, from the headlines to the obituaries.

...plus, enter to win!

STOP BY BOOTH #232
AND WATCH HISTORY COME ALIVE ON THE SCREEN!
The Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL), the oldest and largest division of the American Library Association, is the foremost association of academic and research librarians and other interested individuals. Representing more than 13,500 members, ACRL is dedicated to leading academic and research librarians and libraries in advancing learning and scholarship.

ACRL is the only individual membership organization in North America that develops programs, products and services to meet the unique needs of academic and research librarians. ACRL membership provides:

FRESH IDEAS
ACRL delivers the highest quality knowledge, products, and services. Members keep up-to-date with the latest developments with print and electronic copies of *College and Research Libraries*, *College and Research Libraries News*, and two newsletters from sections of their choice. Members also receive substantial discounts on all ACRL publications, including *Academic Library Trends and Statistics*.

A UNIQUE COMMUNITY
ACRL membership fosters relationships with like-minded professionals. It is this network that sets ACRL members apart and creates a support system for a career and a lifetime. ACRL sections help members individualize their membership experience through newsletters, discussion lists, annual conference programs, discussion groups, and committee service. Members can increase their involvement by serving on division and section committees, gaining important leadership experience in return. ACRL builds community, supporting the development of collegial and professional relationships that provide the foundation for a more rewarding career academic and research librarianship.

SUPPORT FOR THE PROFESSION
ACRL and its members help academic and research libraries pursue a broad agenda, ensuring that their roles are understood, valued, and protected by other stakeholders. ACRL enables the higher education community to better understand the role that academic and research libraries play in the teaching, learning, and research environments. The organization strives to set standards for services and programs that create benchmarks for the profession. ACRL also develops toolkits to help librarians convey key messages about the value of libraries to their communities.

ADVANCEMENT
ACRL provides opportunities to speak, to lead, and to publish in the field. ACRL also offers significant professional development, both virtual and face-to-face, including: ACRL/Harvard Leadership Institute, ACRL Institute for Information Literacy Immersion programs, and Institute on Scholarly Communication, E-Learning seminars, biennial National Conferences, workshops and preconferences at ALA meetings. ACRL also provides employment and career services. Members enjoy substantial discounts on registrations for these offerings.

RECOGNITION
ACRL, the preeminent professional organization in the field, provides the recognition you and your library deserve. Membership in ACRL provides valuable exposure for individual members and their libraries through publications, conference presentations, and awards programs.

PROFESSIONALISM
ACRL is dedicated to developing members who are recognized as flexible, dynamic, and progressive leaders who are assets to their institutions and scholarly communities. Membership benefits your institution.

PUT SEATTLE ON YOUR TRAVEL SCHEDULE!
Mark your calendars! Join your colleagues in Seattle, March 12-15, 2009, for ACRL’s 14th National Conference “Pushing the Edge: Explore, Engage, Extend.” Betsy Wilson, University of Washington, chairs the 14th National Conference Executive Committee. Stop by the ACRL booth (#908) and put your name in the drawing for a free Seattle conference registration!
BOARDS OF DIRECTORS AND STAFF

ACRL Board of Directors

Pamela Snelson, President
Franklin & Marshall College

Julie B. Todaro, Vice President/President Elect
Austin Community College

Camila A. Alire, Past President
Dean Emerita, University of New Mexico and Colorado State University

Susan M. Kroll, Budget and Finance Committee Chair
Ohio State University

Tyrone Heath Cannon, Division Councilor
University of San Francisco

Mary Ellen K. Davis, ex-officio ACRL Executive Director

Directors at Large

Nancy H. Allen
University of Denver

Janis M. Bandelin
Furman University

Mary M. Carr
Schenectady County Community College

Lori A. Goetsch
Kansas State University

Lynne O. King

Debbie L. Malone
DeSales University

Dorothy Ann Washington
Purdue University

Karen A. Williams
University of Minnesota

Mary Ellen K. Davis
Executive Director

Adam Burling
Program Coordinator

Margot Sutton Conahan
Manager, Professional Development

David Connolly
Program Officer

Kathryn Deiss
Content Strategist

Ann-Christe Galloway
Production Editor

Francine Graf
CHOICE Managing Editor

Megan Griffin
Program Coordinator

Olivia Hodges
 Classified Ads Manager/Editorial Assistant

Kara Malenfant
Scholarly Communications and Government Relations Specialist

Elliot Mandel
Administrative Assistant

Dawn Mueller
Production Editor

Victoria Ondrla
Meeting and Special Events Planner

Stephanie Orphan
Editor, C&RL News/Web Developer

Mary Jane Petrowski
Associate Director

Irving Rockwood
CHOICE Editor and Publisher

ALA Staff

Tina Coleman
ALA Publishing

Catherine English
ALA Publishing

Bob Hershmann
ALA Publishing

Terrence Miltner
ALA Publishing

Macey Morales
Public Information Office

Lorelle Swader
Office for Human Resource Development and Recruitment

ACRL 2005 Academic Library Trends and Statistics

Library Research Center, University of Illinois, compiler

The complete data set from ACRL’s comprehensive statistics-gathering project encompassing all academic libraries. Data from 1,100 academic libraries in all Carnegie classifications is included. The core set of data consists of five major categories: collections, expenditures, electronic expenditures, personnel and public services, and faculty and enrollment statistics. Also included in 2005 is a trends section that provides data on the use of electronic resources by academic libraries. The data covers electronic journals, reference sources, books, networked resources and services, and digitization activities. The online version facilitates benchmarking and peer group comparison. It can be ordered through: http://acrl.telusys.net/trendstat/2005/

Visit our online publications catalog for ordering information.

www.ala.org/publications

Now Available!
One eContent platform, many ways to use it.

Our eContent
- eBooks, reports, journals, sheet music, and more

Your eContent
- Theses, dissertations, images, journals, eBooks – anything in PDF

Subscribe | Own | Customize | Share | Archive | Distribute

All documents integrate with each other, other library resources, and info on the web. And, they’re delivered via a customizable interface.

Find out how your library can use the ebrary platform at booth 258.
www.ebrary.com
CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS

OPENING KEYNOTE SESSION
Thursday, March 29, 4:00 – 5:45 p.m.
BALLROOM
Michael Eric Dyson, Avalon Foundation Professor in the Humanities, and Professor of Religious Studies and Africana Studies, University of Pennsylvania

Michael Eric Dyson is one of the nation’s most renowned public intellectuals and was named by Essence magazine as one of the 40 most inspiring African Americans. Dyson has taken on some of the toughest and most controversial issues of our day, including Martin Luther King Jr.’s radical legacy, the virtues and crises of hip hop culture, racial conflict and black identity, and, most recently, the political and racial fallout from Hurricane Katrina. Dyson will discuss the impact generational disputes and differences have on higher education, including the way students learn, the way faculties teach, and the development and application of new technologies.

KEYNOTE LUNCHEON
Friday, March 30, 12:15 – 2:15 p.m.
BALLROOM
John Waters, Filmmaker (Hairspray, Pink Flamingos, Female Trouble, Desperate Living, Polyester, A Dirty Shame, and more)

John Waters is known for films that push the boundary of conventional propriety and censorship. At an early age, he was obsessed with violence and gore, and in the mid ’60s, he began making films with his offbeat friends as the cast. As his filmmaking became more polished and his movies became more shocking, his popularity grew. He is most well known for the film Hairspray, which was turned into a hit Broadway musical and swept the 2003 Tony Awards. During the Keynote Luncheon, Waters will discuss influences on his creative work, including individuals from film and entertainment, and the places, people, and culture of his hometown, Baltimore.

CLOSING KEYNOTE SESSION
Sunday, April 1, 10:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
BALLROOM
Nina Totenberg, National Public Radio’s award-winning legal affairs correspondent

Nina Totenberg’s reports air regularly on NPR’s critically acclaimed newsmagazines—All Things Considered, Morning Edition, and Weekend Edition. She is also a correspondent for ABC’s Nightline and a regular panelist on Inside Washington. Totenberg’s coverage of legal affairs and the Supreme Court has won her widespread recognition and honors from both the National Press Foundation and the American Bar Association. Totenberg will examine connections between higher education and current issues and events in national public policy. Her rich experience and acute perspectives will be both challenging and informative.

FEATURED PRESENTATIONS

Luz P. Mangurian, Professor Emerita, Towson University
Learning, Emotion and their Application for Teaching
Friday, March 30, 11:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
Room 307/308
As the Director of The Center for Faculty Excellence at Towson University, Dr. Mangurian has organized several conferences on teaching/learning for college and university faculty, given numerous teaching/learning workshops, and formed five faculty learning communities to support student learning. She now gives workshops and presentations about teaching/learning and serves as a reviewer for the Journal of Excellence in College Teaching and the Journal of Microbiology Education. During this presentation, gain an overview of neurosciences and pedagogical research on learning examined with an evolutionary perspective. The importance of emotion in facilitating learning will be discussed in the context of pedagogical research in cooperative learning. Learn about practical teaching approaches that are recommended to increase student learning.

David Silver, Assistant Professor, Media Studies, and Director, Resource Center for Cyberculture Studies, University of San Francisco
Digital Media, Learning, and Libraries: Web 2.0, Learning 2.0, and Libraries 2.0
Friday, March 30, 4:30 – 5:30 p.m.
Room 307/308
Let’s be clear about it: The term Web 2.0 is, first and foremost, a marketing gimmick. Its purpose is to create a sense of new, foster a buzz about new media, and generate new investment. So far, it’s working. At the same time, for those of us with access to recent developments on the Web, it is difficult to deny that something new is indeed afloat. New social software coupled with new social interactions seem to be generating new forms of collective intelligence. Although these forms manifest in different ways, they most often share an important similarity: They encourage users to contribute - to add and annotate, as well as to read and reflect - to the collective intelligence. With help from sites like theworldisnotflat.com, dosomethingamazing.com, intellipedia, and librarything, this presentation seeks to open discussions around the intersections among social software, student learning, and academic libraries.

ACRL 13th National Conference
Sanford Ungar, President, Goucher College

Education Without Boundaries: The Goucher Experiment
Saturday, March 31, 10:30 – 11:30 a.m.
Room 307/308

Goucher College, in Baltimore, is implementing its strategic plan with two important initiatives: a requirement that all undergraduates study abroad in order to graduate; and the construction of an Athenaeum at the heart of campus that will include a new state-of-the-art library. Such efforts raise significant challenges for Goucher’s (and other colleges’) librarians and managers of technology, including how to better help students for study abroad and to support them while overseas; how to deal effectively with new frontiers in international information literacy; how to support faculty in their efforts to work with students who may be more technologically advanced than they are; and how to balance physical and technological resources in a new library so that they will keep up with developments in research techniques over the next 20 or 50 years. The presentation will allow ample time for questions and comments on these and related issues.

Tracy Mitrano, Director of IT Policy and of Computer Policy and Law Program, Cornell University

From Soup to Nuts: Copyright, Electronic Surveillance and Social Networking Technologies?
Saturday, March 31, 4:30 – 5:30 p.m.
Room 307/308

This session will survey a number of current issues of interest to academic and research libraries, such as developments in the digital copyright arena, the present and future of social networking technologies from the law and policy perspective, and an update on electronic surveillance five years since the passage of the USA PATRIOT Act, a security-privacy perspective. In addition to her role as Director of IT Policy and Computer Policy and Law Programs at Cornell, Mitrano is also an adjunct assistant professor in the Information Science Program, where she teaches Information Science 515, “Culture, Law and Politics of the Internet.”

OPENING EXHIBITS RECEPTION
Kick off the conference by mingling with colleagues and visiting with vendors during the grand opening of the exhibits immediately following the Opening Keynote Session. Thursday, March 29, 5:45–7:45 p.m.

MICHAEL ERIC DYSON BOOKSIGNING
After his opening Keynote address, Michael Eric Dyson will be available in the exhibit hall during the Opening Exhibits Reception for book signing. Stop by and purchase a copy of Pride: The Seven Deadly Sins and meet Dyson in person. Thursday, March 29, 5:45-7:30 p.m.

KEYNOTE LUNCHEON
John Waters, Filmmaker (Hairspray, Female Trouble, A Dirty Shame, and more) will headline the Keynote Luncheon. Waters will discuss influences on his creative work, including individuals from film and entertainment and the places, people, and culture of his hometown, Baltimore. Friday, March 30, 12:15-2:15 p.m.

JOHN WATERS, BOOKSIGNING
Filmmaker John Waters will be available Friday afternoon in the exhibit hall for book signing. A selection of his books will be available for purchase. Make sure to come by and take advantage of this unique opportunity to meet Waters, best known for his film Hairspray, which was turned into a hit Broadway musical. Friday, March 30, 3:30–4:30 p.m.

DINNER WITH COLLEAGUES
Explore the local restaurant scene on Friday night at ACRL’s Dinner with Colleagues. You may choose your group based on the type of restaurant and the price range, and, in some cases, your favorite library subject, such as law and political science or women’s studies. Check out the sign-up sheets at the ACRL Hospitality/Information Desk. Reservations are on a first-come, first-served basis. Friday, March 30.
H.W. WILSON

THE BEST INFORMATION FROM YOUR MOST TRUSTED SOURCE

expanded!

Art Museum Image Gallery

“Unique and valuable.”
—The Charleston Review

Now features over 155,000 art images, from distinguished international museums and collections, for the highest level of visual quality and impressive selection. All images are rights-cleared for educational use.

Current Issues: Reference Shelf Plus

This carefully chosen collection of full-text articles on social, scientific, health, political, and global issues is presented in an attractive visual interface for easy use and patron appeal.

Library Literature & Information Science Retrospective: 1905-1983

This comprehensive and respected retrospective database on library science is international in scope, charting the innovations, controversies, and people that shaped modern librarianship. Includes some 70 years of Wilson Library Bulletin in full text.

Applied Science & Technology Index Retrospective: 1913-1983

Provides fast, convenient access to indexing of over 850 key periodicals, with citations to over 1,300,000 articles, including book reviews. Contains the complete files of Industrial Arts Index (1913-1957). Coming Spring 2007.

Play Index

“A box office smash.”—Library Journal

“Links to full text of plays….valuable.”—Booklist

Find virtually any play from the Greek dramatists to contemporary playwrights; includes links to full text and other web resources.

Visit H.W. Wilson at ACRL! Booth #544

Toll Free: 800-367-6770
Tel: 718-588-8400
Fax: 718-590-1617 or 800-590-1617
E-mail: custserv@hwwilson.com

www.hwwilson.com

Wilson Web
Less Searching, More Finding
REGISTER FOR A FREE TRIAL
www.hwwilson.com/trial
ADDENDUM
An addendum to this program, containing changes and updated information, is available in the registration area. Please consult this listing when planning your conference schedule.

ADMISSION TO SESSIONS
Your name badge is your ticket of admission to all conference sessions, exhibits, and other activities. You will not be admitted to the meeting rooms, receptions, or exhibit hall without your name badge. The Keynote Luncheon and All-Conference Reception are included with your registration, but a ticket is required. Please present your ticket for admission to these sessions.

ACRL MEMBERSHIP BOOTH
Stop by the ACRL booth (#908) in the exhibit hall. Meet ACRL members and staff and learn more about the association. Enter a drawing to win a complimentary conference registration for the ACRL 14th National Conference, to be held in Seattle, March 12-15, 2009.

ACRL BOOK STORE
The ACRL Book Store offers a full line of ACRL publications, books related to the conference presentations, and titles of regional interest. Publications from other ALA divisions and ALA Publishing will also be stocked. The store is located in the exhibit hall. Store hours are:
- Thursday, March 29: 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
- Friday, March 30: 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
- Saturday, March 31: 9:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

CELL PHONES
If you are carrying your cell phone with you to sessions, please turn it off or set it to silent/vibrate mode before entering.

CONFERENCE HEADQUARTERS
The Baltimore Convention Center serves as the conference headquarters for the 13th National Conference. The ACRL Office is located in the Charles Street Suite, adjacent to registration. Office hours are:
- Thursday, March 29: 1:00 - 5:00 p.m.
- Friday, March 30: 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
- Saturday, March 31: 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

EMERGENCIES/FIRST AID
An emergency medical technician will be on duty at the Baltimore Convention Center during conference hours. Stop by ACRL Office and ask an ACRL staff member to contact the technician for you.

EVALUATION
Your comments about this conference will help ACRL plan future conferences. When you return home, you will receive an e-mail from ACRL directing you to a URL where we would like you to complete an evaluation of the conference. Please take a few minutes to complete the survey so ACRL can continue to provide you with meaningful professional development activities.

EXHIBITS
Explore the exhibits and learn about cutting-edge products, publications, tools, and services available to academic and research librarians. More than 200 exhibiting companies will be on hand to showcase the latest in library products and services! The exhibits are located in Exhibit Halls A-D in the Baltimore Convention Center.

Exhibit hours are:
- Thursday, March 29: 5:45 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
- Friday, March 30: 9:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
- Saturday, March 31: 9:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Are you connected to libraries and want to learn about cutting-edge products, publications, tools, and services available to academic and research librarians? Complimentary Exhibits Only passes are available on Friday and Saturday. Non-registrants may pick up the exhibits passes at the Exhibits Only registration desk. A list of conference exhibitors appears on pages 74-103.

BUSINESS CENTER
The Business Center provides exclusive business services inside the Baltimore Convention Center including high-speed photocopiers, faxing, scanning, high-speed Internet and PC usage as well as FedEx shipping services. The business center also carries basic office supplies. The Business Center is located on the 300 level across from rooms 330 - 335. Hours are:
- Thursday, March 29: 8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
- Friday, March 30: 7:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
- Saturday, March 31: 7:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
- Sunday, April 1: 8:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

FOOD SERVICE
Food service is available in the Exhibit Hall, as well as in nearby hotels and restaurants. Restaurant information is available at the ACRL Hospitality Desk. Morning and afternoon breaks will be available on Friday and Saturday in the Exhibit Hall. The Keynote Luncheon will be held in the Ballroom on Friday.

ACRL HOSPITALITY DESK
The Hospitality Desk, located on the mezzanine level, is staffed by volunteers from the ACRL Local Arrangements Committee. These knowledgeable volunteers are pleased to provide you with information on conference events, as well as Baltimore attractions and restaurants. Hours are:
- Wednesday, March 28: 4:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
- Thursday, March 29: 8:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
- Friday, March 30: 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
- Saturday, March 31: 8:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

INTERNET CAFÉ
An Internet Café is available to all registered conference attendees. It is located in the exhibit hall and is open during exhibit hours.

LOST AND FOUND
Lost and found articles may be turned in and/or reclaimed at the ACRL Office (Charles Street Suite).

MESSAGES
Messages from your colleagues will be posted on the message boards on the mezzanine level. A special placement message service is also available in the Placement Center, Room 301/302.

NAME BADGES
Please wear your conference name badge at all times during the conference and to all conference activities, including the All-Conference Reception at the National Aquarium on Saturday. If you lose or misplace your name badge, the staff at the registration desk will assist you in securing a new badge. You will need to present some form of photo identification in order to receive a replacement name badge.
NAVIGATING THE CONFERENCE

PERSONS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS
Those needing special services may visit the ACRL Office (Charles Street Suite) to request arrangements and assistance.

PLACEMENT CENTER
The Placement Center posts job openings and information from job seekers in a searchable, online database. Registration is free to job seekers. There is a fee for employers to list one or multiple job listings.

A resume reviewing service will be offered within the Placement Center. ACRL members experienced in evaluating and hiring librarians will be available to critique resumes of new and experienced librarians. Just drop in with your resume - no appointments necessary.

The Placement Center, coordinated by the ALA Office for Human Resource Development and Recruitment is located in room 301/302 and will be open the following hours:

Thursday, March 29 1:00 – 4:00 p.m.
Friday, March 30 8:30 a.m. – 5:30 p.m.
(closed from 12:15 – 2:15 p.m. during the Keynote Luncheon)
Saturday, March 31 8:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.

PRESS ROOM
Members of the press may obtain information, materials, and a badge by registering in the Press Room, located in Room 304. Press passes must be presented to gain entry to the exhibit hall. Press Room hours are:

Thursday, March 29 7:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Friday, March 30 7:00 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.
Saturday, March 31 8:00 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.
Sunday, April 1 8:00 – 11:00 a.m.

PROCEEDINGS
“Sailing into the Future - Charting our Destiny: Proceedings of the 13th National Conference of the Association of College and Research Libraries, March 29-April 1, 2007, Baltimore, Maryland” will be available for purchase in the conference bookstore at the discounted rate of $65. After the conference, the proceedings will be available at a $72 list price. The proceedings include text of invited and contributed papers, which explore the latest thinking and research into issues facing academic librarianship. Theme areas include Attracting and Thriving; Collaborations; Content, Collections, and Access; The Environment for Libraries; Libraries and the Imagination; Teaching and Learning.

REGISTRATION
Registration will be in the Baltimore Convention Center. On-site full-conference registration fees are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Fee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACRL member</td>
<td>$445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALA member</td>
<td>$525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-member</td>
<td>$620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>$125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One-day registration fees are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Fee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACRL</td>
<td>$225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALA member</td>
<td>$275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-member</td>
<td>$325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>$75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Registration hours are:

Wednesday, March 28 4:00 – 7:00 p.m.
Thursday, March 29 7:00 a.m. – 7:00 p.m.
Friday, March 30 7:00 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.
Saturday, March 31 8:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.

A registration badge is required for entrance to all conference programs, special activities, and the exhibit hall. Sessions will be monitored and only individuals with badges will be allowed to participate.

SESSION RECORDINGS
Audio MP3 CD ROMs and audio CDs of most conference programs will be available for purchase onsite and after the conference. Look for the Conference Media / session recordings sales booth in the registration area. Discounted onsite prices are $13 per individual session audio CD, or $99.95 for the audio MP3 CD ROM containing the complete set of all conference recordings.

SHUTTLES
Shuttle service will be available to select conference hotels. Please see the conference addendum for details.

CRUISIN’ WITH CAMERAS!
Submit your digital pictures from the conference and you can win a $25 gift certificate for Amazon.com! Using your digital camera, your cell phone, or your developed and scanned film, upload your photos to Flickr. Go to www.flickr.com, and log-in with the username “ACRL2007”; password “Baltimore.” Select the pictures you want to upload, and tag your photos “ACRL2007”. In the description, include your name, institution, and e-mail, and tag the photos with these on word “best of” categories:

1. “Overall” - overall conference
2. “Exhibit” - vendor or exhibit
3. “Baltimore” - Baltimore outside of the conference
4. “Stereotype” - breaking the librarian stereotype

You can upload photos from any computer. Or, stop by the ACRL office from 10:00-11:00 a.m. on Friday, or 3:00-4:00 p.m. on Saturday, and a member of the conference Innovations committee will be able to assist you.
SMOKING
Per ALA policy, no smoking is allowed in the meeting rooms or exhibit halls of the convention center.

TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Baltimore area code 410
Emergencies 911

HOTELS
Baltimore Marriott Inner Harbor 410-962-0202
Days Inn Inner Harbor 410-576-1000
Hampton Inn at Camden Yards 410-685-5000
Hilton Baltimore BWI Airport 410-694-0808
Holiday Inn Baltimore Inner Harbor 410-685-3500
Holiday Inn Express 410-727-1818
InterContinental Harbor Court 410-234-0550
Peabody Court 410-727-7101
Radisson Plaza Lord Baltimore 410-539-8400
Renaissance Harborplace 410-547-1200
Sheraton Baltimore City Center (formerly Wyndham) 410-752-1100
Sheraton Inner Harbor 410-962-8300
Tremont Plaza Hotel 410-727-2222

REGISTRATION
Registration 410-649-6674
ACRL Hospitality Desk 410-649-6678
ACRL Office 410-649-7006
ACRL Travel Desk 410-649-6678
Press Office 410-649-6046

NAVIGATING THE CONFERENCE

TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS
Need help with your hotel reservations? Stop by the ACRL Travel Desk located on the mezzanine level and a representative of Experient will be glad to assist you. This service will be available through Saturday afternoon, March 31.

VIRTUAL CONFERENCE
Miss a session or want to continue the discussion after the conference? Visit the Virtual Conference Community. The community includes Web casts offered during the conference, discussion boards, blogs, chat rooms, speaker handouts, and much more. The virtual conference community will remain active for a year after the conference, so you can keep the conversation going after you return to your institution.

WIFI
Wifi is available without fee for attendees who have Wifi-enabled devices. The wireless hot spot, sponsored by Elsevier, is located on the 300 level of the Baltimore Convention Center. To access the Internet via Wifi, simply start by opening your browser. If you get a “page not found” error then close your browser and open your Wireless Network Connection (Windows users). This can be done by double-clicking the Wifi Connection icon by your system clock or by using your Start button and choosing Settings->Network Connections->Wireless Network Connection. If you still can’t find this area, then find it in your Network Connections section of the Control Panel. Please choose the network (SSID) named ‘ACRL’ and connect to it. Then your browser should open to your home page as usual.

A database collection about behavior in many disciplines.

Psychology is the science of behavior. That’s why APA’s suite of databases is essential to so many fields of study—business, law, education, medicine, nursing, and more. License all five databases to build an integrated core collection supporting programs, coursework, research and practice throughout your institution.

Learn more at www.apa.org/databases and www.apa.org/librarians. Request your Free 30-Day Trials and licensing information by visiting booth 145 at ACRL.

American Psychological Association
The Comprehensive Cancer Collection.

From AACR


Cancer Research – spanning the entire field, the most frequently cited cancer journal in the world.
108,146 cites of 2003/2004 articles
Impact Factor 7.616

Clinical Cancer Research – clinical and translational research bridging the laboratory and the clinic.
Impact Factor 5.715

Cancer Epidemiology, Biomarkers & Prevention – multidisciplinary research in populations.
Impact Factor 4.460

Molecular Cancer Therapeutics – targets, therapeutics and drug development.
Impact Factor 5.171

Impact Factor 5.417

Together, the five journals have increased content by 39% from 2005, with over 27,000 pages in 2006.

Print Options
(Limited online access)

• Five-Journal Suite: deeply discounted rate
• Combo Package: our two twice-monthly journals, Cancer Research and Clinical Cancer Research
• Individual: monthly journals at standard institutional rate

Subscribe Today!
American Association for Cancer Research
615 Chestnut Street, 17th Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19106

For Member Subscriptions:
(215) 440-9300 or dues@aacr.org

For Non-member and Institutional Subscriptions:
U.S.A.–(860) 350-0041 or turpinna@turpin-distribution.com
International–(44) 1767-604951 or custserv@turpin-distribution.com

For Site Licenses:
Contact Robert Bergiven
Phone: (267) 646-0679
Email: sitelicense@aacr.org

Site License Options
(Single-site, Multi-site, Consortia)

AACR’s Site License provides “24/7” access to our journals, so your research community is no longer limited by time or restricted by location.

Online Back Issues Archive for all five AACR journals available FREE. Complete back issues of Cancer Research (to 1941) will be available by the end of 2007.

Cover-To-Cover online includes complete access to front and back matter, including masthead pages, announcements and advertisements.

Usage Data for all AACR journals are fully COUNTER compliant. When available, AACR journals will support the SUSHI protocol to delivery usage data to a single repository for each library subscriber.

RSS feeds deliver for the latest research in the AACR collection.

www.aacrjournals.org
Conference programs fall into one of the six conference tracks:

- Attracting and Thriving
- Collaborations
- Content, Collections, and Access
- The Environment for Libraries
- Libraries and the Imagination
- Teaching and Learning

In addition to tracks, programs also address a specific conference theme:

- Deep Waters (challenges)
- Getting Your Sea Legs (early career issues)
- Hoisting the Sails (leadership)
- Lifelines (values)
- Passport to Success (effective practices)
- Squalls (controversies)
- Rocking the Boat (innovations)

Contributed papers, panel sessions, and workshops sorted by track and theme:

**ATTRACTING AND THRIVING**

Mindfully Resolving Conflicts: Diversity
Theme: Deep Waters (challenges)

The Dating Game: Courting the Subject Specialist Candidate
Theme: Deep Waters (challenges)

They Didn’t Teach That in Library School! Building a Digital Teaching Commons to Enhance Metadata Teaching, Learning and Research
Theme: Deep Waters (challenges)

E-Education: Does an Online Degree Make a Difference to Academic Library Employers?
Theme: Getting Your Sea Legs (early career issues)

Work Behavior Type and Myers Briggs Personality Type Preferences of Academic Librarians: Change over Time?
Theme: Getting Your Sea Legs (early career issues)

LIS Access Midwest Program (LAMP): A Regional Initiative to Recruit and Retain Diverse Professionals
Theme: Hoisting the Sails (leadership)

**Keeping Libraries in the Flow: Being Relevant in the World of Amazoogle**
Theme: Lifelines (values)

**New Ships, New Seas: A New LIS program Charts a Course for Educating Tomorrow’s Professionals**
Theme: Lifelines (values)

"Sink or Swim" Is Not an Orientation Program: Teaching Navigation to New Crew
Theme: Passport to Success (effective practices)

Facilitation and Experiential Techniques for Changing the Behavior of Library Work Teams
Theme: Passport to Success (effective practices)

From Option to Opportunity: Concrete Ways to Attract the Next Generation of Academic Librarians
Theme: Passport to Success (effective practices)

Interns Ahoy! How Liberal Arts Colleges Reel in New Recruits
Theme: Passport to Success (effective practices)

**COLLABORATIONS**

Building The European Digital Library—An Insider’s Point of View
Theme: Deep Waters (challenges)

Moving Beyond the Library: Three Perspectives Unite for Distance Education
Theme: Deep Waters (challenges)

Writing Outside the Lines: Information Illiteracy and Plagiarism in the Space Between Collaborations
Theme: Deep Waters (challenges)

Charting a Course: HBCU Library Alliance Leadership in Action
Theme: Hoisting the Sails (leadership)

Blue Skies Ahead: A Practical and Manageable Approach to Library-wide Assessment
Theme: Passport to Success (effective practices)

Building a Consortial Monographic Purchase Plan: The Colorado Alliance of Research Libraries Experience
Theme: Passport to Success (effective practices)

Digitization of Herbarium Specimens, a Collaborative Project
Theme: Passport to Success (effective practices)

Theme: Passport to Success (effective practices)

It Takes a Village (or at Least a Few Supportive Faculty) to Make Information Literacy Happen
Theme: Passport to Success (effective practices)

Providing Innovative Services to “Our Users” in the World of Web 2.0: The ANTS Initiative
Theme: Passport to Success (effective practices)

Reaching the Distant Shore—A Collaborative Online Course for Distance Learning Faculty
Theme: Passport to Success (effective practices)

**Virtual Teams: Collaboration and Knowledge Sharing Across Time and Distance**
Theme: Passport to Success (effective practices)

Collaborating with Campus IT and Faculty to Build the Institutional Repository of Tomorrow
Theme: Rocking the Boat (innovations)

Crossing Boundaries: Collaborating to Assess Information Literacy
Theme: Rocking the Boat (innovations)

Fostering and Measuring Collaborative Computing and Learning in the Cornell Library Collaborative Learning Computer Laboratory (CL3)
Theme: Rocking the Boat (innovations)

Library as Convenor: Collaborations that Build Creative (Academic) Communities
Theme: Rocking the Boat (innovations)

Networking Across the Campus: Collaborative Partnerships through Humanities Computing
Theme: Rocking the Boat (innovations)

Shaping Outcomes: A Collaborative Museum-Library Project for Outcomes-based Professional Development
Theme: Rocking the Boat (innovations)

Unify to Diversify: Collaborating for Diversity Recruitment
Theme: Rocking the Boat (innovations)

**CONTENT, COLLECTIONS, AND ACCESS**

A Bucket of Extremes: Saving an ARL-sized Library Collection in New Orleans
Theme: Deep Waters (challenges)

Faculty and Student Perceptions of Using E-Books in a Small Academic Institution
Theme: Deep Waters (challenges)

Faculty Attitudes About Scholarly Communication Trends and Issues: Tribal Differences at Columbia University
Theme: Deep Waters (challenges)

E-book Evolution: The New Chapter of Electronic Resources
Theme: Passport to Success (effective practices)

Library Mashups for the Virtual Campus: Using Web 2.0 Tools to Create New Current Awareness Resources
Theme: Passport to Success (effective practices)

Strategies for Redesigning the Website to Reflect Library Transformation
Theme: Passport to Success (effective practices)

Subject Search Disconnect
Theme: Passport to Success (effective practices)

Working from the Grass Roots: Best Practices in Campus Scholarly Communication Programs
Theme: Passport to Success (effective practices)

Federated Searching: Do Undergraduates Prefer It and Does It Add Value?
Theme: Rocking the Boat (innovations)

ACRL 13th National Conference
TRACKS AND THEMES

Out-googling Google: Federated Searching and the Single Search Box
Theme: Rocking the Boat (innovations)

Who Do You Trust?: Wikipedia and the Authority of Anonymous Strangers
Theme: Squalls (controversies)

LIBRARIES AND THE IMAGINATION

Academic Success: How Library Services Make a Difference
Theme: Deep Waters (challenges)

The Reference Question—Where Has Reference Been? Where Is Reference Going?
Theme: Deep Waters (challenges)

Re-envisioning Reference: The Process of Charting Our Future
Theme: Lifelines (values)

Designing a Library Environment That Promotes Learning
Theme: Passport to Success (effective practices)

Effective Practices for Technology-Enhanced Spatial Transformations
Theme: Passport to Success (effective practices)

Knowing Our Students: Undergraduates in Context
Theme: Passport to Success (effective practices)

Start Seeing Numbers!
Theme: Passport to Success (effective practices)

Usability Testing: Your Passport to Low Cost User-Centered Design
Theme: Passport to Success (effective practices)

Gaming for the Ages: A Wholistic View from Collections to Services
Theme: Rocking the Boat (innovations)

PennTags: Creating and Using an Academic Social Bookmarking Tool
Theme: Rocking the Boat (innovations)

Reinventing Library Services for Undergraduates: Strategies for Reaching Millenial Students
Theme: Rocking the Boat (innovations)

Service Sea Change: Clicking with Screenagers through Virtual Reference
Theme: Rocking the Boat (innovations)

Social Navigation, Recommender Systems and Libraries
Theme: Rocking the Boat (innovations)

Technology Innovation in Academic Libraries: Rocking the Boat or Unfurling the Sails?
Theme: Rocking the Boat (innovations)

TEACHING AND LEARNING

Reaching the Faculty of the Future . . . Now: Marketing Instructional Services to Graduate Students
Theme: Deep Waters (challenges)

What They Don’t Know CAN Hurt Them: Competency Theory, Library Anxiety, and Student Self-Assessments of Their Information Literacy Skills
Theme: Deep Waters (challenges)

Adapting Best Practices to Global Perspectives: Developing and Assessing Information Literacy Learning in the Arab World
Theme: Passport to Success (effective practices)

Analog v. Google in the CMS: RSS Feeds to the Rescue!
Theme: Passport to Success (effective practices)

Build It and What? Measuring the Implementation and Outcomes of an Information Commons
Theme: Passport to Success (effective practices)

Evaluating Library Instruction: Measures for Assessing Educational Quality and Impact
Theme: Passport to Success (effective practices)

Integrating Information Literacy Using the PSS Political Science Research Competency Guidelines
Theme: Passport to Success (effective practices)

Library as Laboratory: Special Collections in Undergraduate Education
Theme: Passport to Success (effective practices)

Reflecting on Online Instruction and Learning: Best Practices and Trends in Information Literacy Tutorials
Theme: Passport to Success (effective practices)

Taking Flight—Pilot Testing the Information Literacy Test
Theme: Passport to Success (effective practices)

The South Dakota Regental Information Literacy Exam: A Tool for Small and Medium-Sized Universities to Document and Assess Information Literacy
Theme: Passport to Success (effective practices)

Tossing a Life Preserver! Using Characteristics of Best Practices to Assess Your Information Literacy Program
Theme: Passport to Success (effective practices)

Who’s Afraid of the Big Bad Library?
Theme: Passport to Success (effective practices)

Creating Meaning in Library Instruction: Presence and Transcendence
Theme: Rocking the Boat (innovations)

Get Blended: Injecting Instructional Design and Technology Skills Into Academic Library Jobs
Theme: Rocking the Boat (innovations)

Information Visualization as a Tool for Teaching Research Skills
Theme: Rocking the Boat (innovations)

Muckrakers: Engaging Students in the Research Process through an Online Game
Theme: Rocking the Boat (innovations)

Rocking the Boat and Catching the Wave: A Gaming Solution for Library Instruction
Theme: Rocking the Boat (innovations)

Social Contagion Theory and Information Literacy Dissemination: A Theoretical Model
Theme: Rocking the Boat (innovations)

THE ENVIRONMENT FOR LIBRARIES

A Shared Vision? Campus-Level Advocacy and Support for Libraries
Theme: Hoisting the Sails (leadership)

Campus Advocacy: Involving All Staff in Influencing Campus Dynamics
Theme: Hoisting the Sails (leadership)

Following the Phosphorous Trail of Research Library Mission Statements in the Present and Future Harbors
Theme: Hoisting the Sails (leadership)

Inside the Academic Administrator's Mind: What They Really Think About Library Value and Support
Theme: Hoisting the Sails (leadership)

Librarians as Academic Leaders: Uniquely Qualified for the Job
Theme: Hoisting the Sails (leadership)

Information and Research Needs of GLBT/Sexual Diversity Studies Students
Theme: Lifelines (values)

Will it Make My Teeth Whiter? Selling the Library Without Selling Out
Theme: Lifelines (values)

Designing Self-Service Learning Environments
Theme: Passport to Success (effective practices)

From Midnight Breakfast to Facebook.com: Social Networking and the Small College Library
Theme: Passport to Success (effective practices)

Special Collections, Special Challenges: Advanced Copyright Issues
Theme: Passport to Success (effective practices)

We Are All in the Same Boat: Public Relations by Committee at an Academic Library
Theme: Passport to Success (effective practices)

Cruise to Success: How to Steer Your Way Through the Murky Waters of Marketing Your Library
Theme: Rocking the Boat (innovations)

Privacy and Library 2.0: How Do They Conflict?
Theme: Squalls (controversies)
AnthroSource is a fully integrated information resource serving the research, teaching, and professional needs of anthropologists. Developed by the American Anthropological Association (AAA) and University of California Press, AnthroSource brings 100 years of anthropological material online to scholars, students, and the public.

- An electronic archive of all AAA journals
- Free trial access for librarians available at www.anthrosource.net
- New and improved AnthroSearch provides focused, customizable search results
- Comprehensive, full-text literature and searchable PDFs
- Integrated reference linking with CrossRef ensures easy access to core anthropological research
- Over 2,000 journal issues and 40,000 articles
- 39% of users are undergraduate students

www.anthrosource.net
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28, 2007

4:00 – 7:00 PM
Registration

THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 2007

7:00 AM – 7:00 PM
Registration

8:00 AM – 3:30 PM
Tours
Pre-registration required and additional registration fee required.

8:30 AM - 3:30 PM
Preconferences
Pre-registration and additional registration fee required.

Assessment of Academic Library Effectiveness:
Using ACRL Standards for Continuous Evaluation
Learn the ACRL “Standards for Libraries in Higher Education” (2004) and apply them as a framework for evaluating the academic library. Apply practical examples, assessment tools, and techniques to develop a plan to implement an assessment process. The preconference will introduce and review an ACRL workbook as a tool for understanding the assessment process. The goal is to assist attendees to begin the evaluation process for their own libraries using forms, worksheets, checklists, and practical examples as a guide.
Presenter(s): William N. Nelson, Library Director, Augusta State University; Robert Fernekes, Georgia Southern University
ROOM 316

Copyright and the Digital Library: Making New Opportunities Work (sometimes)
Copyright is changing. Librarians must understand these changes and be able to clarify them for patrons and others in their communities. This session will focus on understanding copyright and providing leadership and guidance to the academic community. Learn that with a few principles in hand, you can make a difference in your community in advocating for copyright laws that safeguard the needs of librarianship, teaching, learning, and scholarly communication.
Presenter(s): Dwayne Buttlar, Professor, University Libraries, Evelyn J. Schneider, Endowed Chair, University of Louisville; Donna Ferullo, Director and Associate Professor, Purdue University Libraries; Peggy Hoon, Scholarly Communication Librarian, North Carolina State University Libraries
ROOM 319

Knowledge Management in Academic Libraries
Find out why and how academic librarians can expand their traditional collection and service roles to include new, enterprise-wide information services and content management responsibilities. Learn the basic concepts of knowledge management and apply them to academic library operations. Examine the shift from collection development to collection management to content management and learn about new and changing responsibilities for academic librarians in public and technical services.

Sharon A. Hogan Management Symposium
Learn whether a move into middle management is right for you. Find out what sorts of knowledge and skills you should have for such a move. This preconference is designed both for front-line librarians who wonder if they should consider middle management jobs, and for librarians who find themselves managing people for the first time. The format of the preconference is interactive, alternating individual and small group exercises based on complicated, realistic scenarios, with short presentations of concepts and examples. The symposium is unique in offering a one-day session to new and potential managers, rather than focusing on leadership in the senior management ranks.
Presenter(s): Anne Beaubien, Director, Cooperative Access Services & Grants Officer, University of Michigan; Peter Hepburn, Assistant Circulation Librarian and Assistant Professor, University of Illinois-Chicago
ROOM 324

Taking Your Library Liaison Program to the Next Level: Strategies for Outreach and Integration
This preconference will present an overview of library liaison programs, as well as strategies for strengthening or revitalizing your own liaison programs through enhanced outreach and enhanced communication with collaborative technologies such as blogs and wikis. The preconference will also showcase methods of effective program development to ensure curricular integration of library services and resources.
Presenter(s): Craig Gibson, Associate University Librarian, George Mason University; Jamie Coniglio, Head, Reference Department, Fenwick Library, George Mason University
ROOM 317
9:00 AM - 12:00 PM

**Reframing Work through Language**

Why is the gap so great between our hopes, intentions, decisions, and reality? Plans are developed and decisions are made, but very little significant change actually occurs. How can transformational change take place within ourselves and in our organizations? Drawing on the personal experiences of the presenters and from discussions held at the UCLA Senior Fellows 2005 program, participants will be provided with an overview of and develop skills based on the Kegan and Lahey book *How the Way We Talk Can Change the Way We Work: Seven Languages for Transformation*. Emphasizing the significance of communication in effecting change, new language will enable transformation within our personal and professional lives.

**Presenter(s):** Maggie Farrell, Dean of Libraries, University of Wyoming; Beth McNeil, Associate Dean, University of Nebraska, Lincoln; Barbara Preece, Executive Director, Boston Library Consortium, Inc.

**ROOM 315**

2:00 PM - 3:30 PM

**First-Time Attendee Orientation Session**

Discover how to successfully navigate the conference, meet ACRL leaders, and learn how you can get involved in the association.

**ROOM 309**

4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

**Opening Keynote Session**

**Presiding:** Pam Snelson, ACRL President

**Greetings:** Mary Ellen Davis, ACRL Executive Director

**Welcome:** Mary Reichel, ACRL National Conference Chair

**Academic Librarian of the Year presentation:** Pam Snelson, ACRL President

**Introduction:** Joel Thornton, University of North Texas

**Speaker:** Michael Eric Dyson, Avalon Foundation Professor in the Humanities, and Professor of Religious Studies and Africana Studies, University of Pennsylvania

During the Opening Keynote Session, Michael Eric Dyson will discuss the impact generational disputes and differences have on higher education, including the way students learn, the way faculties teach, and the development and application of new technologies.

**BALLROOM (4TH FLOOR)**

5:45 PM - 7:30 PM

**Opening Exhibits Reception**

Join your colleagues for the grand opening of the ACRL 13th National Conference exhibits! More than 200 companies will be on hand to provide a wide variety of products and services. Enjoy refreshments and the opportunity to mingle with exhibitors and colleagues.

**EXHIBIT HALLS A-D**

8:30 AM - 9:30 AM

**Panel Sessions**

Panel sessions are one-hour presentations that allow for multiple perspectives on an issue.

**Blue Skies Ahead: A Practical and Manageable Approach to Library-wide Assessment**

Do you want to learn about a practical, manageable approach to assessing your library’s impact? Participate in this session if you understand theories behind and reasons for assessment but struggle with implementing an effective strategy with limited resources.

**Presenter(s):** Catherine Cardwell, Co-Interim Dean, Bowling Green State University; Colleen Boff, First-Year Experience Librarian & Department Chair, Bowling Green State University; Kelly Broughton, Co-Interim Dean, Associate Dean, Bowling Green State University

**ROOM 316/317**

**Interns Ahoy! How Liberal Arts Colleges Reel in New Recruits**

You’ve heard the buzz about recruiting new librarians to replace upcoming retirees. Find out how liberal arts colleges cultivate librarians and learn about the local benefits they reap by doing so. Leave this session with ideas about how to help.

**Presenter(s):** Janelle Wertzberger, Director of Reference & Instruction, Musselman Library, Gettysburg College; Marla Peppers, Head of Library Information Services, Occidental College; Jennifer Harp, Archivist & Records Manager, Mount St. Mary’s University

**ROOM 324-326**

**Rocking the Boat and Catching the Wave: A Gaming Solution for Library Instruction**

Because computer games are popular among “millennials,” University of Cincinnati librarians are creating an interactive game that engages students in learning about plagiarism. The panel will discuss the creation process of the game, share lessons learned and describe future directions.

**Presenter(s):** Stephena Harmony, Library Director, University of Cincinnati Raymond Walters College; Debbie Tenofsky, Head of Reference and Instruction, Musselman Library, Gettysburg College; Maria Peppers, Head of Library Information Services, Occidental College; Jennifer Harp, Archivist & Records Manager, Mount St. Mary’s University

**ROOM 307/308**
The Reference Question—Where Has Reference Been? Where Is Reference Going?
Fifteen years ago technological innovation challenged librarians to “rethink reference.” What has driven change—strategic decisions made by librarians, external forces, or some combination of the two? How must reference change to thrive during the next 15 years?
Presenter(s): James Rettig, University Librarian, University of Richmond; Jerry Campbell, President, Claremont School of Theology; William Miller, Director of Libraries, Florida Atlantic University; Cheryl LaGuardia, Research Librarian, Harvard College Library; Brian Mathews, Public Services Librarian, Georgia Institute of Technology
ROOM 318-323

8:30 AM - 9:45 AM
Contributed Papers
Contributed papers are research and position papers that challenge current assumptions and provoke you to think creatively about issues facing academic and research librarians. Papers are paired, and both papers will be delivered within a 75-minute time slot.

Pair One
Moderator: Ewa Barczyk, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee
Faculty and Student Perceptions of Using E-Books in a Small Academic Institution
E-books should be thriving in our electronic age, but e-books are not flying “off the shelves.” What are the perceptions of students and faculty towards e-books? Are they collecting dust? Southwest Baptist University’s experience will be the discussion starter.
Presenter(s): Edward W. Walton, Acting Dean, University Libraries, Southwest Baptist University

Faculty Attitudes About Scholarly Communication Trends and Issues: Tribal Differences at Columbia University
During 2004 and 2005, focus group discussions were conducted with faculty in 35 departments in the School of Arts and Sciences at Columbia University to identify disciplinary differences in scholarly communication practices, priorities, and projections about future developments. Hear the results and understand important trends and issues in scholarly communication.
Presenter(s): James Neal, Vice President for Information Services and University Librarian, Columbia University
ROOM 310

Pair Two
Moderator: Tim Bottorff, University of Central Florida
From Midnight Breakfast to Facebook.com: Social Networking and the Small College Library
Is there a place for librarians on Facebook.com and MySpace? This program will consider the important role that active participation in social networks, both in live and virtual spaces, can provide in marketing and promoting library services on your campus.
Presenter(s): Elizabeth Wavle, Director of the Gannett-Tripp Library, Elmira College

Privacy and Library 2.0: How Do They Conflict?
Library 2.0 has a great potential to provide customized services to patrons. However, some librarians are concerned that the information needed to provide these services may have a detrimental effect on privacy. How are librarians dealing with this potential conflict?
Presenter(s): Edward Corrado, Systems Librarian, The College of New Jersey
ROOM 314/315

Pair Three
Moderator: Richard Bradberry, Bowie State University
Reaching the Faculty of the Future . . . Now: Marketing Instructional Services to Graduate Students
Discover how one university is promoting research-based learning and marketing instructional services to graduate students who are teaching courses through an outreach program that partners with individual departments as well as with the graduate school’s teacher training program.
Presenter(s): Liz Cooper, Emory University Library; Anna Van Scoyoc, Instruction Services Librarian, Emory University Library; Chris Palazzolo, Political Science and International Documents Librarian, Emory University Library

Social Contagion Theory and Information Literacy Dissemination: A Theoretical Model
Building upon the work of Malcolm Gladwell, this paper discusses the use of students’ social networks as a method for disseminating information literacy skills and presents initial efforts at employing this approach with a targeted network of undergraduates.
Presenter(s): Daisy Benson, Library Assistant Professor, University of Vermont; Keith Gresham, Director of Information and Instruction Services, University of Vermont Libraries
ROOM 309

8:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Workshops
Engage in an issue, learn a new skill, develop an action plan, or participate in other active learning activities during a workshop session. Workshops provide three contact hours (plus a mandatory break so you can visit the poster session and exhibits) and are limited to 60 participants per session. Pre-registration required.

Facilitation and Experiential Techniques for Changing the Behavior of Library Work Teams
This workshop explores effective techniques from several disciplines that enable one or more individuals with basic skills to change the behavior of a library work team. Participants will review the research underlying the techniques and practice relevant skills.
Presenter(s): Keith Russell, Librarian, University of Kansas
BALLROOM FOYER WEST
Library as Convener: Collaborations That Build Creative (Academic) Communities
Learn the art of collaboration through structured facilitative methods that yield creative ideas you never would have dreamed of on your own. The workshop presents a simulation of processes on how to host a CoLAB Planning® session in your library.
Presenter(s): Bess de Farber, Grants & Revenue Manager, University of Arizona Libraries; Mary Evangeliste, Training Coordinator-Information Commons, University of Arizona
ROOM 338

Start Seeing Numbers!
To communicate effectively, librarians need to be critical readers and conveyers of numeric information, often in visual form. This hands-on workshop focuses on design principles, critical reading, and production of graphs and charts. No Excel experience is necessary.
Presenter(s): Ann Zawistoski, Reference & Instruction Librarian for the Sciences, Carleton College; Kristin Partlo, Reference and Instruction Librarian for the Social Sciences, Carleton College; Paula Lackie, Academic Computing Coordinator for the Social Sciences & Humanities, Carleton College; Doug Foxgrover, Academic Computing Coordinator for the Natural Sciences, Carleton College
ROOM 339

9:00 AM – 4:30 PM
Exhibits
Find out about the latest in products and services when you visit with exhibitors! More than 200 exhibiting companies will be on hand to showcase the latest in library products and services. See page 71 for the list of exhibitors to date.
EXHIBIT HALLS A-D

10:00 AM – 11:00 AM
Poster Sessions
Join your colleagues in the exhibit hall for informal presentations featuring successful solutions to problems and unique and innovative library-based projects with important lessons for the academic and research library community.
EXHIBIT HALLS A-D

P1 Combating Plagiarism at University of Northern Colorado: Instruction plus detection equals prevention
Jayati Chaudhuri, University of Northern Colorado Libraries; Lyda Ellis, University of Northern Colorado Libraries; Lisa Blankenship, University of Northern Colorado Libraries

P2 Poster Withdrawal - Vacant

P3 Venturing into Chartered Waters: Using Faculty-Librarian Collaboration for Creating Online Library Subject Tutorials
Richard Wisneski, Bowling Green State University; Colleen Boff, Bowling Green State University
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P4 Type, Look, and Listen: Transforming VR Best Practices for (Instant) Millennials
Alex Hodges, American University; Meg Meiman, American University Library

P5 Taking the Show on the Road: Information Literacy on a College Choir Tour
Katherine Furlong, Lafayette College

P6 Resource Sharing Models in Ohio and New York: Different Models, Different Outcomes
Patricia Markley, Siena College; Kathryn Johns-Masten, Siena College; Suzanne Turner, University at Albany

P7 Braving the New Waters of Information Fluency
Elizabeth Killingsworth, University of Central Florida; Rachel Viggiano, University of Central Florida; Renee Montgomery, University of Central Florida; Jason Martin, University of Central Florida

P8 Engaging Subject Guides: Integrating Learning Objects to Enrich Subject Guides
Risë Smith, Dakota State University

P9 Get It In Writing: MOUs and Library/IT Partnerships
Carolyn Walters, Indiana University; Elizabeth Van Gordon, Indiana University

P10 Charting New Waters: Offering Library Instruction through a Multimedia Web-delivered Product
Geraldine Purpur, Appalachian State University; Louise Ochoa, Appalachian State University; Pat Farthing, Appalachian State University

P11 Reference Librarians as Facilitators: A Model Government Documents Training Program
Janette Prescod, University of Tennessee; Thura Mack, University of Tennessee

P12 The Augusta Model: Sequential, Integrated Information Literacy for First-Year Education and Beyond
Brent Etzel, Reference Librarian, Augustana College

P13 Safe Harbor in Business/Management: The Scuttlebutt on Ethical, Legal, and Socioeconomic Issues of Information
Cynthia Gibbon, Gettysburg College; Katherine Downton, Gettysburg College

P14 S.O.S. for Information Literacy: Your Destination for Motivating Teaching Ideas
Abby Kasowitz-Scheer, Syracuse University Library; Rebecca Pierce, Syracuse University

P15 Where's ALL the Money Go? Enriching Instruction through Information Economics
Scott Warren, North Carolina State University; Kim Duckett, North Carolina State University

P16 Do the Research, Reap the Rewards!
Claudia Ruediger, Southeast Missouri State University; Glen Williams, Southeast Missouri State University; Michelle Dubaj, Southeast Missouri State University

P17 Beyond Students and Faculty: Providing Research Instruction for Academic Staff
James Huff, Goucher College

P18 The Power of Transparency: Utilizing Blackboard to Increase Student Use of the Library
Rachel Zyirek, Babson College; Hope N. Tillman, Babson College

P19 But Did They Get It? Collaborating with Faculty to Assess Information Literacy Learning
Leslie Bussert, University of Washington-Bothell/Cascadia Community College

P20 “You’ve Been Audited!”: Analyzing Syllabi to Promote Information Literacy across the Curriculum
Wendy Holliday, Utah State University; Pam Martin, Utah State University

P21 Collaborative Strategies to Meet the Challenges of Serving Graduate Students
Michele Behr, Off Campus Librarian, Western Michigan University; Barbara Cockrell, Western Michigan University

P22 A Developmental Information Literacy Matrix: A Tool for Focus, Clarity, and Communication
Robert Schroeder, Portland State University; Sharon Elteto, Portland State University

P23 Portfolios and Information Literacy Assessment
Mary Metzger, University of North Carolina-Charlotte; Davida Scharf, New Jersey Institute of Technology

P24 Anchoring Assignment Design in Information Literacy
Claire Clemens, James Madison University; Kathy Clarke, James Madison University

P25 MyTeaching Library @ UT: A Model Customization Tool for Integrating Learning Objects into Online Course Content
Teresa Walker, University of Tennessee; Rita Smith, University of Tennessee

P26 Singing like a Fish: Innovative Ideas Through Access, Use, and Production of Multimedia in Academic Assignments
Monique Threatt, Indiana University; Meghann Matwichuk, University of Delaware

P27 We’ve Set SAILS: Launching Library Assessment across University Waters
Nancy Noe, Auburn University; Juliet Rumble, Auburn University

P28 Navigating International Waters: The Challenges and Opportunities of Working With Students Abroad
Carrie Forbes, University of Denver; Esther Gil, University of Denver; Jenny Bowers, University of Denver

P29 Sailing through Virtual Reference Service Assessment
Firouzeh Logan, University of Illinois-Chicago; Krystal Lewis, University of Illinois-Chicago
P30 Moving Beyond Venn Diagrams: Using Concept Mapping to Visualize the Search Strategy Process
Allison King, University of Central Florida-Cocoa; Andrew Todd, University of Central Florida- Cocoa; Barbara Alderman, University of Central Florida-Southern Region

P31 Teaching Google Scholar: Lessons Learned at Northwestern University Library
Natalie Pelster, Northwestern University Library; Geoff Morse, Northwestern University Library

P32 Not-so-Trivial Pursuit: Gaming in Information Literacy
Amy Harris, University of North Carolina-Greensboro; Scott Rice, University of North Carolina-Greensboro

P33 The Usability of Flash Tutorials for Library Instruction
Joan Petie, Duke University

P34 OneBook Meets Google Maps: Engaging Freshman in English Composition Library Instruction
Joshua Been, University of Texas-Arlington; Gretchen Trkay, University of Texas- Arlington

P35 Did They Hear a Word I Said?
Linda Rich, Bowling Green State University

P36 Navigating the Assessment Current
Kimberley Wilcox, Azusa Pacific University; John Schwenk, Azusa Pacific University

P37 Best Practices for Assessment of Information and Computer Technology Literacy: The San Jose State University Experience
Toby Matoush, San Jose State University

P38 Passport to IL Success: Breaking through Borders between University and High Schools: The University of the West Indies (Mona, Jamaica) Library’s Summer Information Literacy Program for High School Students
Verna George, University of the West Indies-Mona; Faith McKay-Johnson, University of the West Indies-Mona; Paulette Kerr, Rutgers, State University of New Jersey

P39 Collaborating with Business Faculty to Improve Student Selection of Free Web Resources: A Study in International Marketing
Beth Kaylor, University of North Carolina-Wilmington; Eileen Brown, University of North Carolina-Wilmington; Lisa Williams, University of North Carolina-Wilmington

P40 Mastering the Subtle Art of Library Instruction
Lisa Norberg, University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill; Kim Vassiliod, University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill

11:00 AM - 12:00 PM
Invited Paper
Learning, Emotion and Their Application for Teaching
This presentation will provide an overview of neurosciences and pedagogical research on learning. The importance of emotion in facilitating learning will also be discussed in the context of pedagogical research in cooperative learning. Practical teaching approaches will be recommended to increase student learning.
Presenter(s): Luz Mangurian, Professor Emerita, Towson University
ROOM 307/308

11:00 AM - 12:00 PM
Panel Sessions
Caution! Hazardous Substances: Recognizing and Deflecting Toxic Personalities in the Library Workplace
This panel will be based in part on a survey of academic librarians about the amount of toxicity in their organizations, and will include three short presentations. Engage in a brief group exercise on identifying toxic situations.
Presenter(s): Mary P. Freier, Associate Professor, University of Illinois- Springfield; Ann Riley, Director, Technical and Access Services, Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville; Terrence B. Bennett, Business and Economics Librarian, The College of New Jersey Library
ROOM 324-326

Crossing Boundaries: Collaborating to Assess Information Literacy
Learn about NITLE’s First Year Information Literacy in the Liberal Arts Assessment project (FYILLAA), developed and implemented by an eight-college collaboration of librarians, faculty, institutional research staff, and IT staff. The survey assesses the research practices of entering students.
Presenter(s): Carolyn Sanford, Head of Reference and Instruction, Carleton College; Nancy Millichap, Director of Professional Development Programs, NITLE; Ja Beld, Director of Academic Research and Planning, St. Olaf College; David Lopatto, Professor, Grinnell College
ROOM 316/317

Library as Laboratory: Special Collections in Undergraduate Education
Learn methods to deepen mastery of information and lifelong learning skills through hands-on work with primary sources. The panel will demonstrate how libraries can actively engage undergraduates and faculty in the transformative experience of original, primary-source research using special collections.
Presenter(s): Hjordis Halvorson, Vice President for Library Services, Newberry Library; Suzy Taraba, Head of Special Collections and University Archivist, Olin Library, Wesleyan University
ROOM 310
Reaching the Distant Shore—A Collaborative Online Course for Distance Learning Faculty

Drawing on experiences from a collaborative online course for new distance education faculty, explore strategies for helping faculty integrate library resources as they create their own courses in the online environment.

Presenter(s): Diana Vogelsong, Acting University Librarian, American University Library; Claire Dygert, Unit Coordinator for Serials & Electronic Resources, American University Library; James Lee, Associate Director, Center for Teaching Excellence, American University CTE; James McCabe, American University CTE

ROOM 309

11:00 AM - 12:15 PM
Contributed Papers

Pair One

Moderator: Carolyn Dusenbury, California State University, Chico

Perceptions of Campus-Level Advocacy and Influence Strategies among Senior Administrators in College and University Libraries

Hear the results of a study of the perceptions of advocacy for libraries in campus-level decision making in four-year colleges and universities, specifically examining how libraries work with key individuals and departments to garner support and balance conflicting expectations.

Presenter(s): William Welburn, Associate Dean, University of Illinois, Graduate College; Janice Simmons-Welburn, Dean of Raynor-Memorial Libraries, Marquette University; Beth McNeil, University of Nebraska Libraries

Designing Self-Service Learning Environments

This paper will explore the ways students can and do create their own learning spaces when building design encourages their self-expression. Hear examples of libraries that have effectively provided such learning spaces and examine concrete examples of design successes.

Presenter: Wendy Starkweather, Director, Public Services, University of Nevada, Las Vegas

ROOM 314/315

Pair Two

Moderator: Thad Dickinson, Central Michigan University

Subject Search Disconnect

Do users want simpler access to “best sources” for subject research? Should libraries filter information by discipline, subject area, or course? Should information be tailored to the undergraduate level? This presentation will present findings from research on these and other questions.

Presenter(s): Margaret Mellinger, Assistant Professor, Oregon State University; Jane Nichols, Social Sciences/Humanities Librarian, Oregon State University

Library Mashups for the Virtual Campus: Using Web 2.0 Tools to Create New Current Awareness Resources

Librarians can use Web 2.0 tools to create current awareness mashups (Web application hybrids) for campus virtual environments. Steps discussed will be the creation of information profiles for research topics, and methods used to integrate selected content from disparate sources.

Presenter(s): Adriene Lim, Systems Librarian/Assistant Professor, Portland State University; Linda Absher, Humanities Librarian, Portland State University; Kerry Wu, Business Librarian/Assistant Professor, Portland State University

ROOM 318-323

12:15 PM - 2:15 PM
Keynote Luncheon

Presiding: Mary Reichel, ACRL National Conference Chair

Greetings: Keith Michael Fiels, ALA Executive Director; Leslie Burger, ALA President

Best Practices in Marketing Award: Julie Todaro, ACRL President-Elect

Introduction: Pam Snelson, ACRL President

Speaker: John Waters, Filmmaker

Filmmaker John Waters will discuss influences on his creative work, including individuals from film and entertainment, and the places, people, and culture of his hometown, Baltimore.

Note: The keynote luncheon is included with your registration fee, but a ticket is required to attend.

BALLROOM (4TH FLOOR)

2:30 PM - 3:30 PM
Panel Sessions

Charting a Course: HBCU Library Alliance Leadership in Action

Libraries at HBCUs are critical agencies in higher education. To develop leadership, the HBCU Library Alliance developed a multi-part Leadership Program. The panel will describe the program and articulate the impact this program has had on the HBCUs that participated.

Presenter(s): Lillian Lewis, Program Officer, HBCU Library Alliance; Karyn Trader-Leigh, CEO, KTA Global Partners; Richard Bradberry, Dean, University Library and Media Services, Bowie State University

ROOM 324-326

E-book Evolution: The New Chapter of Electronic Resources

Participate in discussions with panelists on several aspects of the electronic book environment: the evolution and current incarnations of e-books, user perceptions, marketing, and how the current access, cost, and use models of e-books affect how libraries develop collections.

Presenter(s): Bonnie Tijerina, Electronic Resources Coordinator, Georgia Tech Library; Tammy Sugarman, Head, Collection Development, Georgia State University Library; Heather Jeffcoat King, Web Program Manager, Georgia Tech Library

ROOM 309
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**Gaming for the Ages: A Wholistic View from Collections to Services**

Video, computer, and Internet games are transforming culture and gaming is a rapidly developing area of scholarship and teaching. The panel will present collections and services strategies to ensure scholars can study and teach gaming impact on learning, society, and relationships.

**Presenter(s):** Lisa Hinchliffe, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; Karen Schmidt, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Library; David Ward, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Undergraduate Library; Chris Hamble, Engineering Librarian, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Library

**ROOM 318-323**

---

**Reflecting on Online Instruction and Learning: Best Practices and Trends in Information Literacy Tutorials**

With more academic libraries developing online tutorials, this presentation will allow participants to reflect on how online information literacy tutorials have evolved thus far, and to examine some of the best practices found in meaningful, innovative, and effective tutorials.

**Presenter(s):** Terrence B. Bennett, Business and Economics Librarian, The College of New Jersey Library; Melissa K. Prescott, Reference and Instruction Librarian, St. Cloud State University; Jennifer Sharkey, Associate Professor of Library Science, Purdue University Libraries

**ROOM 310**

---

2:30 PM - 3:45 PM

**Contributed Papers Pair One**

**Moderator:** Janet Fore, St. Mary’s College

**Designing a Library Environment That Promotes Learning**

While learning theories and environmental studies have provided no definitive proof, the researchers believe it possible to establish links between library space design and user behavior. Could this relationship lead to learning-conducive library design? Explore the possibilities of this connection!

**Presenter(s):** Diane Halliday, Assistant Professor/Reference Librarian, Dowling College; Joyce Gotsch, Assistant Professor/Reference Librarian, Dowling College

**ROOM 310**

---

**Build It and What? Measuring the Implementation and Outcomes of an Information Commons**

This paper describes a multifaceted, data-driven approach to information commons design and evaluation incorporating patron behaviors, desires, and outcomes; examines the pros and cons of various evaluation methodologies.

**Presenter(s):** Rachel Applegate, Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis

**ROOM 307/308**
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Pair Two
Moderator: Karen Williams, University of Minnesota

E-Education: Does an Online Degree Make a Difference to Academic Library Employers?
This session addresses the online MLIS versus traditional degree as perceived by employers in academic libraries. The presenters will examine the survey results querying 1,011 academic employers, current students, and recent graduates about their experiences related to their degree and hiring process.
Presenter(s): Sara Russell Gonzalez, Assistant University Librarian, Marston Science Library, University of Florida; Kathryn Kennedy, Engineering Outreach Librarian, Marston Science Library, University of Florida; Pam Cenzer, Assistant Chair, Marston Science Library, University of Florida

Work Behavior Type and Myers Briggs Personality Type Preferences of Academic Librarians: Change over Time?
Who are academic librarians, who is entering the profession, and what are the implications of changes in personality preference and work behavior type? Hear results from research conducted between 2003 and 2006 will be presented and compare these results to 1991-1993 studies.
Presenter(s): Carol Ritzen Kem, Bibliographer, University of Florida ROOM 316/317

Campus Advocacy: Involving All Staff in Influencing Campus Dynamics
Advocacy for all library staff is a critical component of success. As staff become more familiar with trends in higher education and campus planning, communication, and resource allocation, the library can gain substantial benefits. Understand the campus organization, its evolving nature, its trends, and start to develop an individual advocacy plan. ACRL’s University Library Section and the ALA Advocacy Institute are co-sponsoring this workshop.
Presenter(s): Camila Alire, Dean Emerita, University Libraries, University of New Mexico and Colorado State University; James Klumpp, Professor, Department of Communication, University of Maryland; Ann Viles, Coordinator, Reference/Instruction, Appalachian State University
ROOM 340

Creating Meaning in Library Instruction: Presence and Transcendence
Introduce spontaneity, playfulness, passion, and personal meaning in library instruction! In this hands-on workshop, participants will explore and develop personal skills for vital and dynamic teaching and learning. Focused on finding and bringing our authentic selves to the classroom.
Presenter(s): Susan Whyte, College Librarian, Linfield College; Dane Ward, Associate Dean for Public Services, Illinois State University
ROOM 339

“Sink or Swim” Is Not an Orientation Program: Teaching Navigation to New Crew
Participate in this workshop and return to your library with objectives, content lists, and creative delivery tools to design a memorable, unique experience for your new crew members.
Presenter(s): Elaine Jennerich, University of Washington
ROOM 338

Usability Testing: Your Passport to Low Cost User-Centered Design
Participants in this workshop will deepen their understanding of Web site usability testing with the goal of starting a program at their library. Usability best practices will be explored through a combination of lecture, demonstration, and hands-on activities.
Presenter(s): Nora Dimmock, Head, Multimedia Center, University of Rochester
ROOM 341

3:30 PM – 4:30 PM
Poster Sessions
P1 UNH’s Use of Document Delivery Services as a Replacement for Journal Subscriptions
Jennifer Carroll, University of New Hampshire
P2 Building Student Assistant Skills: WebCT as a Tool to Enhanced Training for Library Student Assistants
Brenda Mathenia, University of Nevada-Reno
P3 From Theory to Practice: Implementing RFID Technology
Paula Popma, California State University-Fresno; Navjit Brar, California Polytechnic State University

ACRL 13th National Conference
P4 Social Networking in Libraries: Do Students Want Librarians in Their Turf?
Jenny Emanuel, University of Central Missouri

P5 Mentoring Ourselves: Facing the Challenge of Tenure Collaboratively
Robin Ewing, St. Cloud State University; Susan Schleper, St. Cloud State University; Kate Peterson, St. Cloud State University; Melissa Prescott, St. Cloud State University

P6 A Tale of Two Yiddish Book Formats: Print Meets Digital
Salwa Ismail Patel, Florida Atlantic University Libraries

P7 The Scholar-Librarian Reborn: CLIR’s Postdoctoral Fellowship in Scholarly Information Resources for Humanists
Amy Harbur, Council on Library and Information Resources; Elliott Shore, Bryn Mawr College

P8 Recruitment through Mentoring in the Liberal Arts College Library
R. Cecilia Knight, Grinnell College; Catherine Rod, Grinnell College

P9 The Three “R”s: Reference, Research, and Resources in Art at the Smithsonian American Art Museum
Kathleen Adrian, Smithsonian American Art Museum; Christine Hennessey, Smithsonian American Art Museum

P10 Research Support for ACRL Members: Your Research Coach and InPrint
Rosemary Arneson, University of Montevallo; Rob Lenholt, Stetson University

P11 Who’s Counting? Using the U.S. Census to Introduce Information Literacy in a Beginning Statistics Course
Ruth Hamann, Passaic County Community College

P12 A Comparative Analysis of Google Scholar and Academic Search Premier
Ingrid Hsieh-Yee, Catholic University of America; John Coogan, University of Maryland University College

P13 Globalization of Higher Education: Academic Libraries in the Middle East
Daphne Flanagan, American University of Sharjah; Kathy Ray, American University of Sharjah

P14 Publish or Publish: Addressing the What’s and How Many’s, and What Are You Going to Do About It?
Kay Cunningham, University of Memphis; Betsy Park, University of Memphis

P15 Are Those Databases Worth the Price?
Liz Bezera, Emerson College Library

P16 Why Do They Do That? Helping Professors to Understand Information-Seeking Behavior in Undergraduates (and Vice Versa)
Charlotte Johnson Jones, University of Mary Washington

P17 Reeling Them In: On-site Practicum Experiences for Library / Information Science Students in Distance Learning Programs
Mary Lou Baker Jones, Wright State University; Charlotte Droll, Colgate University

P18 Research Aid Station: Redefining Face-to-Face Reference Services
Laurel Littrell, Kansas State University; Sara Kearns, Kansas State University; Jenny Heikkila-Furrey, Kansas State University

P19 Charting a Course with Diversity at Arizona State University’s Fletcher Library
Smita Joshipura, Arizona State University; Edward McKennon, Arizona State University; Sylvia Frost, Arizona State University

P20 When Students Like Google Scholar Better than Library Databases: Explaining the Value of Both
Michelle Kowalsky, William Paterson University

P21 Getting Up to Speed: Planning an Integrated and Comprehensive Orientation Program for New Librarians
Susanne Clement, University of Kansas; John Stratton, University of Kansas

P22 MyMapp: E-portfolios for Librarians
Linda L. Parker, University of Nebraska- Omaha; Nora Hillyer, University of Nebraska-Omaha

P23 Takin’ It to the Streets: Reference a la Carte
Jamie Coniglio, George Mason University

P24 Revealing the Secret: MassBLAST Internships for Teens Uncover the Mystery of What Librarians REALLY Do
Doris Ann Sweet, Simmons College; Mary McGowan, Simmons College; Anne Croak, Simmons College

P25 Navigating a Sea of Information: Tools for Training Student Workers
Lora Lennertz Jetton, University of Arkansas

P26 Historic Images, Google Maps, and Your Digital Collections
Bartholomew Schmidt, Drake University; Scott Phillips, Drake University

P27 Reaching Out: Strategies and Resources for Library Career Recruitment
Julie Brewer, University of Delaware Library; Asher Jackson, University of Delaware Library

P28 A New Tool for Not-So-Ancient Mariners: OCLC Terminologies Service
Linda Gabel, OCLC Online Computer Library Center, Inc.; Becky Dean, OCLC Online Computer Library Center, Inc.

Nancy Magnuson, Goucher College; Pamela Higgins, Johns Hopkins University
DAILY SCHEDULE
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P30 A Quick and Easy Guide to Usability Testing for Librarians
Robyn Rosenberg, University of Texas-Austin; Jennifer Kern, University of Texas-Austin

P31 Textbooks 101: Textbook Collection at the University of Minnesota
Caroline Crouse, George Washington University

P32 Different Ways to Read: Hearing, Feeling and Seeing Journals in a New Way
Laurel Kristick, Oregon State University

P33 Copyright in the Digital Age: Developing Resources for Your Academic Community
Barbara Oakley, University of Connecticut; Tracey Rudnick, University of Connecticut; Betsy Pittman, University of Connecticut

P34 Digital Immigrants in the Mainstream: A Library Consortium’s Success with Instant Messaging (IM) Reference
Beatrice R. Pulliam, Providence College

P35 Do We Laugh or Cry? Or How to Select and Implement an ILS and Federated Search Product in 12 Months or Less

P36 Courseware Beyond Classes: Using Blackboard for Service Desk Support and Training
Chricinda McGee, Wayne State University

P37 Keeping Afloat in Technology Tempests: Transforming New Librarians into Technologically Savvy Experts
Darcy Del Bosque, University of Nevada-Las Vegas; Cory Lampert, University of Nevada-Las Vegas

P38 CareerNow! Providing Timely, Targeted Information Access through Blogging
Kelly Woodside, Simmons College

4:30 PM - 5:30 PM
Invited Paper
Digital Media, Learning, and Libraries: Web 2.0, Learning 2.0, and Libraries 2.0
Let’s be clear about it: The term Web 2.0 is, first and foremost, a marketing gimmick. Its purpose is to create a sense of new; foster a buzz about new media, and generate new investment. So far, it’s working. At the same time, for those of us with access to recent developments on the Web, it is difficult to deny that something new is indeed afloat. New social software coupled with new social interactions seem to be generating new forms of collective intelligence. Although these forms manifest in different ways, they most often share an important similarity: They encourage users to contribute—to add and annotate, as well as to read and reflect—to the collective intelligence. With help from sites like theworldisnotflat.com, dosomethingamazing.com, intellipedia, and librarything, this talk seeks to open discussions around the intersections among social software, student learning, and academic libraries.
Presenter(s): David Silver, Assistant Professor of Media Studies, University of San Francisco
ROOM 307/308

4:30 PM - 5:30 PM
Panel Sessions
Fostering and Measuring Collaborative Computing and Learning in the Cornell Library Collaborative Learning Computer Laboratory (CL3)
This session will focus on the value of collaborative learning and the collaborative efforts at Cornell University to design an innovative computer laboratory. Hear how the Library, Computer Science, and Information Technologies worked together to build CL3 to foster collaboration among students.
Presenter(s): Anthony Cosgrave, Cornell University; David Schwartz, Lecturer, Computer Science, Cornell University; Steve Weidner, Instructional Designer, Cornell University
ROOM 324-326

Get Blended: Injecting Instructional Design and Technology Skills Into Academic Library Jobs
Integrating academic libraries into learning spaces requires a new breed that blends instructional design and technology into their librarianship skills. This session explores an emerging position, its qualifications, and job responsibilities. A panel of "blended librarians" discusses this emerging specialty.
Presenter(s): John Shank, Instructional Design Librarian, Pennsylvania State University Berks; Steven Bell, Philadelphia University; Sean Cordes, Assistant Professor, Iowa State University; Kathryn Shaughnessy, Instructional Services Librarian, St. John’s University Library
ROOM 314/315

We Are All in the Same Boat: Public Relations by Committee at an Academic Library
Discover how an academic library coordinates its public relations by a committee. Learn from our successes and mistakes. Collaborate with your colleagues as you share your own experiences and plan for the future.
Presenter(s): Heidi Buchanan, Reference Librarian/Information Literacy Instruction Coordinator, Western Carolina University; Dana Edge, Reference Librarian/Business Liaison, Western Carolina University; Brandon Robinson, Public Relations Assistant, Hunter Library, Western Carolina University; Eloise Hitchcock, Associate Library Director, Western Carolina University
ROOM 316/317

David Silver
Coming this Spring, Columbia University Press unveils the newly expanded and redesigned:

• Granger’s World of Poetry
  www.columbiaagrangers.org

• Gazetteer of the World
  www.columbiaagazetteer.org

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TO SIGN UP FOR YOUR FREE TRIAL CONTACT OUR ELECTRONIC MARKETING AND SALES AT:
COLUMBIAONLINE@COLUMBIA.EDU

COLUMBIA, Refer to us

columbia.edu/cu/cup
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Working from the Grass Roots: Best Practices in Campus Scholarly Communication Programs
Learn about best practices in planning and implementing campus scholarly communication programs from participants in the ACRL/ARL Institute for Scholarly Communication. Begin planning to address scholarly communication issues at your institution.
Presenter(s): John Ober, Director, Policy, Planning, and Outreach, Office of Scholarly Communication; Teresa Fishel, Library Director, Macalester College; Carolyn Mills, Reference Librarian and Biology Liaison, University of Connecticut; John Saylor, Director of the Engineering and Computer Science Library, Cornell University
ROOM 310
4:30 PM - 5:45 PM
Contributed Papers
Pair One
Moderator: Jill Newby, University of Arizona

Knowing Our Students: Undergraduates in Context
Who are our students? The University of Rochester, River Campus Libraries, conducted a two-year ethnographic study of how undergraduates do their work. Hear the report on the methods, findings, and programming outcomes of the project.
Presenter(s): Judi Briden, Digital Librarian for Public Services, University of Rochester; Ann Marshall, Librarian, University of Rochester; Vicki Burns, Head, Rush Rhees Reference, University of Rochester

Academic Success: How Library Services Make a Difference
Learn how libraries impact academic success. Academic persistence and success are critical issues for higher education. Based on research findings from California State University-Bakersfield, this presentation will identify library services, programs, and resources that facilitate student academic success.
Presenter(s): Ying Zhong, Senior Assistant Librarian, California State University-Bakersfield; Johanna Alexander, Reference Services Coordinator, California State University-Bakersfield
ROOM 318-323

Pair Two
Moderator: Peggy Johnson, University of Minnesota

Unify to Diversify: Collaborating for Diversity Recruitment
Learn about the CIRLA (Chesapeake Information and Research Library Alliance) Fellows Program, a replicable recruitment and training program designed to diversify the profession and launch new librarians into academic and research library careers through mentoring and practical professional experience.
Presenter(s): Jade Alburo, Reference and Collection Processing Librarian/CIRLA Fellow, Library of Congress
Library Access Midwest Program (LAMP): A Regional Initiative to Recruit and Retain Diverse Professionals
LIS Access Midwest Program (LAMP) is a regional initiative among academic libraries and schools of LIS designed to increase representation of members of statistically and historically underrepresented groups through proactive recruitment, enrichment, and retention initiatives.
Presenter(s): Rae-Anne Montague, Assistant Dean for Student Affairs, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
ROOM 309
7:00 PM
Dinner with Colleagues

SATURDAY, MARCH 31, 2007

8:00 AM – 12:00 PM
Registration

8:00 AM - 9:00 AM
Roundtable Discussions
These small, informal discussion sessions will provide you with the opportunity to network, share information, and solve common problems. Roundtable discussions are located in Exhibit Halls A-D.

Table 1 Outreach to Graduate Students
Jim Morris-Knower, Cornell University

Table 2 Collaboratively Teaching Information Literacy at a Distance: Effective Practices in a Teacher Education Program
Jennifer Brown, University of Alaska-Southeast; Thomas Duke, University of Alaska-Southeast

Table 3 Un Cambio de Recorrido/A Change of Course: A Discussion Targeting the Recruitment of Latinos to Academic Librarianship
Barbara Miller, Cal State-Fullerton; Maria Ascencio, George Mason University; Camila Aire

Table 4 International Students, ESL Learners, and Libraries: Best Practices and Creative Collaborations
Ameet Doshi, University of North Carolina-Wilmington

Table 5 This is the World Calling: Incorporating International Internet Radio and TV into Your Collections and Curriculum
John Barnett, Gettysburg College; Joy Pile, Middlebury College; Heather Moulaison, College of New Jersey

Table 6 Copyright in the Digital Age—Ask the Experts
Becky Albitz, Pennsylvania State University; Michelle Deis, Ohio State University; Diana Vogelsong, American University; Anne-Marie Davis, University of Washington; Donna Ferullo, Purdue University; Dwayne Butler, University of Louisville

Table 7 Librarianship in For-Profit Colleges and Universities
David Bickford, University of Phoenix; Betta Markle, Argosy University; Roxy Zimmerman, Career Education Corporation; Laurel Crump, New College of Florida/USF Sarasota Manatee Campus

Table 8 Academic Libraries, Students, Bookstores and Publishers: A Convergence Brought About by the High Cost Textbooks
John Pollitz, Oregon State University; Anne Christie, University of Alaska-Fairbanks

Table 9 Meet The ACRLog Team: Comment and Contribute
Steven Bell, Philadelphia University

Table 10 How Instruction Librarians Can Be Successful and Avoid Burnout, Overload, and Turning into a Zombie
Kari Mofford, Wentworth Institute of Technology

Table 11 Give Em What They Want: Reference Services for Adult Learners
Alexia Hudson, Pennsylvania State Great Valley School of Graduate Professional Studies

Table 12 Edutainment with a Bun: Librarian as Stand-up Comic!
Sara Marcus, Queens College/City University of New York; Scott Shoedicker, York College/City University of New York; Virgil Blake, Queens College/City University of New York

Table 13 Mentoring and Facilitating for the Future of the Profession
Doris Van Kampen, Saint Leo University; Carol Moon, Saint Leo University

Table 14 Library as Faculty: Separate but Equal?
Paula Seeger, University of Minnesota Law Library

Table 15 Finding Your Career Sea Legs—A Roundtable Discussion on Common Early Career Issues
Ning Zou, Eastern Kentucky University; Sarah Cohen, Champlain College; Judy Hildebrandt, Keene State College; Beth Transue, Messiah College; Jane Sudo, Long Island University-Brooklyn Campus; Scott Vine, Franklin & Marshall College

Table 16 Effectiveness of Self-Managed Teams
Michael Aloj, Dowling College; Joyce Gotsch, Dowling College

Table 17 More than a Pretty Face: The Place of Film Archives in Academic Libraries
Greg Wilsbacher, University of South Carolina

Table 18 Research Instruction in a Web 2.0 World
Rachel Bridgewater, Washington State University-Vancouver; Anne-Marie Deitering, Oregon State University

Table 19 Combined Library/IS Organization Models: Issues and Successes
W. Lee Hise, Connecticut College

Table 20 What Academic Librarians Can Learn From Public Librarians (and vice-versa)
Uni Tech, Oakton Community College/Schaumburg Twp District Library; Laura Burt, North Park University
Table 21 Reference Statistics Database
Xiaomei Gong, Western Connecticut State University; Veronica Kenausis, Western Connecticut State University

Table 22 Libraries, Plagiarism and Collaboration: Getting Onboard and On the Right Track
Tammy Babrowsky, Bemidji State University; Ruth Zietlow, Metropolitan State University

Table 23 Collaborating with Faculty for Program Review: An Innovative Partnership
Judith Samuel, California Lutheran University; Heni Mandschein, California Lutheran University

Table 24 First Year and Retention: Where Do Librarians Fit In?
Mary Strife, West Virginia University

Table 25 Fishing in Deep Waters: Bringing Users to Libraries Using Social Networking Technologies
Kyrille Goldbeck, Virginia Tech; Michelle Young, Virginia Tech

Table 26 The ‘Embedded’ Librarian: Navigating the Waters of Classroom Territories
Anne Kulig, Plymouth State University

Table 27 Fostering Scholarly Activity in an Informal Researchers Group
Anne Marie Candido, University of Arkansas; Phillip Janes, University of Arkansas

Table 28 What our Users Say about Federated Searching and How this Influences Plans to Customize the Product
Donna Beck, Carnegie Mellon University

Table 29 Discovering Usage Statistics: A Glance at How Usage Statistics Are Used Within Libraries
Bob Schufrich, MPS Technologies; Claire T. Dygert, American University Library

Table 30 What it Takes to Float Your Boat: Your Passport to Effective Practices in 21st-Century Fundraising
Andrew Sanderbeck, The People Connect Institute

Table 31 Respect in the Workplace: Raising the Bar
Leslie Firth, Carleton University

Table 32 Respect in the Workplace: Raising the Bar
Leslie Firth, Carleton University

Table 33 SOS: Surviving Your First Year as Library Instruction Coordinator
Molly Susan Mathias, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee; Kristin Woodward, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

Table 34 Faculty Buy-in: Open-Access Journals and Repositories
Michal Strutin, Santa Clara University

Table 35 The Research Process Card Game and Other Stories: Active Learning and Information Literacy
Dawn Amsberry, Pennsylvania State University Libraries

Table 36 Taking the Reins: How are NextGen Librarians Learning to Lead Academic Libraries?
Robin Kear, Nova Southeastern University; Carrie Gits, Nova Southeastern University; Jason Martin, University of Central Florida

Table 37 “Thou Shalt Not Steal”: The Challenges of Teaching Students to Understand and Avoid Plagiarism in a Traditional and Online Environment
Olga Hart, University of Cincinnati; Debbie Tanofsky, University of Cincinnati

Table 38 Is it Loud in Here Or Is It Just Me?
Liorah Golomb, Wichita State University

Table 39 Scholarly Communication and Faculty: How to Encourage Change
Michael Boock, Oregon State University Libraries

Table 40 Library Exhibits: Getting the Most Bang for Your Buck
Katherine O’Clair, Arizona State University Libraries

Table 41 If the Mountain Doesn’t Come to You… Strategies to Reach Faculty for Librarian/Faculty Collaboration
Deg Farrelly, Arizona State University-West Campus

Table 42 Meeting the Challenge: Developing Strategies for ESL Instruction
Merinda Hensley, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Table 43 Transforming Branch Libraries
J. B. Hill, Indiana University-Bloomington

Table 44 Scholarly Communication and Faculty: How to Encourage Change
Michael Boock, Oregon State University Libraries

Table 45 LAMP: A Regional Initiative to Broaden the Pool of Recruits and Retain Diverse Professionals
Amani Ayad, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Illinois-Urbana Champaign; Rae-Anne Montague, Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Illinois-Urbana Champaign

Table 46 Finding Software to Manage Electronic Resources: Realistic or Just Herding Cats?
Stephanie Brawn, University of Connecticut; Deborah Sanford, University of Connecticut; Nicholas Eshelman, University of Connecticut; Leslie Porter, Fairfield University

Table 47 Adjuncts, Can You Hear Me Now? How Successful are Academic Libraries in Reaching this Unique Group?
Z. Wang, Long Island University
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8:00 AM - 9:00 AM
Panel Sessions
Ever Wonder What the Future Holds?: Top Ten Assumptions for the Future of Academic Libraries
The ACRL Research Committee will unveil its top ten assumptions for the future of academic libraries, resulting from the environmental scan/survey and literature review completed by the committee. A panel representing community and liberal arts colleges, research university libraries, as well as an observer of the higher education environment will react and comment upon the assumptions.
Presenter(s): Jim Mullins, Dean of Libraries, Purdue University; Doug Lederman, Editor, Inside Higher Ed; Sherrie Schmidt, University Librarian, Arizona State University; Pam Snelson, College Librarian, Franklin & Marshall College; Julie Todaro, Dean, Library Services, Austin Community College
Note: This program runs until 9:30 a.m.
ROOM 318-323

It Takes a Village (or at Least a Few Supportive Faculty) to Make Information Literacy Happen
Wondering how to get faculty to buy-in on information literacy? This panel is made up of two faculty (English and Computer Science) and two reference/instruction librarians from a small community college that has made information literacy work through creative collaborations.
Presenter(s): Heidi McCann, Reference & Instructional Services Librarian, Mt. Wachusett Community College; Ellen Madigan Pratt, Distance Education & Outreach Librarian, Mt. Wachusett Community College; Lorrie Donahue, Professor, Mt. Wachusett Community College; Susan Taylor, Associate Professor, Mt. Wachusett Community College
ROOM 316/317

New Ships, New Seas: A New LIS program Charts a Course for Educating Tomorrow's Professionals
The emerging College of St. Catherine LIS program re-imagines LIS education and shows how its approach and new curricular structure can be used by academic librarians, especially regarding ethics, diversity, and IL initiatives. Audience participation required—all hands on deck!
Presenter(s): David Lesniaski, Assistant Professor, College of St. Catherine; Mary Wagner, College of St. Catherine; Deborah Torres, Assistant Professor, College of St. Catherine; Helen Humeston, College of St. Catherine
ROOM 324-326

Technology Innovation in Academic Libraries: Rocking the Boat or Unfurling the Sails?
Identify models for successful technology innovation in libraries. Learn the benefits and disadvantages of introducing disruptive technologies; and hear about best practices for planning and implementing innovations in libraries.
Presenter(s): Mary Mallery, Associate Dean for Technical Services, Keene State College
ROOM 309

8:00 AM – 9:15 AM
Contributed Papers
Pair One
Moderator: Cecilia Knight, Grinnell College
Federated Searching: Do Undergraduates Prefer It and Does It Add Value?
This paper reports on research conducted to determine if undergraduates at four different institutions of various sizes and types prefer federated searching to searching databases individually, and whether federated searching helps them to locate better resources for their research.
Presenter(s): C. Jeffrey Belliston, Chair, General Information Services, Brigham Young University; Jared Howland, Electronic Resources Librarian, Brigham Young University
ROOM 310

Pair Two
Moderator: Dan Lee, University of Arizona
Shaping Outcomes: A Collaborative Museum-Library Project for Outcomes-based Professional Development
This session presents the key features and challenges of a team-produced Web-based, instructor-mediated learning experience designed to spread awareness about and to develop competence in outcomes-based planning and evaluation (OBPE)—a tool for effective grant writing and project implementation.
Presenter(s): Rachel Applelegate, Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis
ROOM 310

They Didn’t Teach That in Library School! Building a Digital Teaching Commons to Enhance Metadata Teaching, Learning and Research
The Metadata Education and Research Information Center (MERIC) is a new model of professional education for librarians at various levels. This collaborative Web-based teaching commons provides resources that enhance metadata teaching and learning and encourages collaborative research in information organization.
Presenter(s): Sherry Vellucci, Assistant Professor, Rutgers University
ROOM 314/315

Montclair State University; Nancy Davenport, Associate Professor, Ohio State University; Jim Robertson, Director of University Web Services, New Jersey Institute of Technology

ROOM 309
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9:00 AM - 12:00 PM
Forum
Keeping Libraries in the Flow: Being Relevant in the World of Amazoogle

Today's academic libraries must accommodate rapid advances in technology, respond to significant changes in the behaviors and expectations of students, and to complicate matters further, be aware of the dramatic changes that are taking place in higher education itself. What is different today is that these forces are converging; that is, disruptive technologies, academic priorities, research methods, publishing, and user expectations and preferences hit us as one single, powerful wave of change. All of these forces are affecting the roles of libraries and how librarians are perceived and supported on campuses. This forum is designed so that participants can learn from leaders, share information with fellow participants, and to work together to discover practical ideas and strategies that can be taken home. **Note:** This forum is limited to 100 participants; pre-registration required.

**Presenter(s):** Richard Dougherty, Dougherty and Associates; Gary Pitkin, Dean of Libraries and Professor, University of Northern Colorado; Steven Bell, Philadelphia University; Wendy Lougee, University Librarian, University of Minnesota; Michelle Jacobs, Instruction Librarian, University of California-Merced

ROOM 340/341

9:30 AM – 10:30 AM
Poster Sessions

P1 Getting on Target: Collaborative Solutions to Digitization for College Library Special Collections
Christopher Raab, Franklin & Marshall College

P2 Promoting Library Research: A Collaboration Across the Disciplines
Clementine Lewis, LaGuardia Community College of the City University of New York

P3 Charting A Future Course: Results of an Online Survey Concerning the Future of the Academic Library as a Place
Jason Martin, University of Central Florida

P4 Closing the Gap: Use of Student Volunteers in an Academic Library
Toni Tucker, Illinois State University; Beth Schobernd, Illinois State University

P5 Porch Reads: Encouraging Recreational Reading Among College Students
Joan Giglierano, University of Dayton; Heidi Gauder, University of Dayton

P6 Discovering and Meeting the Needs of Study Abroad Students
Alica White, Pennsylvania State University; Henry Pisciotta, Pennsylvania State University

P7 Snakes on a Plane! Pop Culture Turns Students on to Library Resources and Media Literacy
Beth Jane Toren, West Virginia University Libraries

ROOM 307/308

8:00 AM - 12:00 PM
Workshops

Workshops are limited to 60 participants per session. Pre-registration required.

**Special Collections, Special Challenges: Advanced Copyright Issues**
Examine copyright issues faced by special collections and their users, such as of orphan works, the Copyright Act’s library exemptions, and policies needed to protect the library and its users, while providing access to special collections.

**Presenter(s):** Peggy E. Hoon, Scholarly Communication Librarian, North Carolina State University; Cheryl L. Davis, Doctoral Student, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

ROOM 338

**Mindfully Resolving Conflicts: Diversity Facilitation**
How do we begin a conversation with people culturally different from ourselves? Explore what it takes to develop authentic and meaningful relationships, even in conflict or misunderstanding, using roleplay and exercises and addressing issues such as racism and cultural differences.

**Presenter(s):** Matthew Johnson; Henry Bourgeois, StirFry Seminars & Consulting

ROOM 339

Pair Three
Moderator: Lisa Janicke Hinchliffe, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

The South Dakota Regental Information Literacy Exam: A Tool for Small and Medium-Sized Universities to Document and Assess Information Literacy
This paper describes the South Dakota State Universities’ collaborative development of an assessment tool to test information literacy following the ACRL IL Standards and using IRT for discrete and continuous scores and validity/reliability feedback on the questions.

**Presenter(s):** Carol Leibiger, Head of Public Services, Information Literacy Coordinator, University of South Dakota; William Schweinle, Director of Academic Evaluation and Assessment, University of South Dakota

Taking Flight—Pilot Testing the Information Literacy Test
Learn about the process of implementing James Madison University’s Information Literacy Test (ILT) at Northwest Missouri State University, including logistics, cost, and perceived validity. View analysis of student proficiency, when compared as a whole, by ACT, GPA, and credit hours.

**Presenter(s):** Sarah Park, Web/Reference Librarian, Northwest Missouri State University; Annie Jo Ury, Library Outreach Coordinator, Northwest Missouri State University; Frank Baudino, Northwest Missouri State University

ROOM 307/308

8:00 AM - 12:00 PM
Workshops

Workshops are limited to 60 participants per session. Pre-registration required.

**Special Collections, Special Challenges: Advanced Copyright Issues**
Examine copyright issues faced by special collections and their users, such as of orphan works, the Copyright Act’s library exemptions, and policies needed to protect the library and its users, while providing access to special collections.

**Presenter(s):** Peggy E. Hoon, Scholarly Communication Librarian, North Carolina State University; Cheryl L. Davis, Doctoral Student, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

ROOM 338

**Mindfully Resolving Conflicts: Diversity Facilitation**
How do we begin a conversation with people culturally different from ourselves? Explore what it takes to develop authentic and meaningful relationships, even in conflict or misunderstanding, using roleplay and exercises and addressing issues such as racism and cultural differences.

**Presenter(s):** Matthew Johnson; Henry Bourgeois, StirFry Seminars & Consulting

ROOM 339
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P8 FAQs and Myths: Collaboration among Business School Libraries
Kathleen Long, Stanford Graduate School of Business; Jill Parchuck, Columbia University

P9 A Tale of Two Wikis
Don Albecht, Colorado State University Libraries; Jennifer Kutzik, Colorado State University Libraries

P10 Laptop Soup: Serving up Research Tools Where Graduate Students Need Them
Sarah G. Wenzel, Columbia University; Robert Scott, Columbia University

P11 How Many Subject Headings Does It Take to Describe an Archival Collection?
Elizabeth Cox, Southern Illinois University-Carbondale; Leslie Czechowski, University of Pittsburgh Health Sciences Library System

P12 Concerts, Dances and Exhibits: An Undergraduate Library as Campus Cultural Space
Catherine Brown, UCLA College Library

P13 iPods @ Your Library
Debra Weiss, College of William and Mary

P14 Instant Messaging: Are We 2.0 Yet?
Robin Leech, Oklahoma State University Libraries; Steve Locy, Oklahoma State University Libraries

P15 Navigating Academic Success: A Library Portal for First-Year Students
Judith Arnold, Wayne State University; Carrie Croatt-Moore, Wayne State University

P16 ACRL and AASL Working Together for Information Literacy: Don’t Forget Charter and Cyber Charter Schools
Tom Reinsfelder, Penn State University-Mont Alto; Amy Deuink, Penn State University-Schuylkill

P17 Library Link: Bettering Life In, Life Out—A University and Community Partnership
Laura Sullivan, Northern Kentucky University; Theresa Wesley, Northern Kentucky University; Leslie Hammann, Northern Kentucky University

P18 East Carolina University’s New Faculty Orientation Program: Success Through Collaboration
Jan Lewis, East Carolina University; Mark Sanders, East Carolina University

P19 Documents Directly to the People: Using Podcasts to Promote Government Documents Collections
Newkirk Barnes, Mississippi State University

P20 Taking It to the Streets: The Mobile Librarian On and Off Campus
Janie Silveria, California State University-Monterey Bay; Pam Baker, California State University-Monterey Bay

P21 The Rohrbach Library Reference Department Art Wall: Showcasing Student Art
Sylvia Pharn, ReferenceKutztown University of Pennsylvania; Claire Andrews, Rohrbach Library, Kutztown University of Pennsylvania

P22 Sail Beyond the Horizon: Second Life, Academic Libraries, and Student Avatars
Rhonda Trueman, Johnson & Wales University-Charlotte; Barbara Galik, Bradley University

P23 RU There?
Jill Sadt, Kansas State University; Jenny Heikkila-Furrey, Kansas State University

P24 Take the Joystick: E-games for the Library
Sarah F. Cohen, Champlain College

P25 Our Content – Their Device
Sarah G. Wenzel, Columbia University

P26 Revelations from the Reference Blog
Christine Menard, Williams College; Nick Baker, Williams College

P27 Building a Better Virtual Library: A Usability Study Improves Design
Louise Ochoa, Appalachian State University; Geraldine Purpur, Appalachian State University

P28 Fishing in a Barrel: Facebook as an Outreach and Marketing Tool
Shannon Kealey, New York University

P29 Out of the Box: Booking your Next Exhibit the Easy Way!
Nora Quinlan, Nova Southeastern University
Mobile Librarians: Insight into the Portable Web
Discover the potential that smart phone technology offer libraries, including: reference and outreach, collection management, and systems. Explore an on-going pilot project aimed to increase productivity and communication amongst a cross-section of staff. Learn about the possibilities and limitations of smart phone devices and the overall impact of portable web access.
Presenters: Brian Mathews, Georgia Tech; Bonnie Tijerina, Georgia Tech

Implementing a Technical Services Wiki: Improving Communication and Increasing Productivity
The Electronic Resources Cataloging Committee (ERCC) at Princeton University Library created an internal wiki in order to improve its effectiveness. Since its implementation, the ERCC wiki has not only introduced staff to a new technology, it has also reduced the number of committee-related e-mails, provided a one-stop place for drafting and revising policies, helped the committee be more timely in making decisions, and has encouraged more widespread participation among all committee members. This presentation will demonstrate the process of setting up a wiki and will cover some of the benefits and drawbacks of using a wiki to facilitate group work.
Presenter: Jennifer Lang, Princeton University

Effective use of Innovative Technologies in Library Instruction Sessions: InterWrite SchoolPad and TurningPoint software
Learn about the use of interactive classroom technology and see how it makes instructional sessions more engaging and effective for undergraduates. The presenters will demonstrate the use of two innovative technologies and show how they can be used in the classroom. Using an InterWrite SchoolPad, students can interact with a presentation and become more engaged with the material. We will also demonstrate TurningPoint Software’s Student Response system which uses polling software that allows the instructor to quickly gauge student knowledge of and interest in the material.
Presenter(s): Anne Behler, Pennsylvania State University; Emily Rimland, Pennsylvania State University; Beth Roberts, Pennsylvania State University

Energize Your Classroom Using the CPS - Classroom Performance System
There is nothing like a little competition and accountability, along with an occasional prize, to peak students’ interest in learning. Adding the Classroom Performance System, an interactive response system with 32 individual remote controlled hand-held paddles, takes library instruction classes to the next level by allowing for one hundred percent student engagement. Our hands-on session will focus on how we have used CPS to enhance student learning, improve the quality of our library instruction program, and increase opportunities for the assessment of students’ research skills.
Presenter: Dawn Eckenrode, SUNY Fredonia; Emily Hart, SUNY Oswego

Cite it Right with “Dr. Cite Right”, An Interactive Flash Animation on Avoiding Plagiarism
Come see a demonstration of “Dr. Cite Right”, an interactive learning-centered Flash animation, in the artistic style of South Park and Jib-Jab.com. The animation was created by librarians at Central Piedmont Community College in conjunction with a student from the college’s Information Systems department. Other libraries have created Flash tutorials, but Dr. Cite Right is unique due to the narrative style in which it is presented, the way it was created, and the amount of interactivity within it. It includes branching paths and imbedded quizzes that offer users immediate feedback on their answers.
Presenter: Steve Osler, Central Piedmont Community College

Library Instruction Software for Assessment (LISA)
Library instruction has typically been assessed using paper surveys. As technology has transformed many collections and services in libraries, most libraries have only slightly modified their assessment methods by putting those same paper surveys in an electronic format. At the University of North Texas Libraries, we recognized that as finding books and articles has been transformed in the online environment, assessment of students’ ability to locate relevant materials should also change. Library Instruction Software for Assessment (LISA) allows us to ask our students to perform searches and then provides us with immediate feedback on whether or not they were successful and allows us to see where they went wrong.
Presenters: Annie Downey, University of North Texas; Gayla Byerly, University of North Texas

DIY Intranet with Drupal
This ‘show-and-tell’ session will demonstrate how Washington State University Vancouver Library used the free, open-source content management system (CMS), Drupal, to build an intranet that meets our growing and changing communications needs. Drupal allowed us to implement blogs, discussion forums, group-editable web pages (wiki-like functionality), and a bunch of additional exciting features with a single piece of server software. At the start of the semester we were using e-mail, hallway discussions, and an old yellow binder to facilitate information sharing, now we’re up and running with a fully-featured intranet!
Presenter: Rachel Bridgewater, Washington State University Vancouver
12:30 p.m.  
**Second Life: Academic Libraries on the MUVE**  
Multi-User Virtual Environments (MUVE) like Second Life are becoming places where academic librarians can meet and collaborate on projects; where they can obtain continuing education and professional development; and where they can support colleges and universities in both distance learning and virtual education projects. This presentation is based on Second Life, a virtual world being used by over 3.3 million users and over 200 colleges and universities. It will cover specific ways that academic librarians are making a difference in this virtual environment.  
**Presenter:** Rhonda Trueman, Alliance Second Life Library

1:00 p.m.  
**I-GO Library Toolbar: Embedding the Library in the Web Browser**  
Users gravitate to search engines for their convenience and ease of use. Many have downloaded a toolbar for a search engine (e.g., Google) but the focus is not scholarly resources. A team at UIUC created a toolbar (I-GO) focused on effective and efficient access to Library resources. I-GO searches the catalog, journal and database lists, and the library website. I-GO provides links to departmental libraries, hours, Ask-a-Librarian, and login to library resources (e.g. MyAccount in catalog, RefWorks, and Interlibrary Loan). Also included are non-library resources relevant to learning and research (e.g. campus courseware system, course registration and grades system, and campus e-mail).  
**Presenter:** Lisa Janice Hinchliffe, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

1:30 p.m.  
**Staff Learning and Sharing Using Squidoo**  
Wayne State’s Emerging Issues Forum uses the web service, Squidoo.com, to organize, provide background information on, and document discussions of topics of interest to the staff of Wayne State University Library System. Each topic has its own Squidoo ‘lens,’ which brings together web resources like photos from flickr.com, tagged web pages from del.icio.us, and videos from YouTube, along with polls and a visitor’s guest book. The Squidoo lens offers an easy way to compile information on a single topic, through a variety of template modules which the ‘lensmaster’ can employ to create the lens. Squidoo lenses are attractive to the user, accessible by the public at large, self-updating (through RSS) and persistent web records of topics and discussions.  
**Presenter:** Mike Sensiba, Wayne State University

2:00 p.m.  
**Using Firefox Extensions to Reveal Library Holdings**  
Jon Udell’s Library Lookup bookmarklet is a Creative Commons licensed tool that lets users quickly check local library holdings from any Amazon book page. Most patrons are unfamiliar with the “bookmarklet” concept, but may recognize the more widespread model of Firefox extensions. Find out how a non-programmer librarian can take a Greasemonkey adaptation of the bookmarklet, edit it to reflect their library’s catalog information, and compile it into a Firefox extension that shows patrons a view of Amazon.com pages with local holdings information “mashed” in. Also learn how to create and use Firefox search box plugins.  
**Presenter:** David Free, Georgia Perimeter College

2:30 p.m.  
**Make Your Services Smarter: How Smartphones can extend your service and let you work away from your office and the reference desk**  
Explore the services you can offer through Smartphones and how they can help you with your workload. Use cell phones for chat reference, text reference and helping patrons locate items in the stacks. Learn how simple it can be to use IM with your cell phone. Also check out some great bluetooth accessories and see how you can mobilize your office!  
**Presenter:** Michelle Jacobs, UC Merced

3:00 p.m.  
**Video IM – The Next Step in Virtual Reference**  
Mourning the lack of face-to-face contact in your virtual reference interactions? As built-in webcams and free video call software continue to increase in popularity, video IM presents a unique opportunity to communicate virtually and visually with users. From stationary reference kiosks to incoming video calls, various applications of the technology are possible. Using a pilot video chat reference program at Ohio University as a case study, this session will cover the trials, tribulations, and technical issues involved in enhancing virtual reference services with video IM.  
**Presenter:** Char Booth, Ohio University

3:30 p.m.  
**PennTags – A Social Bookmarking Tool**  
Learn about PennTags, an example of social bookmarking technology made into a research tool. Developed by the University of Pennsylvania Library, PennTags is a progressive resource for storing, sharing, finding, and organizing research links. Examine how PennTags was developed and see the many ways the tool is currently used.  
**Presenter:** Robert Cagna, Penn Biomedical Library

4:00 p.m.  
**The Library Will Now Be Podcast**  
Podcasting is an emerging technology that allows for the easy online distribution of media files. The use of podcasts for both personal broadcasting and as a media tool has grown greatly in the past couple of years. Many colleges and universities are now utilizing this technology as a method of distributing educational content. This session outlines podcasting efforts at the Georgia Perimeter College Decatur Campus Library and explores how other academic libraries are using podcasts in innovative ways for outreach and learning.  
**Presenter:** David Free, Georgia Perimeter College
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P36  Every Picture Tells a Story: Using Graphic Novels and Picture Books in Academic Library Displays
Anne-Marie Davis, University of Washington; Kathleen Collins, University of Washington

P37  Reinventing the Library: An Intensive Strategic Planning Experience for Faculty
Julie Miller, Eastern Washington University

P38  Student Made Solutions to Library Space Dilemmas
Anne Fullerton, University of Waterloo

10:30 AM - 11:30 AM
Invited Paper
Education Without Boundaries: The Goucher Experiment
Goucher College is implementing its strategic plan with two important initiatives: a requirement that all undergraduates study abroad in order to graduate, and the construction of an Athenaearium at the heart of campus, which will include a new state-of-the-art library. Such efforts highlight the challenges that cademic libraries are facing.

Presenters: Sanford Ungar, President, Goucher College
ROOM 307/308

10:30 AM - 11:30 AM
Panel Sessions
Collaboration between libraries and librarians has become critical to our work within the academic enterprise. Discover how the Library of Congress and other libraries are working together to enhance research beyond electronic resources.

Presenters: George Oberle, Multi-Media and History Liaison Librarian, George Mason University; Patricia Herron, Librarian for English, Spanish, and Latin American Studies, University of Maryland-College Park; Abby Yochelson, Reference Specialist, Library of Congress; Robert Garber, Reference Librarian, University of Maryland-College Park
ROOM 316/317
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Reinventing Library Services for Undergraduates: Strategies for Reaching Millennial Students
How can your library stimulate undergraduate students to use its collections and services in new and more active ways? Examine strategies for reconfiguring physical and virtual spaces to accommodate the research interests and habits of today’s Millennial student.

Presenter(s): Susan Avery, Coordinator of Instructional Services, Undergraduate Library, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; Meg Burger, Learning Commons Coordinator, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; Lisa Janicke Hinchliffe, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
ROOM 318-323

Who Do You Trust?: Wikipedia and the Authority of Anonymous Strangers
Wikipedia has implications for teaching research methods and critical thinking. Videotaped interviews with students and faculty about Wikipedia will be integrated with exercises for audience members that explore their beliefs about Wikipedia, critical thinking, and authority of sources, as well.

Presenter(s): Dan Ream, Head, Education & Outreach Services, Virginia Commonwealth University Libraries; Lucretia McCulley, Head of Outreach and Instruction Services, University of Richmond Library
ROOM 310

10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Contributed Papers
Pair One
Moderator: Michael McLane, Catholic University

The New Academic Library — Building Institutional Repositories to Support Changing Scholarly and Research Processes
Institutional repositories are ascendant, yet we still must integrate them into campus information architectures. This session will explore the Georgia Tech Library’s collaborations with faculty and campus IT to design a repository-centered, digital infrastructure to support teaching, learning, and research.

Presenter(s): Tyler Walters, Associate Director for Technology and Resource Services, Georgia Tech
ROOM 316-323

Building The European Digital Library — An Insider’s Point of View
Triggered by the Google Print initiative, the European Digital Library is currently in its first phase of construction. This session will give an insider’s view of this project, already called “one of the greatest digital construction efforts ever undertaken.”

Presenter(s): Olaf D. Janssen, Project Manager, The European Library/National Library of The Net
ROOM 324-326

52 ACRL 13th National Conference
Pair Two
Moderator: Valerie Malzacher, University of Wisconsin, River Falls
Who’s Afraid of the Big Bad Library?
Research is presented measuring the effectiveness that various forms of instruction have on decreasing library anxiety in freshmen students. An online tutorial, group instruction, one-on-one instruction, and no instruction are all presented. The results are both interesting and enlightening.
Presenter(s): Martina Nicholas, Health Sciences/Distance Education Librarian, Slippery Rock University; Catherine Rudowsky, Business/Social Sciences and Electronic Access Librarian, Slippery Rock University; Jesus Valencia, Assistant Professor, Slippery Rock University

What They Don’t Know CAN Hurt Them: Competency Theory, Library Anxiety, and Student Self-Assessments of Their Information Literacy Skills
Discover how college students’ self-views of their information literacy skills are related to competency theory and library anxiety. Explore the implications of this relationship for developing effective information literacy instruction for Millennials.
Presenter(s): Don Latham, Assistant Professor, Florida State University; Melissa Gross, Associate Professor, Florida State University
ROOM 314/315
12:00 PM – 1:00 PM

Roundtables
Join colleagues to discuss one of many topics of interest to academic and research librarians. Roundtable discussions are located in Exhibit Halls A-D.

Table 1 Beyond the Outer Banks: To What Degree Can Consortial Resource Sharing Replace Local Collection Building?
John Burke, Miami University Middletown

Table 2 The Virtual Reference Trifecta: Online Reference, E-mail, and IM
Locke Morrisey, University of San Francisco

Table 3 Problematic Plagiarism: An Ethical Quandary
Linda Masselink, Grand Valley State University; Anne Merkle, Grand Valley State University

Table 4 Delivering Exceptional Reference Services: Using Assessment Tools for Continuous Improvement
Jean McLaughlin, University at Albany/State University of New York

Table 5 Anchoring the Middle: Empowering Department Heads
Jennifer Fabbi, University of Nevada-Las Vegas; Victoria Naezna, University of Nevada-Las Vegas

Table 6 Uncharted Waters: Academic Libraries’ Role in Providing Digital Images for Research and Teaching
Carole Ann Fabian, ARTstor Digital Library; Jessica McCullough, ARTstor Digital Library

Table 7 Social Software: Networking for a Purpose
Stephen Marvin, West Chester University

Table 8 Incorporating Crime-Prevention Techniques into Library Environments
Kathy Downes, Wichita State University; Gwen Alexander, Wichita State University

Table 9 Design for Learning: Success in Creating Library Instruction Classrooms
Paul Glassman, Pratt Institute; Alexandra de Luise, Queens College/ City University of New York

Table 10 The Organizational Impact of a Web Content Management System
Diane Dallis, Indiana University Libraries; Mary Popp, Indiana University Libraries

Table 11 Towards Best Practices in Flash Tutorials
Joan Petit, Duke University

Table 12 Instructional Improvement Programming: Best Practices for Your Library
Elaine Reeves, Kettering University Library; Scott Walter, University of Illinois-Urbana Champaign

Table 13 Survive on Exile Island: How Branch, Regional, and Extended Campus Librarians Can Better Connect and Collaborate with Main Campus Colleagues
Timothy Bottorf, University of Central Florida

Table 14 Circulation Services in the Digital Age
Brenda Hazard, University at Albany, State University of New York

Table 15 Getting Research Right: Strategies for the New Academic Librarian
Annie Paprocki, Florida International University; Merinda Hensley, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Table 16 Staffing Technical Services for the 21st Century: A Holistic Approach
Francine DeFranco, University of Connecticut Libraries

Table 17 Podcasting: Drowning Out or Diving In?
Christine Drew, WPI

Table 18 Building Bridges for Information Literacy
Jenny Innes, Western Connecticut State University; Veronica Knausis, Western Connecticut State University

Table 19 Library Instruction: Promoting Student-Centered Learning
Linda Weber, University of Southern California; Najwa Hanell, University of Southern California

Table 20 Helping the User to Swim in a Federated Search
Craig Wheeler, James G. Gee Library; Karen Akins, James G. Gee Library

Table 21 Balancing Baby and Book: Managing Career and Parenthood Demands
Frances Maloy, Emory University; Marta Deyrup, Seton Hall University Libraries; Alice Bohr, Salisbury University

Table 22 Social Software: Networking for a Purpose
Stephen Marvin, West Chester University

Table 23 Incorporating Crime-Prevention Techniques into Library Environments
Kathy Downes, Wichita State University; Gwen Alexander, Wichita State University

Table 24 Design for Learning: Success in Creating Library Instruction Classrooms
Paul Glassman, Pratt Institute; Alexandra de Luise, Queens College/ City University of New York

Table 25 The Organizational Impact of a Web Content Management System
Diane Dallis, Indiana University Libraries; Mary Popp, Indiana University Libraries

Table 26 Towards Best Practices in Flash Tutorials
Joan Petit, Duke University

Table 27 Instructional Improvement Programming: Best Practices for Your Library
Elaine Reeves, Kettering University Library; Scott Walter, University of Illinois-Urbana Champaign

Table 28 Survive on Exile Island: How Branch, Regional, and Extended Campus Librarians Can Better Connect and Collaborate with Main Campus Colleagues
Timothy Bottorf, University of Central Florida

Table 29 Circulation Services in the Digital Age
Brenda Hazard, University at Albany, State University of New York

Table 30 Getting Research Right: Strategies for the New Academic Librarian
Annie Paprocki, Florida International University; Merinda Hensley, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Table 31 Staffing Technical Services for the 21st Century: A Holistic Approach
Francine DeFranco, University of Connecticut Libraries

Table 32 Podcasting: Drowning Out or Diving In?
Christine Drew, WPI

Table 33 Building Bridges for Information Literacy
Jenny Innes, Western Connecticut State University; Veronica Knausis, Western Connecticut State University

Table 34 Library Instruction: Promoting Student-Centered Learning
Linda Weber, University of Southern California; Najwa Hanell, University of Southern California

Table 35 Helping the User to Swim in a Federated Search
Craig Wheeler, James G. Gee Library; Karen Akins, James G. Gee Library

Table 36 Balancing Baby and Book: Managing Career and Parenthood Demands
Frances Maloy, Emory University; Marta Deyrup, Seton Hall University Libraries; Alice Bohr, Salisbury University
Our online products are exceptionally rewarding

(And we'll give you a free gift for finding out how.)

“A one-stop source for information on terrorism and security.... The Bottom Line: Praeger Security International Online is recommended for comprehensive collections serving serious scholars in politics and government.” —Library Journal

With the complete text of 500+ titles plus expert commentary and a news feed from the International Herald Tribune, PSIO is destined to become the most important resource for professional and academic researchers seeking in-depth information on security-related issues.

Formal Presentations:
Friday, March 30 at 9:30 a.m. & 1:30 p.m.
Saturday, March 31 at 10:30 a.m. & 3:30 p.m.

“For school and public libraries, it's an 11 for its extraordinary combination of content and design. For academic libraries, it gets a 10.... The Bottom Line: The African American Experience is enthusiastically recommended for school and public libraries and strongly recommended for academic institutions.”

—Library Journal, November 15, 2006

The widest ranging and easiest-to-use online collection on African American life ever assembled. Drawing on over 300 titles and designed under the guidance of leading librarians, this database, part of our American Mosaic electronic resource, gives voice to the black experience from its African origins to the present day.

Formal Presentations:
Friday, March 30 at 10:30 a.m.
Saturday, March 31 at 11:30 a.m. & 2:30 p.m.
Stop by the Greenwood Publishing Group booth #732 for demos of our exciting new electronic products. You will receive a free gift at the end of each demo.

The second component in the American Mosaic family of electronic resources, this comprehensive, informative database is the first dedicated to the history and culture of Latinos. It was designed, developed, and indexed under the guidance of Latino librarians and library directors to meet the research and curriculum needs of students, teachers, librarians, and researchers. Advisory Editor: Ilan Stavans.

Formal Presentations:
Friday, March 30 at 2:30 p.m.
Saturday, March 31 at 1:30 p.m.

World Folklore and Folklife

The third component in the Daily Life Online family provides an exciting new gateway to social studies. Tracing the origins and development of all aspects of traditional cultures around the world, it bridges the gap between past and present and offers a fresh slant on core curriculum topics.

Formal Presentations:
Friday, March 30 at 11:30 a.m.
Saturday, March 31 at 9:30 a.m.

“This is a nicely presented collection featuring a friendly interface that most users will find easy to use.” — Booklist/Reference Books Bulletin

A sophisticated research platform comprised of reference, academic, and general interest e-Books. Build your own digital library from approximately 3,000 titles from Praeger and Greenwood Press.

Formal Presentation:
Friday, March 30 at 3:30 p.m.
## DAILY SCHEDULE

### SATURDAY, MARCH 31, 2007

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 22</th>
<th>The Perfect Assignment: Reference Intervention and Faculty Librarian Partnerships</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jenny Presnell, Miami University Libraries</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 23</th>
<th>Leading with Soul (Bolman and Deal, 2001) and the Four Gifts of Leadership</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Andy Stewart, University of Missouri-Rolla</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 24</th>
<th>An Unsuitable Job for an Academic Librarian? Pleasure Reading in College and University Libraries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anne Kulig, Plymouth State University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 25</th>
<th>Learning Commons: Moving Beyond the Physical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leslie Firth, Carleton University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 26</th>
<th>The Guidelines for Distance Learning Library Services: Museum Piece or Cutting-Edge Document?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rob Morrison, National-Louis University; Harvey Gover, Washington State University-Tricities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 27</th>
<th>Cultural Collaborations Put Academic Libraries in the Campus Spotlight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Susan Brandeisoff, ALA Public Programs Office; Stephanie St. Laurence, Tufts University; Sarah Cohen, Champlain College; Ruth Connell, John Carroll University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 28</th>
<th>Before, During, and After the Post-MLS Residency Program: Found One, Completed One, Now What?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kawanna Bright, University of Tennessee Libraries; Jayati Chaudhuri, University of Northern Colorado Libraries; Leslie Hayden, University of Pittsburgh; Pambanisha King, Auburn University Libraries; Lisa Massengale, William H. Welch Medical Library</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 29</th>
<th>Cafes: Conversation, Connections, Collaboration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Judith Lin Hunt, Montclair State University; Eric Johnson, Southeastern Louisiana University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 30</th>
<th>Google and all that Jazz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Barbara Norelli, Skidmore College; Ann Marshall, University of Rochester</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 31</th>
<th>What Do You Do with eBook Collection: Manage It OR Get It and Forget It?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ying Li, St. Charles Community College</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 32</th>
<th>Sailing from a Distance: Providing Quality Information Literacy to Commuter and Distance Education Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anthony Guardado, Texas State University-San Marcos (Round Rock Higher Education Center)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 33</th>
<th>International Students View of the Academic Library</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lisa Vardaman, Troy University; Christopher Shaffer, Troy University; Brian Webb, Troy University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 34</th>
<th>Critical Considerations for Building Your Library Commons: Financing, Constructing, and Collaborating Your Way to Student Success</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Robert Fox, Georgia Institute of Technology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 35</th>
<th>Navigating the Challenges of Primary Source Research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marianne Ryan, Purdue University Libraries; Catherine Jervey, Lexis-Nexis Academic &amp; Library Solutions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 36</th>
<th>Faculty Knowledge of Copyright: Or How Do We Stay Within the Channel Markers?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Doris Van Kampen, Saint Leo University; Laurel Cobb, Saint Leo University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 37</th>
<th>Informing Faculty about the Issues and Options Involved in Scholarly Communications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stephen Dew, University of North Carolina-Greensboro</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 38</th>
<th>Presenter Withdrawn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 39</th>
<th>Security in the Library since 9/11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paula Seeger, University of Minnesota Law Library</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 40</th>
<th>Leaping Into the Classroom: Librarians as Departmental Adjunct Faculty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mary Metzger, University of North Carolina-Charlotte</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 41</th>
<th>Information Literacy in Teacher Education: Comparing Perspectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mary Tipton, Kent State University; Barbara Schlaman, Kent State University; Cindy Kowalk, Kent State University; Mary Jensen, Kent State University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 42</th>
<th>Browsing the Virtual Reference Stacks: Making E-Reference Tools More Visible</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elizabeth Peterson, University of Oregon Libraries</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 43</th>
<th>Making Headway: Integrating Information Literacy into the Science Curriculum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Katherine O’Clair, Arizona State University Libraries</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 44</th>
<th>Getting on Board: Integrating Library Services into Learning Content Management Systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jennifer Little, State University of New York College at Brockport</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 45</th>
<th>Aspiring to Leadership in Academic Libraries: The Rudder is in Your Control!</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lesley Mayo, Virginia Tech; Loanne Snavely, Pennsylvania State University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 46</th>
<th>Are We There Yet? Successes and Challenges in Collaborative Teaching of Discipline-based Information Literacy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kate Gronemyer, Oregon State University-Cascades Campus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 47</th>
<th>Cultural Competency Guidelines for Academic Libraries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Michele Saunders, University of Arizona</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 48</th>
<th>Mission Possible or Impossible? How to Successfully Decipher Library Faculty Promotion and Tenure Portfolios</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Z. Wang, Long Island University; E. Chisato Uyeki, California State University-Los Angeles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 49</th>
<th>Me, A Manager? You’ve Got To Be Kidding!</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Denise Shorey, Northwestern University; Lori Goetsch, Kansas State University; Laurel Minott, Northwestern University; Cindy Todd, University of Maryland</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 50 All in a Day’s Work - Information Professional
To-Do List: 1) Collaborate with Administration, 2) Collaborate with Faculty, 3) Collaborate with Students
Deb Brown, Thomson Scientific

2:00 PM - 3:00 PM
Panel Sessions
Adapting Best Practices to Global Perspectives: Developing and Assessing Information Literacy Learning in the Arab World
This panel will focus on information literacy programs in the Arab world. The issue of concern: How can western best practices in information literacy be adapted to meet the needs of students in the Middle East?
Presenter(s): Carol Hansen, Professor, Weber State University; Daphne Selbert, Library Supervisor, Dubai, Zayed University; Alison Armstrong, Head, Information Literacy Department, American University in Cairo
ROOM 324-326

Inside the Academic Administrator’s Mind: What They Really Think About Library Value and Support
Does your academic administrator value the library? Do you know what information administrators want in order to make informed library funding decisions? Learn the candid, beyond-platitude answers to these questions as gathered through interviews with a variety of academic administrators.
Presenter(s): Lisa Stillwell, Deputy College Librarian/Information Literacy Librarian, Franklin and Marshall College; Leigh Estabrook, Professor, The Library Research Center/Graduate School of Library; Celia Rabinowitz, Director of the Library, St. Mary’s College of Maryland
ROOM 310

Moving Beyond the Library: Three Perspectives Unite for Distance Education
Members of this panel include a writing instructor, instructional librarian, and distance education librarian, who collaborated to move a traditional writing and research course online. Audience members will participate in a discussion of issues and remedies for successful instruction online.
Presenter(s): Deborah Gaspar, Instruction and Collection Development Librarian, The George Washington University; David Truncellito, Assistant Professor, The George Washington University; Karen Wetzel, Distance Education Librarian, The George Washington University
ROOM 316/317

Your search for biographical data starts HERE!

MARQUIS Who’sWho® on the Web
An annual subscription now includes:
- Over 1.3 MILLION biographies
- Daily updates and free remote access
- Simple, targeted searching by name and 15 additional criteria
- Access to these new databases
  - Who's Who in American History
  - Who's Who in American Art
  - Who's Who in Asia

“...an absolutely essential research tool. Recommended with gusto for all libraries.”

Library Journal, November, 2006

Enter to win a Portable DVD Player! Visit us at booth #922

Marquis Who’s Who® LLC
890 Mountain Avenue, Suite 300, New Providence, NJ 07974
1-800-473-7020, ext. 1044 or www.marquiswhoswho.com
ACRL 13th National Conference

DAILY SCHEDULE

2:00 PM – 3:15 PM
Contributed Papers
Pair One
Moderator: Danianne Mizzy, University of Pennsylvania
**With a Bucket of Extremes: Saving an ARL-sized Library Collection in New Orleans**
Learn about a massive library salvage and restoration effort in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, at a time when it appeared erroneously from media reports that nothing like this could be found in the city in the wake of the storm. Find out about the components of a successful disaster response.
Presenter(s): Andy Corrigan, Associate Dean for Collections, Tulane University

**Information and Research Needs of GLBT/Sexual Diversity Studies Students**
Examine the results of a study that looks at whether students in GLBT/Sexual Diversity programs at several universities feel that their needs are being met by their academic library. The focus will be on collections and information services.
Presenter(s): Pascal Lupien, Academic Liaison Librarian, University of Guelph

**Building a Consortial Monographic Purchase Plan: The Colorado Alliance of Research Libraries Experience**
The Colorado Alliance for Research Libraries has recently implemented a pilot consortial purchase plan for monographs. Using two vendors, this plan focuses on core undergraduate materials in four subject areas. This session covers the design and implementation of the plan.
Presenter(s): Michael Levine-Clark, Collections Librarian, University of Denver

**Digitization of Herbarium Specimens, a Collaborative Project**
This presentation will discuss the creation of a digital collection of herbarium specimens requiring cooperation between a national park, a regional herbarium, and a university library. Participants attending this presentation will have a model to build similar collaborative projects. Hear ideas to consider in developing similar joint projects and how working in a collaborative fashion, digital collections can be developed.
Presenter(s): Larry Schmidt, Assistant Librarian-Reference, University of Wyoming

**Pair Three**
Moderator: Randall Schroeder, Wartburg College
**Evaluating Library Instruction: Measures for Assessing Educational Quality and Impact**
What is the best source of information about the effectiveness of information-retrieval skills instruction? This study correlates data from surveys, written tests, and a practical literature searching exercise to examine the extent to which students’ perceptions match their demonstrated skills.
Presenter(s): Katherine Schilling, Assistant Professor, Indiana University School of Library & Information; Rachel Applegate, Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis

**Integrating Information Literacy Using the LPSS Political Science Research Competency Guidelines**
Learn about a strategy for adapting the LPSS Political Science Research Competency Guidelines for graduate instruction in Public Policy and Affairs. Examine a methodology for mapping information literacy standards to course objectives for students in these fields.
Presenter(s): LeRoy LaFleur, Liaison Librarian, George Mason University
ROOM 307/308

**Pair Four**
Moderator: Theodosia Shields, North Carolina Central University
**Social Navigation, Recommender Systems and Libraries**
The paper focuses on the principles of social navigation and social network analysis in order to explore the feasibility of user-contributed data to the library systems.
Presenter(s): Kornelia Tancheva, Director, CRIO, Cornell University; Jesse Koennecke, Head, Access Services, Cornell University

**Service Sea Change: Clicking with Screenagers through Virtual Reference**
Today’s ‘screenagers’ are totally at home in the IM and chat environment. Find out what these future academic library users or non-users expect from virtual reference services (VRS) and systems and how to evaluate these services based on behavioral aspects.
Presenter(s): Lynn Silipigni Connaway, Consulting Research Scientist, OCLC, Research; Marie L. Radford, Associate Professor, Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey
ROOM 318-323

2:00 PM - 6:00 PM
Workshops
Workshops are limited to 60 participants per session. Pre-registration required.

**Tossing a Life Preserver! Using Characteristics of Best Practices to Assess Your Information Literacy Program**
Learn how to use established guidelines to assess your information literacy program. Analyze a program description in light of several “best practice” characteristics, including pedagogy, articulation across the curriculum, and assessment for student learning outcomes.
Presenter(s): Barbara Burd, Director of Library Services, Mary Kintz Bevevino Library; Lori Buchanan, Instructional Services Librarian, Austin Peay State University
ROOM 338
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3:30 PM – 4:30 PM</td>
<td><strong>Poster Sessions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>Faculty Development Meets the Librarian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carol Ann Moon, Saint Leo University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Library Research Skills I Course Materials: Using Images to Reach Students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Susan McConkey, University of Saskatchewan Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>User-Centric Evaluation and Assessment: Challenging Our Assumptions of Student Needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sarah Bordac, Brown University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>Creating Library Instruction Podcasts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cotina Jones, Winston-Salem State University; Julie Dornberger, Winston-Salem State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>The “Information Literacy Exploratorium”: A Life Raft in the Sea of Student Learning Outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pamela Jackson, San Diego State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>Practicing What We Preach: Practice vs. Philosophy in Information Literacy Instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Priscilla Coulter, Stephen F. Austin State University; Susan Clarke, Stephen F. Austin State University; Lani Drepper, Stephen F. Austin State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>Using Concept and Argumentation Mapping Tools to Teach Information Literacy Skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elizabeth Uzelac, Kenyon College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>Bibliographies, Blogs, and Wikis: Helping Undergraduate Students via Web 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Todd Quinn, Dakota State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>Embedded Librarians: Unprecedented Access to Online Learners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beth Stahr, Southeastern Louisiana University; Ladonna Guillot, Southeastern Louisiana University; Sarah Bordac, Brown University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>Show Me What You Mean: Visual Literacy and the Academic Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Audrey DeFrank, University of Nebraska-Omaha; Nora Hillyer, University of Nebraska-Omaha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>Good for Us, Good for Them: Creating a Library Research Award for Students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Candice Benjes-Small, Radford University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>The Library as Navigational Beacon: Engaging First-Year Students through an Interactive Orientation &amp; Poker Run</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ann M. Watson, Denison University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
<td>Sailing to the Island of Part-timers: New Collaborative Initiatives for an Underserved Library Population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kevin Deemer, Kent State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P14</td>
<td>A New Collaborative Model: Scholars, Librarians, Publishers Working to Create Digital Libraries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shawn Martin, University of Michigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15</td>
<td>Fulbrights for Librarians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sandy Duling, Castleton State College Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Life Preserver or Anchor? Implementing a Textbooks on Reserve Program in the Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John Burke, Miami University-Middletown; Krista McDonald, Miami University-Hamilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P16</td>
<td>Reach Out and Engage the Faculty: A Successful Faculty/ Librarian Collaboration to Promote Information Literacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dorothy Glew, Moravian College; Joyce Hinnefeld, Moravian College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P17</td>
<td>Charting Unfamiliar Territory: Finding New Ways to Reach Your Patrons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Teresa DeLoach, University of Texas-Dallas; Loreen Phillips, University of Texas-Dallas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P18</td>
<td>‘Help! My Assessment Results Are Not What I Expected’: How an Assessment Reporting Database Can Help</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Darlene Ann Parrish, Florida Atlantic University; Malka Schyndel, Florida Atlantic University; Jacqelyn Erdman, Florida Atlantic University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P19</td>
<td>We’re All in this Boat Together: A Cross-campus Collaboration to Promote Academic Integrity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Julie Planchnom Wolf, University of Washington-Bothell and Cascadia; Alyssa Deutschler, University of Washington-Bothell and Cascadia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P20</td>
<td>From the Periphery to the Middle: Moving the Information Literacy Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shawn Tonner, North Georgia College &amp; State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P21</td>
<td>Fouled Anchors: Graduate Research, the Graduate School, and Forging Policy on Web Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stephanie Wiegand, University of Northern Colorado; Wendy Highby, University of Northern Colorado; Bette Rathe, University of Northern Colorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P22</td>
<td>SMEs to Partners: An International Voyage of IL Assessment Collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pam Baker, California State University-Monterey Bay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P23</td>
<td>Collaborating to Create Lifelong Learners: Helping Alumni Obtain Quality Online Resources After Graduation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jan Loechell Turner, Regis University; Diana Sweany, Regis University; Melissa Stockton, Quipu Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P24</td>
<td>High School to College Transitions: New and Improved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mary Lee Jensen, Kent State University; Ken Burhanna, Kent State University; Barbara Schloman, Kent State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P25</td>
<td>From Webmaster to Web Committee: Enhancing the Library Web Site by Breaking Down Departmental Barriers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Darcy Del Bosque, University of Nevada-Las Vegas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P26</td>
<td>Reference Assessment as Compass: Retooling to Find Our Way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Susan Metcalf, Western Carolina University; Melissa Van Dusen, New Mexico State University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DAILY SCHEDULE

P28  The Expanding Library Wall: Library Outreach to University of Tennessee Intercultural/International Student Centers
LaVerne Gray, University of Tennessee-Knoxville; Mark Puente, University of Tennessee-Knoxville; Shantel Agnew, University of Tennessee-Knoxville

P29  The Play’s the Thing: Creative Collaborations with the Theater Department
Lori Ricigliano, University of Puget Sound

P30  Not Your Grandmother’s Blackboard. Leave Your Chalk at Home: Information Literacy at Connecticut College via WebCT/Blackboard
Kathy Gehring, Connecticut College; Ashley Hanson, Connecticut College

P31  Working with Faculty: Getting the Most from Collaborative Digitization Projects
Michael Bolam, University of Pittsburgh

P32  Educating and Advocating for Change Across a Consortium: The Boston Library Consortium’s Scholarly Communication Project
Hillary Corbett, Northeastern University Libraries

P33  The Scholarly Wiki: Alexander Street Press’ “The Second Wave” and Beyond
Andrea Eastman-Mullins, Alexander Street Press

P34  Online Faculty Evaluation of ScienceDirect: A Project Management Application at the University of North Texas Libraries
Erin O’Toole, University of North Texas; Danielle Cain, University of North Texas

P35  Students Chart a New Course for Library Promotions
Eleonora Dubicki, Monmouth University

P36  Assessment @ UIUC Library: A Web Portal
Merinda Hensley, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; Lisa Janicke Hinchliffe, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

P37  Collaborate to Get Your Podcasts Heard
Deena Morganti, Pennsylvania State-Berks

P38  Combining Content, Outreach, Collaboration and Technology: Creating a Virtual Library Web Site Together with the Journalism and Mass Communication Department at the University of Minnesota
Johan Oberg, University of Minnesota

P39  Cultural Discovery: Librarians as Local Partners for Global Understanding
Stacy Brinkman, Miami University

4:30 PM - 5:30 PM
Invited Paper
From Soup to Nuts: Copyright, Electronic Surveillance and Social Networking Technologies?
This session will survey a number of current issues of interest to academic and research libraries, such as developments in the digital copyright arena, the present and future of social networking technologies from the law and policy perspective, and an update on electronic surveillance five years since the passage of the USAPATRIOT Act, a security-privacy perspective.
Presenter(s): Tracy Mitrano, Director of IT Policy and of Computer Policy and Law Program, Cornell University
ROOM 307/308

4:30 PM - 5:30 PM
Panel Sessions
Technology and Change in Academic Libraries: What does the Future Hold?
“Technology” is a recurring issue in ACRL membership surveys and figures prominently in the ACRL strategic plan. To identify how to best address technology issues, ACRL convened an invitational summit of librarians, faculty, administrators, and vendors to explore how technologies, and the changing climate for teaching, learning, and scholarship, will likely recast the roles, responsibilities, and resources of academic libraries. Using an essay that captured the summit’s conversation this panel will examine future roles for librarians and libraries, and how ACRL can best support the profession in these roles.
Presenter(s): Steven Bell, Temple University; Debra Gilchrist, Pierce College; Wendy Lougee, University of Minnesota; Susan Barnes Whyte, Linfield College
ROOM 314/315
Note: this program runs until 6:00 p.m.

Networking Across the Campus: Collaborative Partnerships through Humanities Computing
Discuss the way humanities computing can facilitate productive cross-campus partnerships. Obtain distinctive insight into successful collaborations that built an innovative Center for Digital Research in the Humanities in the University of Nebraska-Lincoln Library. Learn applicable techniques for building collaborative partnerships at your institution.
Presenter(s): Andrew Jewell, Assistant Professor of Digital Projects, University of Nebraska-Lincoln; Brian Pytlak Zillig, Digital Initiatives Librarian, University of Nebraska-Lincoln; Katherine Walter, Co-Director, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
ROOM 309
Re-envisioning Reference: The Process of Charting Our Future
How should we manage our reference services and what are the values that guide our decisions? During this session, the presenters will review the year-long process used to re-envision reference services on the University of Wisconsin-Madison campus.
Presenter(s): Steven Frye, Head of Reference and Information Services, University of Wisconsin-Madison; Amy Kindschi, Head of Faculty and Student Services, University of Wisconsin-Madison; Nancy McClements, Head of Reference, University of Wisconsin-Madison; Carrie Kruse, Director, College Library, University of Wisconsin-Madison
ROOM 316/317

The Dating Game: Courting the Subject Specialist Candidate
Need librarians with subject specialties? LIS programs are developing recruiting programs to supply your needs. Come hear the research findings and anecdotal stories about what influences people with advanced degrees to enter the profession. Review and evaluate potential recruiting tools.
Presenter(s): Patricia H. Fisher, Research Assistant, College of Information Studies, University of Maryland-College Park; Diane Barlow, College of Information Studies, University of Maryland-College Park; Louise S. Robbins, Professor and Director, School of Library and Information Studies, University of Wisconsin-Madison; Ming-Hsin Phoebe Chiu, Doctoral Student, School of Library and Information Studies, University of Wisconsin-Madison
ROOM 324-326

Will it Make My Teeth Whiter? Selling the Library Without Selling Out
Academic libraries increasingly compete for the attention of patrons. Many librarians have begun to embrace marketing of libraries, however, many are still reluctant. How do we move from marketing as an add-on to making it integral to libraries?
Presenter(s): Julie O’Keeffe, Coordinator of Outreach Services, Marquette University; Erla Heyns, Director, Cornell University; Mary Evangeliste, Training Coordinator-Information Commons, University of Arizona; Patricia Berge, Librarian, Marquette University
ROOM 310

4:30 PM - 5:45 PM
Contributed Papers
Pair One
Moderator: Carroll Wilkinson, West Virginia University
Virtual Reference Teams: Collaboration and Knowledge Sharing Across Time and Distance
Multi-campus staffing of virtual reference services has introduced an innovative organizational network in libraries—the virtual team. Learn about the challenges, opportunities, and lessons learned in the creation of a virtual workspace for collaboration and knowledge sharing at Penn State.
Presenter(s): Susan Ware, Reference/Instruction Librarian, Penn State University; Courtney Young, Reference Librarian, Penn State University
ROOM 318-323

Providing Innovative Services to “Our Users” in the World of Web 2.0: The ANTS Initiative
Collaborative Information Technology (CIT) enables librarians everywhere to collaborate in service development. Learn how librarians across Western Canada used it in the ANTS (Animated Tutorial Sharing) project to develop a Library 2.0 Service and encourage sharing via Creative Commons licenses.
Presenter(s): Carmen Kazakoff-Lane, Associate Librarian, Brandon University
ROOM 310

8:00 PM - 10:00 PM
All-Conference Reception
Get an up-close look at more than 10,500 aquatic animals and award-winning exhibits during this dessert reception at the National Aquarium! (501 E. Pratt Street) Note: The All-Conference Reception is included with your registration fee, but a ticket is required to attend.

SUNDAY, APRIL 1, 2007

9:00 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel Sessions
Cruise to Success: How to Steer Your Way through the Murky Waters of Marketing Your Library
Participate in a discussion of the successes and failures encountered as one academic library navigated its way through the rough waters of marketing and advertising. Discover how they became public relations experts capable of addressing the changing dynamics of today’s campus population.
Presenter(s): Teresa DeLoach, Reference Librarian, University of Texas-Dallas; Loreen Phillips, Head of Information Literacy Services and Outreach, University of Texas-Dallas
ROOM 324-326

Effective Practices for Technology-Enhanced Spatial Transformations
This session presents three case studies of technology-enhanced learning spaces in libraries. They range from a Podcasting Studio to redesign of a Science Library. Emphasis is placed on collaboration with key constituents, meeting pedagogical needs, and practical lessons learned.
Presenter(s): Sara R. Tompson, Science and Engineering Library Team Leader, University of Southern California; Robert V. Labaree, Applied Social Sciences Librarian, University of Southern California; Karen Howell, Director, Leavey Library, University of Southern California
ROOM 310

From Option to Opportunity: Concrete Ways to Attract the Next Generation of Academic Librarians
Discover how to attract LIS students to specialize in academic librarianship through varied proven methods, including dedicated courses, library assistantships, credit-bearing practica, and ACRL student chapters.
Presenter(s): Susan Searing, LIS Librarian and Associate Professor, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; Susan Swords Steffen, Elmhurst College; M. Kathleen Kern, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
ROOM 309

ACRL 13th National Conference
**Strategies for Redesigning the Website to Reflect Library Transformation**

Students turn to the Web for access to information, which drives a need for more effective Web design. A recent comprehensive redesign project will be used to illustrate the changing landscape of student information access and Website management.

Presenter(s): Mary Ellen Pozzebon, Web Services Librarian, Middle Tennessee State University; William Block, Administrative Services Librarian, Middle Tennessee State University; Mayo Taylor, Team Leader for Access Services, Middle Tennessee State University

ROOM 318-323

**Writing Outside the Lines: Information Illiteracy and Plagiarism in the Space Between**

Two faculty members—the director of an English Composition/Writing Across the Curriculum program and the Coordinator of Library Instruction—will present the results of their multi-site survey examining the relationship between information-illiterate practices and plagiarism among undergraduates.

Presenter(s): Angelynn King, Reference & Information Literacy Librarian, University of Redlands; Claudia Ingram, Associate Professor of English, University of Redlands

ROOM 316/317

9:00 AM – 10:15 AM

**Contributed Papers Pair One**

**Information Visualization as a Tool for Teaching Research Skills**

Presenters will examine the next generation of search engines, which present their results visually. Consider how these “information maps” might be used as a tool for teaching research skills and creative thinking.

Presenter(s): James Huff, Reference/Instruction Librarian, Goucher College

**Muckrakers: Engaging Students in the Research Process through an Online Game**

Learn about a breakthrough project combining gaming theory and library instruction. Muckrakers is a Massively Multiplayer Online Role-playing Game (MMORG) developed to engage freshman students in discovering the various components of the research process and its recursive nature.

Presenter(s): Paolo Ceccarini, Reference & Instruction Librarian, George Washington University; Ann Brown, Reference & Instruction Librarian, George Washington University; Cathy Eisenhewer, Librarian, George Washington University

LOCATION: ROOM 314/315
**Pair Two**

**Moderator:** Fran Wilkinson, University of New Mexico

**PennTags: Creating and Using an Academic Social Bookmarking Tool**

Librarians at the Penn Library have created a social bookmarking tool that allows faculty, students, and librarians to tag, create, and share content. The presenters will describe the tool itself, and how social software has allowed them to expand library services.

**Presenter(s):** Laurie Allen, Social Sciences Data Services Librarian, University of Pennsylvania; Michael Winkler, Director, Information Technologies and Digital Development, University of Pennsylvania

**Analog v. Google in the CMS: RSS Feeds to the Rescue!**

By working collaboratively to make in-house RSS feeds of new acquisitions, librarians on a budget are able to serve the e-learning community by maintaining a concrete library presence in the Course Management System and offering a viable alternative to Google.

**Presenter(s):** Heather Moulaison, Cataloging/Modern Languages Librarian, The College of New Jersey, Edward Corrado, Systems Librarian, The College of New Jersey

---

**Room 307/308**

10:30 AM - 12:00 PM

**Closing Keynote Session**

**Presiding:** Mary Reichel, ACRL National Conference Chair

**Introduction:** W. Lee Hisle, Connecticut College

**Speaker:** Nina Totenberg, National Public Radio’s award-winning legal affairs correspondent

**Invitation to Next Conference:** Betsy Wilson, 14th National Conference Chair

**Closing:** Mary Ellen Davis, ACRL Executive Director

During the closing keynote session, Nina Totenberg will examine connections between higher education and current issues and events in national public policy. Her rich experience and acute perspectives will be both challenging and informative.

**Ballroom (4th Floor)**

---

**SourceOECD**

**Your resource for the world economy**

**Booth #1052**

The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development’s online library of books, periodicals, statistical databases, and working papers

The OECD brings together international experts to study the key socio-economic issues facing both member and non-member countries. It is a world leader in the collection and dissemination of reliable and comparable statistics.

A subscription to SourceOECD gives your users unrestricted simultaneous access to more than 3200 works including books, periodicals, databases, and working papers, with over 250 new titles per year available immediately upon publication.

Not already a subscriber? Sign up for a free trial today. Simply email washington.contact@oecd.org or call 202-822-3870.

---
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**Program book.indb**
Product update sessions are 45-minute presentations that offer an in-depth look at features and benefits of a new exhibitor product or service. Join the exhibitors below in the Product Update Session Theater in the exhibit hall and learn about cutting-edge products and services available to academic and research librarians.

EXHIBIT HALLS A-D, PRODUCT UPDATE SESSION THEATER

FRIDAY, MARCH 30

10:15 - 11:00 a.m.
ELSEVIER
Database Updates: Scopus + eBooks on ScienceDirect
Learn about Scopus (www.info.scopus.com), the largest abstract and citation database of research literature and quality web sources. Scopus is designed to find the information scientists need. Quick, easy and comprehensive, Scopus provides superior support of the literature research process. Updated daily, Scopus offers over 15,000 peer-reviewed titles from more than 4,000 publishers; over 12,850 academic journals including coverage of 500 Open Access journals; 700 conference proceedings; 600 trade publications; 28 million abstracts; 245 million references, added to all abstracts; results from 250 million scientific web pages; 13 million patent records from 4 patent offices; and seamless links to full-text articles and other library resources. This presentation will also explore ScienceDirect (www.info.scopus.com), which is used by millions of scientists to access a quarter of the world’s STM journal articles online. But leading researchers need quick and reliable access to all the relevant discoveries and analysis, whether it is published in a journal or not. That’s why ScienceDirect is talking books. In addition to the reference works, handbooks and book series already available on the platform, ScienceDirect will launch 4,000 books online in 2007. Covering a wide range of scientific disciplines, including those published under the renowned Pergamon and Academic Press imprints, these additional 4,000 books will be fully integrated with the existing books and journals on ScienceDirect. Over 50 books will be added each month following the 2007 launch.

3:45 - 4:30 p.m.
INNOVATIVE INTERFACES
Introduction to Encore
Encore is the new discovery services platform that transforms users’ experience of the online library. Powered by Innovative Interfaces, Encore will bring the latest Library 2.0 features to your library, including faceted search results by location, material type, and more; community tagging; Popular Choices that reflect items of particular interest; federated-search results; and link-resolver paths to full-text. Plus a single search that brings it all together; content, community, and discovery. It’s all right here. For more information see www.iii.com/encore or write sales@iii.com. Visit Innovative at booth #549.

SATURDAY, MARCH 31

9:30 – 10:15 a.m.
THOMSON SCIENTIFIC
ISI Web of Knowledge: Creating Innovative Research Pathways
ISI Web of Knowledge™ provides an advanced gateway to the world’s greatest collection of academic and scientific research. The next generation of ISI Web of Knowledge, developed extensively through market research, user-focused design and development collaborations and powered by a new graphical user interface, will soon enable users of all levels of experience to intuitively search, discover and organize premier scholarly research. Patented behind-the-scenes technology unites with current indexing capabilities in order to form innovative research workflow pathways to relevant information and sources and contribute to ongoing powerful and flexible content delivery, expanded search capabilities and enhanced analytical functionality.

2:00 – 2:45 p.m.
SPRINGER
eBooks Collection
This presentation will comprise an overview of Springer’s new eBooks Collection and the features and benefits of the re-launched SpringerLink platform, illustrating both product information and benefits to the librarian. The collection includes online access to more than 3,000 newly released STM books each year. Available through SpringerLink’s IP-enabled eBook gateway, libraries can offer their patrons online access to the most worthwhile books instantly from multiple locations. Springer eBook Collections offer accurate reproductions of high quality Springer print books, with simplified and improved browsing and search functionalities, as well as a new guided navigation search engine, on the new SpringerLink.

3:45 – 4:30 p.m.
ALEXANDER STREET PRESS
Using Web 2.0 to Elevate Studies in the Humanities
Web 2.0 is on everyone’s minds these days, but few universities, libraries, or publishers have been able to truly realize the value of this new technology. In this product demonstration, Greg Urquhart from Alexander Street Press will discuss new products in music, drama, film, and history that use Web 2.0 technologies to enhance study, research, and scholarship across a range of disciplines.
FULLY REVISED NEW EDITION!

Offering the broadest range of scientific and technical subjects covered by any single printed resource, *The McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science and Technology, Tenth Edition*, has been fully revised and updated to cover the latest advances and findings in nearly 100 fields. The new edition features:

- 20 volumes, 7,100 articles, and more than 15,000 pages
- 5,000+ global contributors, including 30 Nobel Prize winners
- 1,000+ new or rewritten articles, with many more updated
- 12,000+ digitally prepared illustrations
- Updates, graphics, and rich media at www.MHEST.com

EXHIBITOR INDEX

Academic Institutions
ABC-CLIO
Alexander Street Press
Association of Research Libraries
BarnesandNoble.com
Berman Associates
Carroll Publishing
Center for Intellectual Property / University of Maryland University College
CIC (Committee on Institutional Cooperation)
Couts Library Services/MyLibrary
CQ Press
ebrary
Euromonitor International
IBHI/CBE Library Services
Kirtas Technologies, Inc.
Midwest Library Service
The MIT Press / MIT CogNet
Morningstar, Inc.
National Reference Center for Bioethics Literature, Kennedy Institute of Ethics, Georgetown University
Newsbank, Inc.
North Carolina State University
Paratext, LLC
Puvill Libros Books From Spain & Mexico
Serials Solutions, LLC

Architects
Ayers/Saint/Gross, Architects + Planners
Leo A. Daly
Woollen, Molzan and Partners - Architects

Audiocassette Publishers/Distributors
BarnesandNoble.com
the book House, Inc.
Casalini Libri
Emery-Pratt Company
National Technical Information Service / U.S. Department of Commerce

Automation
3M Library Systems
Atlas Systems, Inc.
Auto-Graphics, Inc.
CMS, Inc.
Ex Libris
Innovative Interfaces
Kirtas Technologies, Inc.
MARCIVE, Inc.
OCLC Online Computer Library Center
SirsiDynix
TLC-The Library Corporation

Book Publishers/Academic Presses
ABC-CLIO
ALA - ALCTS / LAMA / LITA / RUSA
Alexander Street Press
American Chemical Society Publications
ALA Editions / ALA Techsource / American Library Association
American Psychological Association
American Society of Plant Biologists
American Speech-Language-Hearing Association
Annual Reviews
Antipodes Books & Beyond, Ltd.
Ashgate Publishing Co.
Association of Research Libraries
Baker Publishing Group
BarnesandNoble.com
Blackwell Publishing
Blood Journal of the American Society of Hematology
the Book House, Inc.
Brepols Publishers
Buros Center for Testing
CABI Head Office
Cambridge University Press
Choice
CISTI
Combined Book Exhibit
Continuum
CQ Press
Duke University Press
East View Information Services
Elsevier
Emery-Pratt Company
Facts on File
Firefly Books
Franciscan Institute Publications / The Franciscan Institute
Germany, Association of Publishers & Booksellers in Baden-Wuerttemberg
Greenwood Press / Greenwood Publishing Group
Grey House Publishing
Harvard University Press
The Haworth Press, Inc.
William S. Hein & Co., Inc.
Idea Group Inc.
Independent Publishers Group
Intelex Corporation
Johns Hopkins University Press
Johns Hopkins University Press - Journals Division
Kirtas Technologies, Inc.
The Lawbook Exchange, Ltd.
LearningExpress, LLC
Liberty Fund, Inc.
Libraries Unlimited/Greenwood Publishing Group
Mathematical Association of America
McFarland & Company Inc. Publishers
McGraw-Hill Professional
Midwest Library Service
The MIT Press / MIT CogNet
Morgan & Claypool Publishers
National Association of Social Workers (NASW)
National Resource Center For The First-Year Experience and Students in Transition
National Technical Information Service / U.S. Department of Commerce
Nature Publishing Group
OECD - Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
Oxford University Press
Palgrave Macmillan
Plunkett Research Ltd
PNAS
Prager/Prager Security International/ Greenwood Publishing Group
The PRS Group
Random House, Inc.
RILM Abstracts of Music Literature
Rittenhouse Book Distributors, Inc.
The Rockefeller University Press
Sage Publications
Scarecrow Press
Science Online / AAAS
M.E. Sharpe
SIL International Books
SPIE Digital Library
Springer
Standard & Poor's
Taylor & Francis Group
Thomson Gale
United Nations Publications
University of California Press
Walter de Gruyter / K.G. Saur
World Bank Publications
World Book, Inc.
World Scientific Publishing Company
YBP Library Services
YogaVidya.com

CD Rom Publishers
Antipodes Books & Beyond, Ltd.
Berman Associates
EastView Information Services
Intelex Corporation
National Technical Information Service / U.S. Department of Commerce
NIST – National Information Services Corporation
The PRS Group
Taylor & Francis Group
United Nations Publications
H.W. Wilson Company
Walter de Gruyter / K.G. Saur
World Bank Publications

Electronic Journals/Electronic Publishing
ACLS History E-Book Project
ACM Digital Library
ALA - ALCTS / LAMA / LITA / RUSA
Alexander Street Press
American Association for Cancer Research
American Chemical Society Publications
American Economic Association
American Institute of Physics
American Library Association
American Psychological Association
American Sociies for Plant Biologists
American Theological Library Association
Amigos Library Services
Annual Reviews
Basch Subscriptions, Inc. & The Reference Shelf
EXHIBITOR INDEX

Berman Associates
BioOne
Blackwell Publishing
Brepols Publishers
Buros Center for Testing
CABI Head Office
Casalini Libri
Cdigix
Choice
Chronicle of Higher Education
CISTI
Columbia University Press
CountryWatch
CQ Press
Duke University Press
East View Information Services
EBL - Ebook Library
EBSCO Information Services
Economist Intelligence Unit
Euromonitor International
FASEB
Germany, Association of Publishers & Booksellers in Baden-Wuerttemberg
HARRASSOWITZ
HighWire Press - Stanford University
IEEE Operations Center
INFORMS
Ingenta
Inside Higher Ed
Institutional Investor Journals
Intelex Corporation
IOP Publishing
JSTOR / ARTstor
Kirtas Technologies, Inc.
LearningExpress, LLC
LexisNexis
Library Journal / Reed Business Info
The MIT Press / MIT CogNet
Morgan & Claypool Publishers
now publishers
OCLC Online Computer Library Center
OECD - Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
Ovid, a Wolters Kluwer Health Business
Palgrave Macmillan
PALINET
Paratext, LLC
PNAS
Project MUSE®
ProQuest CSA
The PRS Group
RILM Abstracts of Music Literature
The Rockefeller University Press
Science Online / AAAS
Serials Solutions, LLC
M.E. Sharpe
SPARC, Scholarly Publishing and Academic Resources Coalition
SPIE Digital Library
Sports Business Research / SBRnet
Springer
Taylor & Francis Group
University of California Press
Walter de Gruyter / K.G. Saur
World Bank Publications
World Scientific Publishing Company
Xrefer

Library Equipment/Furniture
3M Library Systems
Blanton & Moore Company
Brodart Co.
Brodart Co. - Contract Furniture Div.
Eustis Chair
Gaylord Bros., Inc.
Huston & Company
Jasper Library Furniture
Kirtas Technologies, Inc.
Palmeri Furniture Ltd
S-T Imaging, Inc.
The Worden Company

Online Databases, Networks, Services
AARP AgeLine
ABC-CLIO
ACM Digital Library
Alexander Street Press
Alternative Press Center
American Economic Association
ALA Editions / ALA Techsource / American Library Association
American Psychological Association
American Theological Library Association
Backstage Library Works
BarnesandNoble.com
Bernan Associates
Better World Books
Blackwell Publishing
Blackwell's Book Services
Bowler
Brepols Publishers
Carroll Publishing
Cdigix
Chronicle of Higher Education
CMS, Inc.
Columbia University Press
Copyright Clearance Center
CountryWatch
Couts Library Services/MyLibrary
CQ Press
EastView Information Services
EBL - Ebook Library
EBSCO Information Services
Economist Intelligence Unit
Emery-Pratt Company
Euromonitor International
Facts On File News Services
Geographic Research Inc.
Greenwood Press/ Greenwood Publishing Group
William S. Hein & Co., Inc.
Human Relations Area Files, Inc.
Institutional Investor Journals
Intelex Corporation
Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research (ICPSR)
Keesing's Worldwide, LLC
Kirtas Technologies, Inc.
Knovel Corporation
LearningExpress, LLC
LexisNexis
Libraries Unlimited/Greenwood Publishing Group
MARCIVE, Inc.
Marquis Who's Who
McGraw-Hill Professional
Mergent, Inc.
The MIT Press / MIT CogNet
Morgan & Claypool Publishers
Morningstar, Inc.
National Association of Social Workers (NASW)
National Technical Information Service / U.S. Department of Commerce
Newsbank, Inc.
NISC – National Information Services Corporation
Northern Micrographics
OCLC Online Computer Library Center
OECD - Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
Ovid, a Wolters Kluwer Health Business
Oxford University Press
Palgrave Macmillan
PALINET
Paratext, LLC
Plunkett Research Ltd
Prager/Prager Security International/Greenwood Publishing Group
Project MUSE®
ProQuest CSA
ThePRSGroup
Refworks
Renouf Publishing Co. Ltd.
RILM Abstracts of Music Literature
The Roper Center for Public Opinion Research
M.E. Sharpe
SirsiDynix
SPARC, Scholarly Publishing and Academic Resources Coalition
SPIE Digital Library
Sports Business Research / SBRnet
Standard & Poor's
Taylor & Francis Group
TDNet, Inc.
Thomson Gale
Thomson Scientific
Tracsystems, Inc.
Tutor.com
United Nations Publications
WebFeat, Inc.
H.W. Wilson Company
Walter de Gruyter / K.G. Saur
World Book, Inc
Xrefer
YBP Library Services

Organizations/Government Agencies
American Chemical Society Publications
American Chemistry Council
American Economic Association
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Are you interested in federal legislation and policy affecting libraries?
Are you connected in your campus community?
Are you willing to work with your members of Congress for change?

ACRL needs you!

Become an ACRL legislative advocate. To complement the good work the Chapter networks and the Chapter legislative coordinators are doing, ACRL is creating the new position of legislative advocate. Selection as a legislative advocate is not automatic: those qualified will be asked to serve their profession with a two-year term, which may be renewed upon review by the Government Relations Committee. Legislative advocates will be recognized and honored on the ACRL Web site, annually in C&RL News, and during ALA Legislative Day activities.

Interested? Find out more at:
www.ala.org/ala/acrl/acrlissues/washingtonwatch/acrladvocates.htm

Apply by April 6, 2007. Applicants will be notified of their status on a rolling basis. For more information contact W. Lee Hisle, Chair, Government Relations Committee at: 860-439-2650; or e-mail: wlhis@conncoll.edu.
PsychiatryOnline.com – the most intuitive and comprehensive psychiatric online tool. Access diagnosis, treatment, and research in books and journals – all from one website with a single search interface – accessible anytime, anywhere. Search the full-text, aggregated content including all tables and figures from:

- DSM-IV-TR®
- DSM-IV-TR® Handbook of Differential Diagnosis
- DSM-IV-TR® Casebook and its Treatment Companion
- American Psychiatric Association Practice Guidelines in both comprehensive and quick reference formats
- Essentials of Clinical Psychopharmacology, Second Edition
- What Your Patients Need to Know About Psychiatric Medications


- The American Journal of Psychiatry
- Psychiatric Services
- Academic Psychiatry
- The Journal of Neuropsychiatry and Clinical Neurosciences
- Psychosomatics
- As well as Psychiatric News for the latest clinical and research news.

Complete your psychiatric journals backfile collection with Psychiatry Legacy Collection. One time purchase fee for perpetual access covers 162 years of psychiatry through six respected, peer-reviewed psychiatry journals, completing APPI’s online journals back to Volume 1, Issue 1. The collection dates back to 1844 and includes The American Journal of Psychiatry, the oldest continuously published medical specialty journal in the United States.

Institutional Pricing: please call 703-907-8538 or email: institutions@psych.org
Your complete reserves management solution.

Ares is the reserve management software from the company that brought you OCLC ILLiad—the market leader in ILL management software.

Key Features:
- Web based faculty and student interface allows 24/7 access to electronic reserves
- Support and management of both electronic and hard copy reserve items
- Extensive copyright management functionality including integration with the CCC rights management database and direct to publisher requesting

Ares is now available directly from most OCLC Regional Service Providers.

More information available at:
http://www.atlas-sys.com/products/ares/ or ares@atlas-sys.com
ACRL: The Academic Librarian’s Publisher of Choice!

- Do you have expertise or experience to share with other academic and research librarians?
- Do you want to edit a book on a topic relevant to academic and research libraries?
- Have you hit upon an effective practice in academic/research libraries?
- Are you doing research that pertains to academic/research libraries?

If you answered yes to any of the above, ACRL is the publisher for you!

Advance the profession by publishing with ACRL.

ACRL publishes high-quality content through a variety of imprints:
- ACRL Non-Serial Monographs—book-length content either single author or edited chapters
- ACRL Publications in Librarianship—academic library research monographs
- ACRL ClipNotes—best practices in academic libraries on single topics

We welcome book-length manuscripts on topics of particular interest to the academic librarians, including:

- Emerging Trends/Issues
- Managing Digital Collections
- Preparing for Accreditation
- Mentoring
- Scholarly Communication
- Serving Distance Learners
- Instruction
- Libraries in the 21st Century
- Advocacy and Marketing
- Partnerships and Collaboration


For more information on publishing with ACRL, contact Kathryn J. Deiss, ACRL Content Strategist, kdeiss@ala.org, T. 312-280-2529
Recently Published!

**Student Engagement and Information Literacy**  
Craig Gibson, editor  
*Student Engagement and Information Literacy* addresses information literacy in a framework inspired by higher education scholarship and dialogue as it relates to student engagement. Articles are based on what librarians and faculty know about how students learn, how different learning environments affect engagement, and how different groups on campuses can collaborate on student engagement and learning. Contributors range from administrators, faculty members, and librarians, to professional association vice-presidents.  
$27.00 (ACRL members less 10%); 192p., 0-8389-8388-X, 2006

Teaching Information Literacy to Social Sciences Students & Practitioners: A Casebook of Applications  
Douglas Cook and Natasha Cooper, editors  
Teaching Information Literacy to Social Sciences Students & Practitioners is a second discipline-based casebook from ACRL. This volume is based on the ACRL Information Literacy Competency Standards and presents cases on learning situations and how they can be analyzed and addressed. This practical collection of cases and applications brings a new set of resources to librarians doing instruction in the social sciences. Contributors cover such topics as data literacy, visual literacy, and developmental research skills training.  
$39.00 (ACRL members less 10%); 277p., 0-8389-8389-8, 2006

Centers for Learning: Writing Centers and Libraries in Collaboration  
James K. Elmborg and Sheril Hook, editors  
Centers for Learning examines the potentials inherent in partnerships between libraries and writing centers. By focusing on shared concepts and practices, the editors suggest that such partnerships might respond more coherently to the needs of today’s students. Case studies highlighting the possibilities of collaborations form the body of the book. A conclusion reflects on the implications of these case studies from a writing center perspective.  
$28.00 (ACRL members less 10%); 240p., 13: 978-0-8389-8335-5, 2006

Managing Student Employees in College Libraries, 3rd Edition, CLIP Note #36  
Michael D. Kathman, Jane M. Kathman, compilers.  
This is the third edition of the popular CLIP Note, and much has changed since the second edition: There are a number of new laws such as the USA Patriot Act and privacy laws, increased computerization, as well as new issues in managing student employees that have emerged since 1994. This CLIP Note is based upon new information received from a survey about hiring and student management practices that was completed by over 150 practicing librarians across the country. Included is a selection of documents illustrating policies for all aspects of student employment including job descriptions, application forms, employment agreements, and orientation.  
$28.00 (ACRL members less 10%); 210p., 0-8389-8373-1, 2006

Visit our online publications catalog for ordering information.  
www.ala.org/publications
Brief description of exhibitors are listed if provided by press time.

3M Library Systems ...........................................350
800-328-0067
www.3m.com/us/library
3M provides security, productivity and information management solutions to libraries worldwide. 3M’s goal is to enable a more human library, where librarians are free to be librarians, providing more personal service to customers. 3M also partners with libraries to support their technological advancement and ensure their success through numerous industry sponsorships and programs.

AARP AgeLine ..............................................1041
Phone: 202-434-6231
Fax: 202-434-6408
ageline@aarp.org
www.aarp.org/ageline
Gerontology-focused database ideal for programs in nursing, allied health, gerontology, social work, and psychology. Covers articles, books, research, and papers. Available free on AARP website or through 5 vendors. Come by for a free copy of our Thesaurus of Aging Terminology.

ABC-CLIO ...................................................626
Phone: 805-968-1911; 800-368-6868
Fax: 805-685-9685
jpunderson@abc-clio.com
www.abc-clio.com
ABC-CLIO annually publishes approximately 80 encyclopedias, guides, and handbooks; and has won 60+ awards from the American Library Association and Library Journal. ABC-CLIO is best known for the abstracting and indexing services Historical Abstracts and America: History and Life, which together represent the largest bibliographic history database in the world.

Absolute Backorder Service, Inc. .....................1009
Phone: 212-691-1505
Fax: 208-384-0097
jaeger@absolute-inc.com
www.absolute-inc.com
Absolute is the most comprehensive and cost-effective fulfillment service for serial back volumes and issues. We specialize in disaster recovery by appraising your loss and replacing select material. Hundreds of clients utilize Absolute on a regular basis to fill in gaps due to subscription claims or retrospective acquisitions.

ACLS History E-Book Project ..........................827
Phone: 212-949-8058
Fax: 212-949-8058
info@hebook.org
www.historyebook.org
The ACLS History E-Book Project includes approximately 1,500 titles selected by historians in all areas of history, with 250 titles added each year, links to online reviews, free MARC records, and unlimited multiuser access.

ACM Digital Library .....................................755
Phone: 212-626-0518
800-434-6626
Fax: 212-944-1312
dl-info@acm.org
www.acm.org
The ACM Digital Library provides online access for all ACM publications in computing including ACM’s 30 magazines and journals; ACM Special Interest Groups’ conference proceedings and newsletters; and the ACM Online Guide, a citations database that expands users’ searches to include non-ACM publications in their results.

Agati ..........................................................1016
Phone: 312-829-1977
Fax: 312-829-8249
info@agati.com
www.agati.com

ALA - ALCTS / LAMA / LITA / RUSA ......914
Phone: 312-280-5030
Fax: 312-280-5033
www.ala.org
Membership, publishing, continuing education, standards, professional development.

Alexander Street Press .................................250
Phone: 703-212-8520
800-889-5937
Fax: 240-401-1254
sales@alexanderstreet.com
www.alexanderstreet.com
Alexander Street Press publishes online, multimedia databases in music, drama, black history and literature, women’s history and literature, North American history, Latin American studies, religion and social thought, and psychology. Our databases contain images, full-text articles, and streaming audio and video—all of which have been thoroughly indexed for easy searching.

Alibris .......................................................555
877-254-2747
Fax: 510-550-6052
libraries@alibris.com
www.alibris.com/library
Alibris for Libraries is the leading library supplier of used, new, and hard-to-find books, movies and music. Alibris has millions of out-of-print, and otherwise unavailable titles in stock. We offer flexible payment options, consolidated shipping, and custom tools for managing replacement and collection development projects.

Alternative Press Center ..............................Table 5
Phone: 410-243-2471
Fax: 410-235-5325
altpress@charm.net
www.altpress.org
The Alternative Press Center is the publisher of the Alternative Press Index, an electronic and print database with citations to articles in 300+ magazines, journals and newspapers. Our library includes the last 5 years of the periodicals indexed in the API, and a special collection of classic Leftist books.

American Association for Cancer Research ................1119
Phone: 215-440-9410
bergiven@aacr.org
www.aacr.org
The journals of the American Association for Cancer Research cover the full spectrum of cancer research. Site license access to our comprehensive collection of five authoritative, peer-reviewed journals will keep your scientists up to date, 24/7 on the latest information, directly from their desktops.

American Chemical Society Publications ..................1018
Phone: 202-872-4600
800-227-3558
Fax: 202-872-4615
help@acs.org
http://pubs.acs.org
The ACS peer-reviewed publications are the most cited journals in the chemical and related sciences. The ACS Legacy Archives provides access to essential chemistry research including all issues of the Journal of the American Chemical Society from 1879 to 1995. New in 2007 is the Journal of Physical Chemistry C.

American Educational Research Association .............819
Phone: 412-431-2301
Fax: 412-431-2304
info@aera.net
www.aera.net
The AERA is a scholarly nonprofit organization established in 1886 to encourage freedom of economic discussion, research, and to issue publications on economic subjects. Publications include the electronic EconLit economics bibliography, and quarterly issues of The American Economic Review, Journal of Economic Literature and Journal of Economic Perspectives available in print and online.

American Economic Association ......................819
Phone: 412-432-2301
Fax: 412-431-3014
info@econlit.org
www.aeaweb.org
The AEA is a scholarly nonprofit organization established in 1886 to encourage freedom of economic discussion, research, and to issue publications on economic subjects. Publications include the electronic EconLit economics bibliography, and quarterly issues of The American Economic Review, Journal of Economic Literature and Journal of Economic Perspectives available in print and online.

American Institute of Physics .......................1046
Phone: 516-576-2485
800-344-6902
Fax: 516-576-2374
plurrie@iap.org
http://libraries.aip.org
AIP publishes 11 journals, two magazines, and a Conference Proceedings series. AIP is also a service provider to STM publishers, providing everything from XML composition to online distribution. AIP’s S憶ta- tion platform currently hosts 150 publications from 24 societies in fields that include physics, chemistry, geology, engineering, acoustics, and related sciences.
“ACCEPTING AN ELECTRONIC RESOURCES LIBRARIANSHIP POSITION: THE BEST PROFESSIONAL DECISION YOU EVER MADE! NOW WHAT?”

**Friday, June 22, 2007, 1:00 - 4:30 p.m.**

Managing e-resources is challenging and detail oriented. Many librarians, who until yesterday were performing traditional roles, have decided to accept the challenge of being an E-resources librarian. This branch of librarianship is fairly new and is akin to learning building an airplane while learning how to fly it. Meant for new and practicing ER librarians, this half-day preconference is planned as a “how to” session where attendees gain in-depth knowledge on critical aspects of creating a framework for successful e-resources management.

*Presenter: Anjana Bhatt, Electronic Resources Librarian, Florida Gulf Coast University*

**WRITING AND USING OBJECTIVES TO IMPROVE LIBRARY INSTRUCTION**

**Friday, June 22, 2007, 1:00 - 4:30 p.m.**

Whether your instruction is course-related, an open workshop session, or on-line, developing objectives before you begin and using them as a roadmap in the development of the lesson or on-line product will keep you on target as you teach and will make assessment easier. This half-day preconference will introduce the development and use of learning objectives for library instruction. Learn how to create objectives that are specific and measurable and practice writing instructional objectives for lessons you currently teach or wish to teach. Find out how to use the objectives you have written to begin to structure assessment tools for the lesson or on-line learning product.

*Presenter: Dolores Fidishun, Head Librarian, Penn State Great Valley*
American Interfile & Library Services ............................................ Table 20
Phone: 631-231-3309
800-426-9901
Fax: 631-952-7521
ghall@americaninterfile.com
www.americaninterfile.com

ALAEditions / ALATechsource / American Library Association .........................................................1007
Phone: 312-280-2427
800-545-2433
Fax: 312-280-5275
editionsmarketing@ala.org
www.alastore.ala.org
Preview Guide to Reference Sources, the American Library Association’s selective guide to the best reference sources. Grounded in a hundred-year history as a standard for reference service, the Guide will soon launch as a subscription database with all-new functionality.

American Psychiatric Publishing, Inc. ..........1037
Phone: 703-907-8538
800-368-5777
Fax: 703-907-1091
institutions@psych.org
www.psychiatryonline.com

American Psychological Association ..........145
Phone: 202-336-5500
Fax: 202-336-6191
tvoorhees@apa.org
www.apa.org
American Psychological Association is the premier source for information in psychology. APA delivers this information through its expansive collection of books, journals, newsletters, electronic products and its website, www.apa.org.

American Scientist/Sigma Xi ......................... Table 7
Phone: 919-549-0097
800-282-0444
Fax: 919-549-0090
jdorff@amsci.org
www.americanscientist.org
Published since 1913, American Scientist magazine is written for scientists and others curious about new developments in science and engineering. Honored with many editorial and design awards, the articles are written by scientists for a well-educated audience. American Scientist also publishes on the Web and offers institutional site licenses to libraries.

American Society of Plant Biologists ..........158
Phone: 301-251-0560
Fax: 301-251-6740
info@aspb.org
www.aspb.org
ASPB publishes Plant Physiology and The Plant Cell. The Plant Cell ranks first in impact factor; Plant Physiology is the most highly cited journal in plant science. ASPB publishes a comprehensive reference work textbook, Biochemistry & Molecular Biology of Plants, and The Arabidopsis Book, an open access, online-only publication.

American Speech-Language-Hearing Association ...........................................Table 2
Phone: 318-1897-5700
Fax: 308-897-7358
khoward@asha.org
www.asha.org
The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association is the professional, scientific, and credentialing association for speech-language pathologists, audiologists, and speech, language, and hearing scientists. ASHA’s 4 scholarly journals are: American Journal of Audiology; American Journal of Speech-Language Pathology; Journal of Speech, Language, and Hearing Research; and Language, Speech, and Hearing Services in Schools.

American Theological Library Association ..........458
Phone: 312-454-5100
888-665-ATLA
Fax: 312-454-5505
sales@atla.com
www.atla.com
Established in 1946, the American Theological Library Association (ATLA) is a professional association of more than 1,000 individual, institutional, and affiliate members providing programs, products, and services in support of theological and religious studies librarians and libraries. ATLA’s ecumenical membership represents many religious traditions and denominations.

Amigos Library Services .................824
Phone: 972-851-8000
800-843-8482
Fax: 972-991-6061
amigos@amigos.org
www.amigos.org
Amigos Library Services is a major representative of society programs in the United States and Canada, now including GeoScienceWorld and ComAbstracts. GeoScienceWorld is a new and comprehensive Internet resource for research and communications in the geosciences. ComAbstracts provides complete abstracting and indexing coverage from sources in fields related to human communication studies.

Annual Reviews .............................................1019
Phone: 650-493-4400
800-523-8635
650-454-0910
jrankin@annualreviews.org
www.annualreviews.org
Annual Reviews provides critical, authoritative reviews written by leading scientists within Biomedical, Physical and Social Science - available in site licenses to institutions and consortia. Learn more about our latest products - Annual Reviews of Clinical Psychology, Law and Social Science, and Pathology and our Electronic Back-Volume Collection at ACRL or www.annualreviews.org.

Antipodes Books & Beyond, Ltd. ..........1044
Phone: 301-602-9519
Fax: 301-565-0160
customerservice@antipodesbooks.com
www.antipodesbooks.com

Archival Products a division of LBS ..........456
Phone: 800-526-5640
Fax: 888-220-2397
custserv@archival.com
www.archival.com
Archival Products presents elegant preservation and conservation storage solutions for college and universities, museums, historical societies, art and music libraries, medical schools and government offices, as well as for the private conservator.

Ashgate Publishing Co. .........................850
Phone: 802-865-7641
Fax: 802-865-7847
mbeeman@ashgate.com
www.ashgate.com
Ashgate is one of the leading international publishers of academic research across the arts, humanities and social sciences. We offer a wide range of books across our many subject lists, to meet the different needs of each discipline.

Association of Christian Librarians ..........752
Phone: 937-766-2255
Fax: 937-766-2337
info@acl.org
www.acl.org
Association of College and Research Libraries ................................908
Phone: 800-545-2433
Fax: 312-280-2520
acrl@ala.org
www.acrl.org
ACRL, the foremost organization for academic and research librarians, provides community, resources, and opportunities for advancement and growth. Stop by the ACRL booth and enter a drawing for a free registration to our 14th National Conference in Seattle—ACRL’s premier professional development event. Meet ACRL officers, candidates, authors, and award winners and learn more about finding your niche in the association. (See page 103 for booth staffing schedule.)
Association of Research Libraries ........720
Phone: 202-296-2296
Fax: 202-872-0884
arlhq@arl.org
www.arl.org
ARL is a nonprofit organization of 123 research libraries at comprehensive, research-extensive institutions in the US and Canada that share similar research missions, aspirations, and achievements. ARL influences the changing environment of scholarly communication and the public policies that affect research libraries and the diverse communities they serve.

Atlas Systems, Inc. ...........................153
Phone: 757-467-7872
Fax: 757-467-7875
ares@atlas-sys.com
www.atlas-sys.com
Atlas Systems is best known as the service, training, and development arm of OCLC ILLiad. Atlas has taken this experience in library automation software and created the Ares Electronic Reserves Management Software. Ares is a total solution for library reserves featuring a robust copyright management feature.

Auto-Graphics, Inc. .......................1025
Phone: 909-595-7004
800-776-6936
Fax: 909-595-3506
www.auto-graphics.com

BarnesandNoble.com ........................241
Phone: 212-414-6592
Fax: 212-414-6360
rfomerand@book.com
www.bnlibrary.com
www.bnlibrary.com, offers the largest inventory of any online bookseller with millions of books, audiobooks, textbooks, DVDs and CDs with reviews from major publications. Fast, free shipping on most orders over $25. Purchase order purchasing and tax exempt ordering available. Live customer service at 800-373-2468, Monday through Friday, 8am to 9pm.

Basch Subscriptions, Inc. & The Reference Shelf ..................Table 1
Phone: 603-229-0662
800-226-5310
subs@basch.com
www.basch.com
Basch Subscriptions, Inc. provides serials management services. Steeped in serials tradition, experience, knowledge and integrity, Basch is Committed to personalized service that you can depend on.

Baker Publishing Group  .................Table 6
Phone: 616-676-9185
800-288-1265
info@bakerbooks.com
www.bakerbooks.com
www.bakeracademic.com
We publish scholarly books in the fields of theology, biblical studies, ethics, and biblical languages for the academy.

Baker Academic ..............................Adding the Conversation
A Division of Baker Publishing Group

Please stop by and see us at table 6.

BrazosPress .................................The Tradition Alive
A Division of Baker Publishing Group

Also FROM Brazos Press

Matthew
Stanley Hauerwas
1587430959  •  272 pp.
$29.99c

Matthew
Stanley Hauerwas
1587430959  •  272 pp.
$29.99c
Celebrating 1000 libraries improving service quality

Join them today!
2007 registration and 2008 grant applications available now

www.libqual.org

A suite of services offered by the Association of Research Libraries
Bernan Associates
Phone: 301-459-2255
800-865-3457
cchesley@bernan.com
www.bernan.com
Bernan is the premier resource for publications, data, and reference material from the U.S. government, international organizations and respected private publishers. Bernan has provided quality content and outstanding service to the library and professional market for more than 50 years.

Better World Books
Phone: 770-521-4440
800-894-0242
Fax: 770-521-4436
library@betterworldbooks.com
http://library.betterworldbooks.com
Supporting literacy everywhere for your library! Partner with Better World Books and let us sell your library’s discsards and book donations. To learn more about our No Cost, Innovative program, please send an e-mail with your contact information to library@betterworldbooks.com or visit http://library.betterworldbooks.com.

Binder Minder by Book Support Systems
Phone: 503-684-1552
Fax: 503-684-8448
info@binderminder.com
www.binderminder.com
Binder Minder is a new kind of library supplier. Our services combine the best of traditional bookselling with the latest in information technology - all tailored to each library’s acquisitions needs.

Blackwell's Book Services
Phone: 503-684-1140
800-547-6426
customerv@blackwell.com
www.blackwell.com
Blackwell Book Services serves over 15,000 academic, research and special libraries in 120 countries. Blackwell provides services that combine longstanding methods of traditional bookselling with the latest information technology - all tailored to each library’s acquisitions needs.

Blanton & Moore Company
Phone: 704-528-4506
Fax: 704-528-6519
rsansom@blantonandmoore.com
www.blantonandmoore.com
Manufacturer of standard and custom library, computer support furniture and shelving, crafted from fine hardwoods; providing a full range of engineering, design and manufacturing versatility.

Blood Journal of the American Society of Hematology
Phone: 202-776-0550
Fax: 202-776-0550
www.bloodjournal.org
Blood provides an international forum for the publication of original articles describing basic laboratory, translational, and clinical investigations in hematology.

the Book House, Inc.
Phone: 800-248-1146
Fax: 800-858-9716
bhinfo@thebookhouse.com
www.thebookhouse.com
Book vendor providing Any Book In Print from publishers/distributors from the United States and Canada. Online order database, Online order status, Standing orders.

Bowker
Phone: 800-5 Bowker
Fax: 908-219-0191
marketing@bowker.com
www.bowker.com
Bowker will feature the new academic core list “Resources for College Libraries” produced in collaboration with ACRL’s Choice magazine. Additional services on display include readers’ advisory tools, OPAC enrichment, and electronic collection analysis.

Brepols Publishers
Phone: 32-1444-8020
Fax: 32-1442-8919
info@brepols.net
www.brepols.net

Brockhaus/German Books
Phone: 49-7154-132749
Fax: 49-7154-132790
germanbooks@brooom.de
www.brockhaus-germanbooks.com
Full service library vendors and suppliers of publications from continental Europe. We offer service on subscriptions, monographic and standing orders and specialize in the procurement of hard-to-find material such as antiquarian books and grey literature. Selection services are offered covering the German speaking countries.

Brodart Co.
Phone: 570-326-2461
Fax: 888-820-4377
www.brodart.com
Brodart Contract Library Furniture offers a broad spectrum of library furniture products to meet the needs of all library installations. Academic libraries to school libraries can be stylishly furnished using quality products manufactured by Brodart Co.

Bullfrog Films
Phone: 610-779-8226
Fax: 610-370-1978
elizabeth@bullfrogfilms.com
www.bullfrogfilms.com

Bureau of Labor Statistics
Phone: 202-691-5200
Fax: 202-691-7890
www.bls.gov
The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) is the principal fact-finding agency for the Federal government in the broad field of labor economics and statistics. The BLS is an independent national statistical agency that collects, processes, analyzes, and disseminates essential statistical data to the American public, the U.S. Congress, state and local government, business, and labor.

ACRL 13th National Conference
enter to win an iPod Nano®

Let us sell your discards & donations online.

booth #953

www.betterworldbooks.com :: library@betterworldbooks.com
ACRL 13th National Conference
Copyright Clearance Center .................... 150
Phone: 978-750-8400
Fax: 978-646-8600
info@copyright.com
www.copyright.com
Copyright Clearance Center is the world’s premier provider of copyright licensing and compliance solutions for the information content industry. We are a trusted intermediary between copyright holders and content users, facilitating the exchange of reuse rights and royalties through a wide range of licensing services.

CountryWatch ........................................... 1141
Phone: 713-355-6500
800-879-3885
Fax: 713-355-3770
sales@countrywatch.com
www.countrywatch.com
CountryWatch is an online resource that provides socioeconomic, political, cultural, historical, demographic, and environmental information, news, and data on the 192 recognized countries of the world as well as Macro-Economic and Energy Forecasts for the recognized countries plus Hong Kong and Taiwan. CountryWatch offers unlimited campus-wide and remote licenses.

Coutts Library Services/MyiLibrary .......... 855
800-263-1686
Fax: 905-356-5064
sales@couttssinfo.com
www.couttssinfo.com
Coutts provides a comprehensive book supply service to academic, professional and reference libraries. Selectors can now review approval plans, receive new title notifications and control administration all on one easy to use platform, OASIS (Online Acquisition and Selection Information System).

CQ Press .................................................. 844
Phone: 202-729-1876
Fax: 202-729-1806
www.cqpress.com
CQ Press is the leading provider of business and government information, with more than 2,000 journals and 1,900 books per year, as well as Macro-Economic and Energy Forecasts for 200 economies and 8 industries, is available precisely how you want it: through electronic services, printed reports, custom research, personalized presentations, executive meetings, government roundtables and peer-group programmes.

Crowley Micrographics ......................... 946
Phone: 240-215-0224
Fax: 240-215-0234
info@crowleymicrographics.com
www.crowleymicrographics.com
Crowley Micrographics provides leading-edge document conversion systems and services to libraries, archives, government agencies and commercial clients. Crowley sells and supports high-speed microfilm/microfiche scanning systems, microfilm processing/duplicating systems, archival book scanning and microfilming systems. We are the US distributor for Zeutschel and Book2Net products.

Davis Design ............................................. 845
Phone: 402-341-6600
Fax: 402-341-6611
ron.hackett@davidsdesign.com
www.davidsdesign.com
Davis Design offers comprehensive online information systems and bespoke consulting services.

EBSCO Information Services .................... 242
Phone: 205-991-6500
Fax: 205-991-6501
sales@ebcso.com
www.ebsco.com
EBSCO is the leading service provider for e-journal, e-package and print subscriptions, a suite of e-resource management tools, full-text and secondary databases and related services for libraries and research organizations. EBSCO maintains a title database of more than 300,000 title listings and upholds relationships with more than 78,000 publishers worldwide.

Economist Intelligence Unit .................... 256
Phone: 212-554-0600
Fax: 212-586-1181
newyork@eiu.com
www.eiu.com
The Economist Intelligence Unit is the most comprehensive source of global research and advisory services. Our global analysis, covering more than 200 economies and 8 industries, is available precisely how you want it: through electronic services, printed reports, custom research, personalized presentations, executive meetings, government roundtables and peer-group programmes.

Emery-Pratt Company ............................. 740
Phone: 888-651-0122
800-248-3887
Fax: 800-577-3876
info@emery-pratt.com
www.emery-pratt.com
Emery-Pratt provides a growing selection of eBooks from the world’s leading publishers under both a subscription and perpetual access model. Our eBooks span all academic subject areas and are available as pre-selected or custom collections.

Euromonitor International ....................... 1026
Phone: 312-922-1111
800-577-3887
Fax: 312-922-1157
www.euromonitor.com
Euromonitor International offers quality international market intelligence on industries, countries and consumers. We have more than 30 years of experience publishing market reports, business reference books, online information systems and bespoke consulting projects.

Eustis Chair ................................................ 852
Phone: 978-827-3103
Fax: 978-827-3040
sales@eustischair.com
www.eustischair.com
Eustis Chair is an owner-operated manufacturer of distinctive hardwood chairs for public and academic libraries. Our chairs are designed for elegance and comfort, and engineered for lasting durability. They are built by American craftsmen in our 100 year-old factory, located in Ashburnham, Massachusetts, the birthplace of U.S. chair manufacturing.
The Association of College and Research Libraries Awards Program honors the best and brightest stars of academic librarianship

Academic or Research Librarian of the Year
Sponsored by YBP Library Services

The ACRL Academic/Research Librarian of the Year Award recognizes an outstanding member of the library profession who has made a significant national or international contribution to academic or research librarianship and library development.

Excellence in Academic Libraries Awards
Sponsored by Blackwell’s Book Services

These awards honor community college, college, and university libraries whose staff have teamed in the development of innovative, creative, and visionary programs that deliver outstanding services and resources to further the educational missions of their institutions.

Hugh C. Atkinson Memorial Award
Sponsored by ACRL, ALCTS, LAMA, LITA

This award honors the life and accomplishments of Hugh C. Atkinson, one of the major innovators in modern librarianship, and recognizes outstanding achievements (including risk-taking) by academic librarians that have contributed significantly to improvements in the areas of library automation, library management, and/or library development and research.

Doctoral Dissertation Fellowship Award
Sponsored by Thomson Scientific

This award fosters research in academic librarianship by encouraging and assisting doctoral students in the field with their dissertation research.

Samuel Lazerow Fellowship Award
Sponsored by Thomson Scientific

This award fosters advances in collections or technical services by providing fellowships to librarians for travel or writing in those fields. Research projects in the compilation of bibliographies will not be supported by this fellowship.

For information on all ACRL award opportunities, including Section awards from CJCLS, DLS, EBSS, IS, LPSS, RBMS, STS, WESS, and WSS, visit the Awards section of the ACRL Web site, www.acrl.org, or contact Megan Griffin, ACRL Program Coordinator, mgriffin@ala.org, 312-280-2514.

The deadline for 2008 award nominations and applications is Friday, December 7, 2005.
Ex Libris .......................................................839
Phone: 617-332-8800
877-527-1689
Fax: 617-332-9600
info@exlibris-usa.com
www.exlibrisgroup.com
Ex Libris is a leading worldwide developer and provider of high-performance applications for libraries, information centers, and researchers. Over 4000 sites worldwide have chosen one or more of the Company’s products—ALEPH® 500, DigiTool®, Journals Onsite™, MetaLib®, Primo®, SFX®, Verde®, and Voyager®.

Facts on File ...............................................1022
Phone: 212-967-8800
800-322-8755
Fax: 800-678-3633
custserv@facts.com
www.factsonfile.com
Facts on File is an award-winning publisher of print and online reference materials in the subject areas of science, history, careers, literature, geography, and more. In 2005, Facts on File acquired Chelsea House Publishers, an award-winning publisher of non-fiction books, and Bloom’s Literary Criticism, creating a new parent company, Infobase Publishing.

Facts on File News Services ......................353
800-363-7976
Fax: 212-896-4270
mhiggins@facts.com
www.facts.com
The Reference Suite @ FACTS.com: Facts On File World News Digest @ FACTS.com full-text news in context from 1940 to today. Issues & Controversies; Today’s Science; World Almanac Reference Database. NEW! Issues & Controversies in American History - in-depth explorations of the defining issues of U.S. history from then to now.

FASEB ..........................................................156
Phone: 301-634-7100
800-43-FASEB
Fax: 301-634-7809
www.faseb.org
Publishers of world-renown life science journals.

Firefly Books ..............................................1032
Phone: 416-499-8412
Fax: 416-499-8313
service@fireflybooks.com
www.fireflybooks.com
Informational books in science, astronomy, botany and social sciences.

Franciscan Institute Publications / The Franciscan Institute .......................Table 4
Phone: 716-375-2105
Fax: 716-375-2213
www.franciscanpublications.sbu.edu
Franciscan Institute Publications serves the Franciscan family and the scholarly world through its books and journals which reflect in a sound and substantial way, the Franciscan theological, philosophical, historical and spiritual tradition.

Gaylord Bros., Inc. .....................................1031
Phone: 315-457-5070
800-448-6160
Fax: 800-595-7265
amanda.rose@gaylord.com
www.gaylord.com
Gaylord Bros. providing library supplies, furniture and archival solutions. Stop by our booth and talk to our sales representatives about our new and innovative products.

The JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY PRESS
Journals Publishing Division

Scholarly Publishing for the 21st Century

The JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY PRESS is recognized as one of the world’s finest and most accomplished scholarly publishers. The oldest university press in America, The Johns Hopkins University Press is also home to one of the largest and most respected scholarly journals programs. Founded in 1878 with the establishment of the American Journal of Mathematics, The JHUP journals program continues to thrive and expand. Today The Johns Hopkins University Press publishes more than 60 illustrious journals and online electronic references in the arts and humanities, technology and medicine, higher education, history, political science, and library science. In addition to publishing high-quality journals, JHUP manages membership services for scholarly and professional associations and societies.

www.press.jhu.edu/journals
Count on Ovid for innovative solutions that enhance research discovery and outcomes.

As the researcher’s first choice, we’re always thinking about how people look for information—and how they use it. Our customized combinations of premier electronic journal, book, and database content, collaborative search and discovery tools, and award-winning training and support services help every organization and every individual manage, integrate, and make sense of the vast amount of online resources available.

- **Librarians and Information Managers!** Support research needs with Ovid’s depth and breadth of content combined with our e-resource management tools Ovid SearchSolver® and Ovid LinkSolver™—now with Journal A-Z List—that help simplify user workflow practices.

- **Researchers, Faculty, and Students!** Use Ovid to search, discover, manage, access, and integrate online information resources and help drive important decision-making.

*Visit Ovid at Booth #442*
NEW Monograph
explores the role of the campus library
in first-year student success

The Role of the Library in the First College Year
Larry Hardesty, Editor

While the library is at the center of many campuses physically, it is often an overlooked and underused resource in improving the learning and success of first-year college students. Chapter authors explore structures and practices for helping students learn to navigate the college library; use the Internet effectively; and find, analyze, and incorporate information into their academic work—a critical foundation for college success. Thirteen case studies present detailed information on current practice from a variety of campus types. (2007).

Visit us at Booth #3
803-777-6229 • email: burtonp@sc.edu
www.sc.edu/fye/publications

Monograph No. 45
ISBN 978-1-889-27154-5. $40.00

Geographic Research Inc. ........................................557
GoPrint Systems, Inc. .............................................749
Grey House Publishing .........................................457

GoPrint Systems, Inc.
888-52-PRINT
Fax: 800-225-5800
info@goprint.com
www.goprint.com
See a Preview of the All New GoPrint GS-4. A state of the art Multi-Platform, Public Access, Self-Service, Cost Recovery, Pay-For-Print management system for Windows, Linux, Sun Solaris, and Macintosh. GS-4 is designed exclusively for Colleges and Universities and certified for Blackboard, CBORD, NuVision, + all offline payment systems.

Greenwood Press/ Greenwood Publishing Group
800-225-5800
Fax: 603-431-2214
lori.dombroski@greenwood.com
www.greenwood.com
Greenwood Press, publisher of curriculum-related reference titles, e-books, and online reference resources in History, Literature, Popular Culture, Science and Social Studies areas. Stop by booth 732 to see a demonstration of our latest online reference resources in the Daily Life Online and American Mosaic family of products.

GoPrint Systems, Inc.
888-52-PRINT
Fax: 925-790-0071
info@goprint.com
www.goprint.com

Grey House Publishing
Phone: 518-789-8700
800-562-2139
books@greyhouse.com
www.greyhouse.com
Publisher of authoritative reference directories and encyclopedias for business, general reference, health, statistics and education.

Hallett Movers is a full service mover specializing in library, institutional, commercial, residential and record storage. Hallett Movers was established in 1937, family owned and operated by the second and third generations. Visit our booth for a free luggage tag.

HARRASSOWITZ

HARRASSOWITZ is a book and serial vendor for the academic and research library community, specializing in the distribution of scholarly books, periodicals, e-resources, and music scores. Now offering HERMIS, a complete suite of services in support of the library's electronic resources management.
With “scholarship plus” as its motto, Harvard University Press publishes books that matter. From ants to Zeus, HUP opens the academy to the world.

The Haworth Press, Inc. .............................. 1123
Phone: 607-722-5857
800-429-6784
getinfo@haworthpress.com
www.haworthpress.com
The Haworth Information Press, an imprint of The Haworth Press, Inc., publishes new and important publications in Library & Information Services, Internet & Electronic Resources, Reference Resources, Acquisitions & Collection Management, Behavioral & Social Sciences Librarianship, and so much more.

William S. Hein & Co., Inc. .......................... 921
Phone: 716-882-2600
800-828-7571
Fax: 716-883-8100
marketing@wsh Hein.com
www.wsh Hein.com
Hein’s is pleased to present demonstrations of our online product HeinOnline (http://heinonline.org) at this year’s ACRL meeting. HeinOnline contains millions of pages of law and law-related content in a PDF, searchable format. In addition, all content is from inception, which makes HeinOnline the sole online source for much of this content.

HighWire Press - Stanford University ........... 1039
www.highwire.org
HighWire Press - Stanford University, the premier not-for-profit electronic journal developing and hosting service, produces the definitive online versions of 1000 high-impact, peer-reviewed journals and other scholarly content. Partnering with influential societies, university presses and other scholarly publishers, they have created a fully searchable database of the finest scholarly literature available online.

Human Relations Area Files, Inc. ................. 957
Phone: 203-764-9401
Fax: 203-764-9404
hrar@yale.edu
www.yale.edu/hrar
HRAF is a not-for-profit international consortium of educational and research institutions whose mission is to facilitate the comparative worldwide study of human culture, society and behavior. HRAF produces the electronic Collection of Ethnography and electronic collection of Archaeology.

Huston & Company ................................. 1139
Phone: 207-967-2345
888-869-6370
Fax: 207-967-2360
huston@hustonandcompany.com
www.hustonandcompany.com
Fine custom furnishings for library, academic and corporate environments. We create furniture that is functional, aesthetically unique, and complementary to each environment. At Huston & Company we understand your need for furnishings that acknowledge technological advances as well as the need for warmth, elegance and durability. www.hustonandcompany.com

IBH/CBE Library Services ......................... 140
Phone: 914-739-7500
800-462-7687
Fax: 914-739-7575
jon@combinedbook.com
http://combinedbook.com
Combined Book Exhibit, in partnership with IBH Publishing Services, can assist libraries in taking advantage of transformational shifts of the digital age to archive for long-term preservation and enrich content for distribution. We help libraries develop reliable, custom data and content solutions, create and administer dependable, customized document management solutions.

Idea Group Inc. ............................... 826
Phone: 717-533-8845
866-342-6657
www.idea-group.com

IEEE / INSPEC .................................. 913
Phone: 732-321-5579
www.ieee.org/inspec

Huston & Company ................................. 1139
Phone: 207-967-2345
888-869-6370
Fax: 207-967-2360
huston@hustonandcompany.com
www.hustonandcompany.com
Fine custom furnishings for library, academic and corporate environments. We create furniture that is functional, aesthetically unique, and complementary to each environment. At Huston & Company we understand your need for furnishings that acknowledge technological advances as well as the need for warmth, elegance and durability. www.hustonandcompany.com

IBH/CBE Library Services ......................... 140
Phone: 914-739-7500
800-462-7687
Fax: 914-739-7575
jon@combinedbook.com
http://combinedbook.com
Combined Book Exhibit, in partnership with IBH Publishing Services, can assist libraries in taking advantage of transformational shifts of the digital age to archive for long-term preservation and enrich content for distribution. We help libraries develop reliable, custom data and content solutions, create and administer dependable, customized document management solutions.

Idea Group Inc. ............................... 826
Phone: 717-533-8845
866-342-6657
www.idea-group.com

IEEE / INSPEC .................................. 913
Phone: 732-321-5579
www.ieee.org/inspec

Idea Group Inc. ............................... 826
Phone: 717-533-8845
866-342-6657
www.idea-group.com

Ingenta ............................................ 453
Phone: 401-331-2014
Fax: 401-331-2015
libraryinfo@ingenta.com
www.ingentaconnect.com
Ingenta provides librarians and researchers with access, via subscription or pay-per-view, to a comprehensive collection of academic and professional electronic journals, books and reports. Ingenta’s range of customizable product offerings include web-based collection management solutions and current awareness services. Ingenta’s services for publishers include unrivaled content hosting and website building.

Innovative Interfaces ................................. 549
800-878-6600
Fax: 510-450-6350
info@iii.com
www.iii.com
For over 25 years, Innovative Interfaces has dedicated its energies to meeting the needs of libraries and the challenges of library automation. Libraries in over 40 countries rely on the Millennium integrated library technology platform, INN-Reach next-generation resource sharing, the Symposia digital repository, and Electronic Resource Management.

Inside Higher Ed ................................ 1125
Phone: 202-659-9308
Fax: 202-659-9381
http://insidehighered.com

Institutional Investor Journals ..................... 155
Phone: 212-224-3300
www.iijournals.com
Written and edited by leading practitioners and academics and read by finance professionals. Each journal provides current analysis and strategic insights that translate into implementable ideas for global investment.

Intelex Corporation ............................. 1013
Phone: 434-970-2286
Fax: 434-979-5804
sales@nlx.com
www.nlx.com

ACRL 13th National Conference
The Most Powerful Time Saver Since the Dewey Decimal System

Introducing the next generation of Choice Reviews Online

- The Perfect Companion to the Choice Print Subscription
- New User-Friendly Interface
- Advanced Search Capabilities
- Access to Over 115,000 Choice Reviews
- Enhanced Customization Possibilities
- Exclusive Online Content
- Download, Print, or E-mail Search Results
- Expanded Comprehensive Content

To learn more about Choice Reviews Online, visit us at:
http://www.cro2info.org/
or to sign up for a free 90-day trial visit http://www.cro2.org/
Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research (ICPSR) ......................... 955
Phone: 734-615-1664
Fax: 734-617-8200
www.icpsr.umich.edu
The Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research (ICPSR) is an integral part of the infrastructure of social science research. ICPSR maintains and provides access to a vast archive of social science data for research and instruction, and offers training in quantitative methods to facilitate effective data use.

IOP Publishing ...................................... 154
Fax: 215-627-0870
info@ioppubusa.com
www.iop.org
IOP Publishing is not-for-profit, learned society publisher. We are a world leader in scientific publishing and the electronic dissemination of peer-reviewed research. Stop by for a personal demonstration of our librarian pages, our award-winning electronic journals service, and a free issue of Librarian Insider.

Jasper Library Furniture ............................ 449
888-440-8205
fschutmaat@jasperseating.com
www.jasperlibraryfurniture.com
Jasper Library Furniture provides a complete line of quality furniture specifically designed for the library environment. Traditional and innovative pieces in oak, maple, cherry, and walnut, are standard offerings. We also welcome custom designs and finishes. Talk to us about our products and services that contribute to LEED programs.

Johns Hopkins University Press ............... 1131
Phone: 410-516-6937
Fax: 410-516-4189
mgalanbos@press.jhu.edu
www.press.jhu.edu
Johns Hopkins University Press - Journals Division ........................................... 1133
Phone: 410-516-6978
800-548-1784
Fax: 410-516-6968
kmd@press.jhu.edu
http://www.press.jhu.edu/journals
The Johns Hopkins University Press is one of the world’s most accomplished scholarly publishers. The Press publishes more than 55 serials in the arts and humanities, technology and medicine, history, literature, higher education, and library science. The Johns Hopkins University Press also manages membership services for scholarly and professional associations.

JSTOR / ARTstor ..................................... 758
Phone: 212-358-6400
Fax: 212-358-6499
www.jstor.org
JSTOR is a non-profit organization with a dual mission to create and maintain a trusted archive of important scholarly literature and extend access to the archive as broadly as possible. ARTstor is a non-profit organization, with a mission to use digital technology to enhance scholarship, teaching and learning in the arts and associated fields.

Keesing’s Worldwide, LLC ......................... 858
Phone: 301-718-8770
800-332-3533
Fax: 301-718-8494
info@keesings.com
www.keesings.com
New Product Introduction. Be among the first to see our brand new online database! Keesing’s World News Archive 75 years of reliable coverage. Quickly establish the historical context of current events. Track people, events. Extensively tagged, linked for amazing results. Coverage includes elections, conflicts, security, economics, science and much more.

Kirtas Technologies, Inc. ......................... 627
Phone: 585-924-2420
800-340-4365
Fax: 585-924-2441
info@kirtastech.com
Kirtas, a world leader in non-destructive book digitization, provides innovative technology allowing the safest and fastest way to produce high quality digital files from books. The process enables the creation of digital books and necessary metadata to assure easy import and accessibility within a digital book information system.

Knovel Corporation ................................. 149
866-303-3336
sales@knovel.com
www.knovel.com
Knovel integrates engineering references from over 30 publishers into a virtual library embedded with analysis tools. Knovel’s intuitive platform helps researchers quickly locate data, analyze it, and export the results.

The Lawbook Exchange, Ltd. .................... 1040
Phone: 732-382-1800
800-422-6686
law@lawbookexchange.com
www.lawbookexchange.com
The Lawbook Exchange, Ltd. is a law book publisher and antiquarian and scholarly law bookseller specializing in all aspects of American and international law and legal history. Our publication program offers reprints of 700+ landmark works as well as original books. We also provide appraisals and assist in collection development.

LearningExpress, LLC ............................. 144
Phone: 212-995-2566
800-295-9956
Fax: 212-995-5512
dxundig@learningexpressllc.com
www.learningexpressllc.com
LearningExpress, LLC, founded in 1995, is a leading provider of print and online educational and professional resources that are used in more than 4,000 libraries and 5,000 schools, and benefit more than 130 million students, adult learners, teachers, administrators, and career professionals around the country each year.

LexisNexis ........................................... 450
Phone: 301-654-1550
800-638-8380
Fax: 301-657-3201
academicinfo@lexisnexis.com
www.lexisnexis.com/academic
LexisNexis® provides authoritative legal, news, and business information to corporate, legal, government and academic markets. Stop by our booth to learn about the LexisNexis® U.S. Congressional Digital Collection, the most complete offering of Congressional information for research libraries. While there, check out the NEW LexisNexis® Academic available to all subscribers mid-2007.

LibQUAL+® ........................................... 720
Phone: 202-296-2296
Fax: 202-872-0884
www.libqual.org
LibQUAL+® is a suite of services that libraries use to solicit, track, understand, and act upon users’ opinions of service quality that is offered to the library community by the Association of Research Libraries. It is a rigorously tested Web-based survey bundled with training that helps libraries improve library services.

Libraries Unlimited/Greenwood Publishing Group .......................... 732
800-225-5800
Fax: 603-431-2214
lori.dombrskis@greenwood.com
www.lu.com
Libraries Unlimited serves the needs of the profession through quality publications for US students and faculty, practicing librarians, media specialists, and teachers. Visit booth 732 and take a tour of The Reader’s Advisors Online.

Leo A. Daly ......................................... 1050
Phone: 402-391-8111
Fax: 402-391-8564
www.leoadaly.com
Architectural/Engineering Services.

Leo A. Daly ......................................... 1050
Phone: 402-391-8111
Fax: 402-391-8564
www.leoadaly.com
Architectural/Engineering Services.

ACRL 13th National Conference ............... 89
Take a journey

...through *ISI Web of Knowledge* at ACRL. Your journey begins at the Knowledge Café at Thomson Scientific booth #132. That’s where you’ll find a new and unexpected *ISI Web of Knowledge* experience — full of fun, interesting facts, and great prizes.

*Take the next step.*

*ISI Web of Knowledge.*

[www.isiwebofknowledge.com](http://www.isiwebofknowledge.com)

Join us at the Knowledge Café!
Thomson Scientific Booth #132 at ACRL.
McGraw-Hill Professional .......................... 813
Phone: 212-904-5430
800-722-4726
Fax: 212-904-4092
karolyn_anderson@mcgraw-hill.com
www.books.mcgraw-hill.com
A leader in investing, business management, education,
science, technology, medicine, computer training
and certification. Key partnerships include Harvard
Medical School, Standard & Poor’s, BusinessWeek.
Distributes Open University Press, McGraw-Hill
Higher Education, Contemporary Learning Series,
Entrepreneur Press, American Diabetes Association.
Online products include Access Science, Digital
Engineering Library, and Access Medicine.

Mergent, Inc. ................................................. 926
Phone: 704-527-2700
800-937-1398
Fax: 704-559-6960
www.mergent.com
Mergent, Inc., the preferred source for global busi-
ness & financial information, has been compiling
and distributing public company information since
1900. Mergent, Inc. offers research professionals a
database of in-depth business descriptions, financial
statements and histories on more than 35,000 global
companies -- available via the Internet, print and data
feeds.

Metal Edge Inc. ........................................... 137
Phone: 323-721-7800
800-862-2228
Fax: 323-721-7900
info@metaledgeinc.com
www.metaledgeinc.com
Metal Edge is the leading supplier of archival & pres-
servation storage materials.

Midwest Library Service ............................. 726
Phone: 314-739-3100
800-225-8813
Fax: 800-962-1009
mail@midwistls.com
www.midxwlsls.com
Midwest Library Service is a supplier of books,
processing, and collection development services
including firm order, approval plan, and standing
order programs. We offer web-based acquisitions
Midwest is a PromptCat service provider.

The MIT Press / MIT CogNet ....................... 135
Phone: 617-253-3933
Fax: 617-258-5028
http://mitpress.mit.edu
MIT CogNet is an online electronic resource in the
brain and cognitive sciences from the MIT press.

Morgan & Claypool Publishers ................. 15
Phone: 415-462-0004
Fax: 415-462-0004
info@morganclaypool.com
www.morganclaypool.com
Morgan & Claypool is an innovative new publisher of
e-books in engineering and computer science. Our
synthesis digital library was launched in late 2005 and
is now used at numerous top research universities
worldwide.

Morgan, Polk & Company Inc. Publishers .... 743
Phone: 336-246-4460
800-253-2187
Fax: 336-246-5018
info@morganpolkinc.com
www.morganpolkinc.com
Morgan, Polk & Company Inc. is a leader in scholarly,
reference and academic books. Located in Jefferson,
North Carolina (in the Appalachian Mountains), Mc-
Farland publishes books that can be found in libraries
worldwide.

800-277-3590
Fax: 800-277-3590
press@naswdc.org
www.naswdc.org
The NASW Press, a division of the National Associa-
tion of Social Workers, is a leading scholarly press
serving academicians, practitioners, clinicians, and
researchers throughout the US and abroad. It has
delivered professional information to thousands of
readers through its scholarly journals, books, and
reference works in social work since 1956.

National Reference Center for Bioethics
Literature, Kennedy Institute of Ethics,
Georgetown University ......................... 1020
Phone: 202-687-3885
Fax: 202-687-6770
medetdx@georgetown.edu
http://bioethics.georgetown.edu
Where research in bioethics begins. A non-partisan,
non-profit reference library containing international
literature on ethical issues in health care, genetics,
and biomedical research. Special collections include
a syllabus database. Materials are appropriate for
educators, practitioners, researchers, and students.
Supported by NLM and NHGRI. Visit us at Table #18
or at http://bioethics.georgetown.edu.

Morningstar, Inc. ........................................ 942
Phone: 312-696-6000
866-215-2509
sumita.gosh@morningstar.com
www.morningstar.com
Morningstar Library Edition is an interactive
investment database with information on over
27,000 Stocks, Mutual Funds, and ETFs. It combines
cutting-edge technology with Morningstar’s invest-
ment know-how to give your patrons a one-stop
investment site. Designed specifically for libraries,
it provides independent analysis, stock charts, portfolio
building tools, and investment education.

National Archive Publishing Co. (NAPC) ... 556
800-420-6272
www.napubco.com
Commonly known for UMI Periodicals in Microform.
This business was established in 1938 and includes
over 18,000 periodicals in microform. It manufact-
ures and distributes periodicals in microform and has
more than 5,000 institutional customers across the
nation and an international presence.

National Association of Social Workers
(NASW) .................................................... 1020
Phone: 202-408-8600
800-277-3590
Fax: 202-336-8312
press@naswdc.org
www.naswdc.org
The NASW Press, a division of the National Associa-
tion of Social Workers, is a leading scholarly press
serving academicians, practitioners, clinicians, and
researchers throughout the US and abroad. It has
delivered professional information to thousands of
readers through its scholarly journals, books, and
reference works in social work since 1956.

SAGE provides the following leasing and purchasing options for journal content to library consortia:

**SAGE Premier** - 452 journals with backfile to 1999

**SAGE Humanities and Social Science Package** - 366 journals with backfile to 1999

**SAGE Scientific, Technical, and Medical Packages** - 143 journals with backfile to 1999 available in the following 3 packages: Science, Technology, and Medicine; Clinical Medicine; and Health Sciences and Nursing

**SAGE Collections Plus** - 246 journals with deep backfile to volume 1, issue 1; accessible via the SAGE Full-Text Collections; 214 additional SAGE journals accessible on SAGE Journals Online

**SAGE Full-Text Collections** - 246 journals comprising 10 discipline-specific research databases with deep backfile to volume 1, issue 1

**SAGE Deep Backfile Package** - 301 journals with deep backfile to volume 1, issue 1

Visit SAGE at booth #632 at the Association of College and Research Libraries Conference to meet our Library Sales team.

For more information, including pricing, please contact, librarysales@sagepub.com

www.sagepub.com/consortia
National Technical Information Service / U.S. Department of Commerce ................................. 1145
Phone: 703-605-6000
800-553-NTIS
Fax: 703-605-6900
info@ntis.gov
http://www.ntis.gov
The National Technical Information Service is the federal government’s central source for the sale of scientific, technical, engineering, and related business information produced by or for the U.S. government. Approximately 3 million products are available in a variety of formats: electronic download, online access, computer products, multimedia, microfiche and paper.

Nature Publishing Group ............................... 355
Phone: 212-726-9200
Fax: 212-696-9006
www.nature.com
Nature Publishing Group (NPG) publishes high quality scientific and medical journals in print and online. The NPG portfolio includes Nature and its associated research journals, the Nature Reviews series, the Nature Clinical Practice series, NPG academic and society journals, plus news@nature.com. Site license access is available to all publications.

Newsbank, Inc. ........................................ 608
800-762-8182
Fax: 239-263-3004
sales@newsbank.com
www.newsbank.com
Visit NewsBank to discover our newest newspaper resources for college and university libraries. Updated daily, America’s Newspapers offers the complete electronic editions of 1,000 plus U.S. newspapers - most unavailable in other library databases - enabling students to pinpoint information on people, issues and events in their local area or around the country.

NISC-National Information Services Corporation .......................................................... 1143
Phone: 410-243-0797
Fax: 410-243-0982
sales@nisc.com
www.nisc.com
NISC publishes online and CD-ROM bibliographic and full-text databases. NISC databases cover a wide range of topics in the natural and social sciences, arts and humanities. NISC provides comprehensive coverage of particular geographic regions, such as Latin America, Africa, Middle-East, Central, South, and East-Asia, or the Arctic & Antarctic.

North Carolina State University ................. 1054
Phone: 919-515-7188
Fax: 919-515-3628
www.lib.ncsu.edu
North Carolina State University Libraries in Raleigh, N.C.: NC State is the largest academic institution in N.C.

Northern Micrographics ............................... 1058
800-236-0850
Fax: 608-781-3883
sales@nmnt.com
www.normicro.com
Northern Micrographics provides imaging services from digital preservation and microfilming to fully searchable CDs and bookbinding. We can help you preserve and reformat brittle books, photos, maps, microfilm and microfiche and more.

Now Publishers ........................................ Table 14
Phone: 781-871-0245
Fax: 781-871-6172
zac.rolnik@nowpublishers.com
www.nowpublishers.com
Foundations and Trends publishes high quality surveys and tutorials in business and technology that are linked to the primary literature and updated by the author.

OCLC Online Computer Library Center, 538
Phone: 614-764-6000
800-848-5878
Fax: 614-764-6096
oclc@oclc.org
www.oclc.org
Visit OCLC in booth 538 and discover the success your library can have using OCLC services. See demonstrations of our cataloging, collection analysis, digital collections, eContent and resource sharing services. Learn about the many ways Web users can access library collections using WorldCat, including WorldCat.org and the Open WorldCat program.

OECD - Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development ...................... 1052
Phone: 202-785-6323
800-456-6323
Fax: 202-785-0350
washington.contact@oecd.org
www.oecd.org
A subscription to SourceOECD gives your patrons 24/7 access to everything published by the OECD. Our works include books, periodicals, working papers and databases covering economics and social issues from macroeconomics to trade, health, education, energy, development, transportation, science, technology and innovation. Our data include both member and non-member countries.

Office Movers Inc. - Library Services Division ........................................ 1042
800-331-4025
Fax: 410-799-3208
sgilbert@kanecompany.com
www.omilibraryservices.com
Specializing in library and high-density file system relocations. Our proprietary equipment and professional staff ensure the accurate and efficient packing, planning, and mapping, moving, and reshelving of your libraries and file rooms. We have successfully managed thousands of library relocations across the country and set the standard for on time, on budget and accurate performance.

Ovid, a Wolters Kluwer Health Business ................................. 442
Phone: 781-769-2599
Fax: 781-769-8763
sales@ovid.com
www.ovid.com
Ovid provides customizable electronic information search solutions, unique combinations of innovative content, tools, and services, so that information managers and librarians can support the research activities of healthcare professionals, faculty, and students worldwide. Ovid is part of Wolters Kluwer Health, a division of Wolters Kluwer, a leading global information services company.

Oxford University Press ........................................ 620
Phone: 212-726-6000
800-334-4249
oxfordonline@oup.com
www.oup.com/us
Oxford University Press is the world’s largest university press with a quality and diverse publishing program. In addition to publishing over 4,600 new books each year, Oxford is a major provider of online resources, including The Oxford English Dictionary Online, the new Oxford African American Studies Center Online, and more.

Palgrave Macmillan ................................. 1021
888-330-8477
Fax: 800-672-2054
www.palgraveusa.com
Palgrave Macmillan is a global academic and reference publisher whose offerings include online and print journals and the widely used annual student’s yearbook, now in a new online version, and the new edition of the Dictionary of Economics.

PALINET ........................................ 658
Phone: 215-382-7031
800-233-3401
Fax: 215-382-0022
palinet@palinet.org
www.palinet.org
PALINET (www.palinet.org) is a regional Library Network that has served members throughout the Mid-Atlantic region and beyond since 1936. PALINET trains over 1,400 people annually through classroom/online education, provides discounts on library services from 75+ business partners through its group purchasing program, and is the region’s provider of OCLC services.

Palmieri Furniture Ltd ................................. 843
Phone: 905-731-9300
800-413-4440
Fax: 905-731-9878
www.palmierifurniture.com
Palmieri Furniture is a leading Green Friendly products, leaf certification, AWI Certified. Custom manufacturing in all wood and wood and steel.

Paratext, LLC ........................................ 644
Phone: 512-402-9950
Fax: 512-402-9979
ec@paratext.com
www.paratext.com
Paratext publishes Reference University 19th Century Masterfile and Public Documents Masterfile and other online authoritative discovery tools. The first stop for authoritative research.
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Bibliographies made easy.

For over two decades, EndNote® has been the industry standard software tool for creating and managing bibliographies. With EndNote X, we are creating a new standard for ease-of-use. And that has students, researchers, writers and librarians jumping for joy.

Learn more about EndNote X features and our newest service, EndNote® Web. See how using both products together can simplify collaboration between colleagues and students, as well as provide them with seamless integration to the ISI Web of Knowledge® (requires subscription).

EndNote X and EndNote Web are not only Xtra easy to use, but also Xtra easy to work with throughout your organization—and all over the world.

Visit us at ACRL • Booth #132

New — See the integrated solution of ISI Web of Knowledge • EndNote • EndNote Web

Thomson ResearchSoft
800-722-1227 • 760-438-5526 • www.researchsoft.com • rs.info@thomson.com
EXHIBITOR LIST
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American Association for Cancer Research .......................... 28
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Plunkett Research Ltd ........................................ 939
Phone: 713-932-0000
Fax: 713-932-7080
customerservice@plunkettresearch.com
www.plunkettresearch.com

Plunkett Research provides business and industry analysis and research to the corporate, library, academic and government markets. Our research covers 29 industry sectors, published online and in print. Our products are complete industry resources, enabling professionals to access trends, statistics and companies in the world’s most exciting industries.

Praeger/Praeger Security International/ Greenwood Publishing Group ................................ 732
800-225-3800
Fax: 603-431-2214
lori.dombroski@greenwood.com
www.greenwood.com/prager.aspx

Praeger publishes nonfiction books in a variety of subjects for public and college libraries. Praeger Security International publishes books on terrorism, security studies, and military history.

Preservation Technologies, L.P ................................ 257
Phone: 724-779-2111
800-416-2665
Fax: 724-779-9808
www.ptlp.com

Deacidification services and products for library and archives worldwide.

Project MUSE® ................................................. 1014
Phone: 410-516-6989
Fax: 410-516-6968
muse@muse.jhu.edu
http://muse.jhu.edu

Project MUSE provides online subscription access to full-text, current content from over 350 scholarly journals published by 60+ not-for-profit publishers in the humanities, the social sciences, and the arts. Muse has been hailed for its library-friendly licensing policies, easy online navigation, and affordable subscription pricing options.

ProQuest CSA ..................................................... 344
Phone: 734-761-4700
800-521-0600
Fax: 800-308-1586
pqsales@il.proquest.com
www.il.proquest.com

ProQuest is a worldwide provider of information services to libraries. From business resources like the Historical Annual Reports database to unique scholarly offerings like Periodicals Archive Online, your researchers will find that the information they need is just one click away with ProQuest.

ProQuest CSA ..................................................... 550
Phone: 301-961-6700
Fax: 301-961-6720
sales@csa.com
www.csa.com

CSA publishes a wide variety of databases covering science, technology, social sciences, and art history. Databases are delivered through the CSA Illumina platform, featuring site-wide access with unlimited use. Databases offered through this service include METADEX, CSA Sociological Abstracts, and the Aquatic Sciences & Fisheries Abstracts (ASFA) databases.

The PRS Group .................................................. 751
Phone: 315-829-3748
Fax: 315-431-0200
tomgerken@aol.com
www.prsgroup.com

The PRS Group provides international, political, economic and business risk assessments and five year forecasts on 160 countries around the world. These unbiased, accurate and timely reports are currently used by more than 5000 companies, and governmental and educational institutions around the world. See reports at our booth or www.prsgroup.com.

Puvill Libros Books From Spain & Mexico .............................................. Table 12
Phone: 973-279-9054
Fax: 973-278-1448
info@puvill.com
www.puvill.com


Random House, Inc ........................................ 714
Phone: 212-782-9000
888-284-1745
Fax: 212-940-7381
library@randomhouse.com
www.randomhouse.com/library

Random House, Inc. is the world’s largest English-language general trade book publisher and includes an army of prestigious imprints and distribution lines, publishing some of the foremost writers of our time. Please also visit our websites for high schools (http://www.randomhouse.com/highschool) and for colleges/universities (http://www.randomhouse.com/academic).

Refworks ......................................................... 708
Phone: 301-961-6700
800-843-7751
Fax: 301-961-6708
sales@refworks.com
www.refworks.com

RefWorks provides solutions for research management, writing and collaboration. RefWorks provides users with a simple to use online tool, to capture, organize, store, share and manipulate data generated by multiple information resources. The continued introduction of new features expands upon the services integration of the newest technologies in order to support researchers with effective tools.

Relocation Advisers Ltd ........................................ 923
Phone: 630-351-0822
Fax: 630-351-0773
info@relocationadvisers.net
http://relocationadvisers.net

Library Move Management Consulting and Training Services: Ensure that any library move, for a renovation, expansion, addition, or to a new building, is a success. Effective planning reduces operational disruption. Lessen staff and patron anxiety during your transition. Realize real move efficiencies and cost savings.
The first comprehensive work on Solid Earth Geophysics ever published!

Edited By: Gerald Schubert, University of California, Los Angeles, USA

KEY FEATURES:

• Self-contained volumes start with an overview of the subject then explores each topic with in depth detail
• Extensive reference lists and cross references with other volumes to facilitate further research
• Full-color figures and tables support the text and aid in understanding
• Content suited for both the expert and non-expert
• Fully searchable text available on Science Direct shortly after publication

DESCRIPTION:

The Treatise on Geophysics is the only comprehensive, state-of-the-art, and integrated summary of the present state of geophysics. Offering an array of articles from some of the top scientists around the world, this 11-volume work deals with all major topics of Solid-Earth Geophysics, including a volume on the terrestrial planets and moons in our solar system.

Please visit www.TreatiseOnGeophysics.com

Also Forthcoming...

ENCYCLOPEDIC DICTIONARY OF HYDROGEOLOGY

Edited By: D.J. Poehls, CH2M Hill, Santa Ana, CA, USA
Gregory J. Smith, Radian International, Rolling Meadows, IL, USA

• This important new reference features more than 2,000 detailed definitions of hydrological terms and concepts for students and professionals in all fields of water science
• The entries are highlighted with more than 340 graphs, tables, and diagrams that help to clarify terms, methods, and processes

Hardback • 448 pages • Print Price: $79.95
Renouf Publishing Co. Ltd..........................146
Phone: 613-745-2665
888-551-7470
Fax: 888-568-8546
orders@renoufbooks.com
Renouf is a leading North American distributor of governmental and international publications. Focusing on customer service, Renouf is renowned for its dependable and knowledgeable staff. Exhibited will be new publications from the over 35 organizations it represents, including the United Nations, its related agencies, OECD, World Bank and the European Union.

RILM Abstracts of Music Literature.........454
Phone: 212-817-1996
877-428-6942
Fax: 212-817-1569
rilm@rilm.org
www.rilm.org
RILM Abstracts of Music Literature is a comprehensive, ongoing guide to publications on music from all over the world, providing full bibliographic citations, abstracts, and indexing. RILM is available in hardcover, on CD-ROM, and online; a writer’s manual for music, based on our in-house style guide, is also available.

Rittenhouse Book Distributors, Inc ..........455
Phone: 610-277-1414
800-345-6425
Fax: 800-223-7488
customer.service@rittenhouse.com
www.rittenhouse.com
Rittenhouse is a leading health science distribution company providing access to print and electronic products from more than 500 STM publishers. The R2 Library offers a unique business model for digital content enabling you to select and purchase only the resources you need through a topic-based, navigable, highly searchable database.

The Rockefeller University Press ............1137
Phone: 212-327-7938
Fax: 212-327-8513
rupress@mail.rockefeller.edu
www.rockefeller.edu
The Rockefeller University Press publishes three leading biomedical research journals: The Journal of Cell Biology, provides a forum for contemporary cell biological research; The Journal of Experimental Medicine emphases physiological mechanisms and basic research on human subjects; and The Journal of General Physiology highlights physiological problems at the cellular and molecular level.

The Roper Center for Public Opinion Research .......................................................857
Phone: 860-486-4440
Fax: 860-486-6308
www.ropercenter.uconn.edu
The Roper Center is the largest and oldest archive of public opinion polls in the world, with easy searchable and express download access to over 17,000 datasets dating back to 1935 in the US and abroad.

S-T Imaging, Inc ..........................................657
Phone: 847-501-3344
Fax: 847-501-3377
info@stimaging.com
www.stimaging.com
ST200 Digital Film Scanner for Roll Film, Micro Cards, Microfiche, Aperture Cards. Now Remote Film Access - see microfilm via the internet anywhere in the world.

Sage Publications ........................................632
Phone: 805-410-7239
800-818-7243
Fax: 805-499-7881
lisa.lamont@sagepub.com
www.sagepub.com
SAGE Publications-an independent international publisher in the social sciences, technology and medicine-provides journals, books, and electronic media of the highest caliber. Researchers, students, and professionals have relied on our innovative resources for over 40 years. Please stop by our booth or visit us at www.sagepub.com.

Science ranked #1
in ISI Journal Citation Reports*
Now available online
THE COMPLETE SCIENCE ARCHIVE 1880-1996

Science Classic is an indispensable digital archive of scientific knowledge, from the Bose-Einstein condensate in physics to the human genome and the genes for breast and colon cancer.

For more information go to: www.sciencemag.org/classic
To view the archive go to: www.sciencemag.org/archive

Science
ranked #1
in ISI Journal Citation Reports*

* Science has just been named the Highest Impact Journal among all multidisciplinary science journals, according to the Thomson ISI Journal Citation Reports, Science Edition 2005.
A site license is your access to nature.com


New publishing partnerships include Clinical Pharmacology & Therapeutics, published on behalf of the American Society for Clinical Pharmacology and Therapeutics (ASCPT)

Immunology and Cell Biology, published on behalf of the Australasian Society for Immunology Incorporated (ASI)

Molecular Therapy, published on behalf of the American Society of Gene Therapy (ASGT).

Visit us at ACRL 2007 Booth 355

Ask your representative for further details.

T: +1 800 221 2123 | E: institutions@natureny.com | W: www.nature.com/libraries
Scarecrow Press ........................................ 949
800-462-6420
Fax: 800-338-4550
custserv@rowman.com
www.scarecrowpress.com
Scarecrow Press is known for reference books,
especially historical dictionaries and titles on
library science, music, and film. We publish two premier
journals for the child and young adult librarian: VOYA:
Voice of Youth Advocates and Teacher Librarian. Visit
booth 949 to see our list and current journal issues.

ScholarlyStats (MPS Technologies) ............. 944
Phone: 44 207 843 4871
scholarlystats@mpstechnologies.com
www.scholarlystats.com
ScholarlyStats collects, consolidates and standardizes
vendor usage statistics from over 60,000 journals and
almost 400 databases published by 42 platforms. With
ScholarlyStats, libraries receive a series of consolidated,
accessible through an easy-to-use web portal.
Providing quicker and easier access to data, ScholarlyS-
tats enables libraries to analyze usage more efficiently.

Science Online / AAAS ......................... Table 9
Phone: 202-326-7053
www.aas.org
The journal Science, the Online version, Science
Classic and the STKE.

Serials Solutions, LLC .............................. 344
Phone: 206-545-9056
866-737-4257
Fax: 206-525-9066
info@serialsolutions.com
www.serialsolutions.com
Serials Solutions provides complete solutions for
today’s electronic collections. Founded by a librarian for
librarians, Serials Solutions helps librarians and
patrons find and use electronic content through its
Access & Management Suite (AMS), Full MARC Re-
cords service for e-journals, Article Linker - a com-
prehensive OpenURL link resolver, Central Search - a
powerful federated search engine, and ERMS - a
lifecycle manager for electronic subscriptions.

M.E. Sharpe ......................................... 924
Phone: 914-273-1800
800-541-6563
Fax: 914-273-2106
custserv@mesharpe.com
www.mesharpe.com
Since 1948, M.E. Sharpe has published high-quality, award
winning reference books, texts and journals for the aca-
demic and research communities across a broad range
of social science disciplines. Visit our booth for infor-
mation on our forthcoming online reference program.

SIL International Books .......................... 10
Phone: 972-708-7404
Fax: 972-708-7363
academic_books@sil.org
www.ethnologue.com
SIL International publishes Ethnologue: Languages of
the World, 15th Edition, the comprehensive reference
that catalogs 6,912 languages in use today.
SIL publishes a variety of academic titles covering
aspects of language and culture. SIL publications are
available through resellers such as Baker and Taylor,
Blackwell’s, Dawson, and Quality Books.

Sirsidynix .............................................. 432
Phone: 256-704-7000
800-917-4774
Fax: 256-704-7007
sales@sirsidynix.com
www.sirsidynix.com
Sirsidynix is the global leader in strategic technol-
ogy solutions for libraries whose mission is to make
sense of the vast world of information for people
and communities. Along with key industry partners,
Sirsidynix offers a comprehensive integrated suite of
technology solutions for improving the productivity
of libraries and enhancing their capabilities.

SPARC, Scholarly Publishing and Academic
Resources Coalition ..................... 720
Phone: 202-296-2296
Fax: 202-872-0884
sparc@sarl.org
www.sparc.org
SPARC is an alliance of academic and research librar-
ies working to correct imbalances in the scholarly
publishing system. Action by SPARC in collaboration with
stakeholders - including authors, publishers, and
libraries - stimulates the emergence of new scholarly
communication models that expand the dissemina-
tion of research and reduce financial pressures on
libraries.

SPIE Digital Library ......................... 621
Phone: 360-676-3290
Fax: 360-647-1445
spiedhelp@spie.org
www.spiedl.org
The SPIE Digital Library includes over 230,000
technical papers from SPIE Journals and Conference
Proceedings—from 1990 to present—in cutting edge
technologies such as biophotonics, nanotechnol-
ogy, sensors, lasers, electro-optics, communications,
and imaging. Many of the world’s leading research
organizations publish their latest work in the SPIE
Digital Library.

Sports Business Research / SBRNet .......... 11
Phone: 609-896-1996
Fax: 609-896-1903
richard@sbrnet.com
www.sbrnet.com
Sports business market research, publications and
directory continuously updated database.

Springer ............................................. 614 & 925
Phone: 212-460-1500
1-800 SPRINGER
Fax: 212-460-1575
libraryrelations@springer.com
www.springer.com
Springer is a leading international scientific publishing
company, publishing over 1,200 journals and more
than 3,000 eBooks annually. Its publications cover
a range of subjects including life sciences, medicine,
engineering, mathematics, computer sciences, and
springer.com for product information.

Standard & Poor’s ......................... 814
Phone: 212-438-4036
800-523-4534
Fax: 212-438-6270
enza_messina@standardandpoors.com
www.netadvantage.standardandpoors.com
Standard & Poor’s, a division of The McGraw-Hill
Companies, is the world’s foremost provider of
investment research, company and industry informa-
tion, independent credit ratings, indices, risk evalu-
ation, data and valuations to both Information and
Financial professionals. NetAdvantage product suite
now has added Global Reports, Excel Analytics, and
CreditWeek.

Stop Falling Productions .................... 1113
800-362-9511
Fax: 636-629-1584
info@stopfalling.com
www.stopfalling.com
Librarian shirts and accessories.

Swets ............................................... 532
Phone: 856-312-2690
Fax: 856-632-7303
cfinken@us.swets.com
www.swets.com
With over 100 continuous years of business
experience, Swets is the premier partner for the
acquisition, access and management of your scholarly,
business and professional information. We provide
a single point of contact for all your subscription
management needs, as the essential link between you,
content providers and content users.

Taylor & Francis Group .................... 820
888-318-2367
Fax: 212-244-1563
reference@taylorandfrancis.com
www.reference.routledge.com
An international academic publisher of 1000+ journals,
1800 new books annually 20,000 backlist titles,
and over 16,000 e-books. Our cutting-edge
online resources span the sciences, social sciences,
and humanities (CRChnetBASEs, Routledge, Europa,
encyclopedias from Taylor & Francis and Informa
Healthcare). Visit us for online demonstrations and
special prizes.

TDNet, Inc. ......................................... 239
Phone: 610-738-0280
Fax: 610-738-9124
www.tdnet.com
TDNet e-Resource Manager is an integrated solution
to access and management of electronic resources.
TeRMS offers a powerful suite of services that
enables users to benefit from easy access to online
resources with personal profile and alerting options.
Library staff benefit from holdings management,
textbook customization, and usage tracking tools.

TechBooks Information Publishing Group 823
Phone: 239-549-2384
Fax: 239-549-3168
www.techbooks.com

EXHIBITOR LIST
Founded in 1893, University of California Press, Journals and Digital Publishing Division disseminates scholarship of enduring value. One of the largest, most distinguished, and innovative of the university presses today, its collection of print and online journals spans topics in the humanities and social sciences, with concentrations in anthropology, history, musicology, religion, cultural and area studies, sociology, law, and literature.

**Librarians!** Free online trials for any UC Press title are available.

Please visit www.ucpressjournals.com for more details.

www.ucpressjournals.com
Thomson Gale ..............................................232
Phone: 248-699-4253
800-877-GALE
Fax: 248-699-8094
kathy.young@thomson.com
www.gale.com
Thomson Gale provides convenient access to authoritative information that keeps libraries relevant. Thomson Gale’s groundbreaking works such as Encyclopedia Judaica; convenient search platforms such as PowerSearch; and programs that advocate the value of libraries such as AccessMyLibrary.com, address the needs of information seekers.

Thomson Scientific ........................................132
Phone: 215-386-0100
800-336-4474
Fax: 215-243-2235
ts.info.na@thomson.com
www.systems.com
ISI Web of Knowledge provides an advanced gateway to the world’s greatest collection of scientific research. Join us as we celebrate the 10th anniversary of Web of Science®! Ask us about important back files for BIOSIS® and Zoological Record®. Discover the enhancements made to EndNote® and learn about EndNote Web.

TLC - The Library Corporation .....................1157
Phone: 304-229-0100
800-325-7759
Fax: 304-229-0295
info@tlcdelivers.com
www.tlcdelivers.com
Library technology is changing dramatically. TLC offers new technologies that can be implemented with any library automation software. They include: RFID, automated materials handling, OPAC concept-mapping that lets users search, discover, and refine; online authority control; and Web-based collection development and acquisitions.

Jean Touzot Librairie Internationale ..............1115
Phone: 802-899-2436
jtouzot@touzot.fr
www.touzot.fr
For over 50 years we have been a supplier of French language materials worldwide, providing complete monographic and serials acquisition services. Online, EDI and electronic record delivery available.

TracSystems, Inc. ...........................................623
Phone: 214-461-9855
800-583-8722
Fax: 214-461-9865
sales@tracsystems.com
www.tracsystems.com
TracSystems has teamed together with Pharos Unicredit to provide Libraries and Higher Education institutions with the best solutions for Print, Photocopy, and Time Management. We also offer the most robust, and flexible payment systems for printing and photocopying including online accounts (ID Cards) and stored value debit systems.

United Nations Publications ...........................1117
800-253-9646
Fax: 212-963-3489
publications@un.org
http://un.un.org
Through offices in New York and Geneva as well as an international network of sales agents, UN Publications makes available over 400 titles each year. The range of subjects covered is as varied as the issues being tackled by the United Nations as it works for a better world.

University of California Press ......................653
Phone: 510-643-7154
Fax: 510-642-9917
journals.ucpress.edu
www.ucpressjournals.com
University of California Press is one of the oldest and most distinguished university presses operating today. The Press’s innovative publishing program publishes over 50 journals in the humanities and social sciences with concentrations in anthropology, area studies, cultural studies, history, law, literature, musicology and religion.

VTLS, Inc. ..................................................640
Phone: 540-557-1200
800-468-8857
Fax: 540-557-1210
info@vtls.com
www.vtls.com
VTLS, Inc. is a global company that creates and provides visionary technology in library solutions. Our VIRTUA division remains focused on ILS solutions, our VTRAX division focuses on RFID type technologies and our Digital Asset Creation and Management division provides cutting edge software and services for Digital Libraries.

Walter De Gruyter / K.G. Saur .......................1153
Phone: 914-762-5866
Fax: 914-762-0371
vnesi@degruyterny.com
www.degruyter.com
Academic books & journals database.

WebFeat, Inc. ...........................................739
888-757-9119
Fax: 516-908-4311
www.webfeat.org
WebFeat is the provider of the WebFeat Custom, WebFeat Express and WebFeat Enterprise federated search solutions, now used by over 5,000 leading academic, public and special libraries, including over half of the 20 largest US public libraries, 16 statewide library systems, and 2 out of 10 ARL institutions. Booth #739.

John Wiley & Sons, Inc. ...............................943
Phone: 201-748-6000
800-222-5945
www.wiley.com
Founded in 1807, John Wiley & Sons, Inc. is an independent, global publisher of print and electronic products. Wiley specializes in scientific and technical books, journals, textbooks and education materials, and professional and consumer books and subscription services. Wiley’s Internet Site can be accessed at http://www.wiley.com.

H.W.Wilson Company .................................544
Phone: 718-588-4800
800-367-6700
Fax: 718-588-1230
arosenbaum@hwwilson.com
www.hwwilson.com
H.W.Wilson: Leading reference provider for more than 100 years. Publisher of over 60 outstanding databases on WilsonWeb. Enjoy demos of a wide range of resources, including the new Current Issues: Reference Shelf Plus; the expanded Art Museum Image Gallery; Library Literature & Information Science Retrospective; and Biography Index: Past & Present. Free 30-day trials!

Woollen, Molzan and Partners - Architects ....853
Phone: 317-632-7484
Fax: 317-687-2064
brager@woollenmolzan.com
www.woollenmolzan.com
With 51 years experience, Woollen, Molzan and Partners specializes in the programming and design of libraries. WMIP places a strong emphasis in staying abreast of the latest advances, trends, and technologies.

The Worden Company ...............................754
Phone: 616-392-1848
800-748-0561
Fax: 616-382-2542
info@wordencompany.com
www.wordencompany.com
Worden combines our deep knowledge of the industry with time-honored skills and technology to create innovative, inviting solutions for learning spaces. In addition to a full spectrum of furniture collections (including tables, carrels, workstations, desks, shelving and seating), Worden specializes in highly customized furniture solutions to meet client needs.

World Bank Publications ............................825
Phone: 202-473-5149
Fax: 202-522-2422
pubrights@worldbank.org
www.worldbank.org
World Bank: conducts and publishes research on a broad range of social and economic development issues. World Bank publishes books, CD-ROMs, e-Library that includes all books in electronic format, and two statistical online databases - World Development Indicators and Global Development Finance Online.

World Book, Inc. .......................................1024
Phone: 312-729-5845
Fax: 312-729-5623
www.worldbook.com
World Scientific Publishing Company ..........654
Phone: 201-487-9655
Fax: 201-487-9656
wspc@wspc.com
www.wspc.com
World Scientific is an international, academic publisher with eight offices worldwide. Annually, the company publishes over 400 books and 100 journals in various fields including physics, mathematics, and engineering.
Jobs in Library and Information Science and Technology
The #1 source for job seekers and employers alike

Join thousands of Job Seekers to . . .
• Simplify your search—one-stop job-hunting
• Search job ads by title, employer, state, salary range, and other criteria
• Post your resume
• Learn from tips, tricks, and resources
• Use the expanded placement service, whenever you want it

Join hundreds of Employers to . . .
• Hire smarter
• Enrich your candidate pool
• Simplify your recruitment: one-stop advertising for online and print
• Read posted resumes
• Connect with candidates


“A very slick list of librarian jobs.”—Sites and Soundbytes: Libraries, Books, Technology and News

“Why not subscribe to the RSS feed to have newly posted jobs sent directly to your feed reader?”—Inforumed, Faculty of Information Studies, University of Toronto
Xrefer .............................................................. 1043
Phone: 617-426-5202
877-426-5202
Fax: 617-426-3103
usasales@xrefer.com
www.xreferplus.com
Xreferplus is a completely customizable ready-refer-
ence solution for libraries. It features full-text, ag-
ggregated content from hundreds of reference books,
with 2.8 million entries covering a broad range of
subjects. Combining content from 55 publishers
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delivers authoritative answers fast, wherever and
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YBP Library Services .................................. 840
Phone: 603-746-3102
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Fax: 603-746-2747
service@ybp.com
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Supplier of monographs, ebooks, collection manage-
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worldwide. Fast fulfillment, extensive title inventory,
and GOBI, the leading bibliographic information
database.
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Fax: 586-283-4680
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Stop by BOOTH #908
and meet...

Scott Walter
ACRL President-elect candidate
Thursday ~ 5:30–6:30 p.m.
Lori Goetsch
ACRL Board Member
Thursday ~ 6:30–7:30 p.m.
Karen Williams
ACRL Board Member
Thursday ~ 6:30–7:30 p.m.
Julie Todaro
ACRL Vice President
Friday ~ 9:00–11:00 a.m.
Janis Bandelin
ACRL Board Member
Friday ~ 10:00–11:00 a.m.
Kathryn Deiss
ACRL Content Strategist
Friday ~ 11:00 a.m.–12:00 p.m.
Lynne King
ACRL Board Member
Friday ~ 2:00–3:00 p.m.

Erika Linke
ACRL President-elect candidate
Friday ~ 2:00–3:00 p.m.
Mary Ellen Davis
ACRL Executive Director
Friday ~ 3:30–4:30 p.m.
Pamela Snelson
ACRL President
Saturday ~ 9:30–10:30 a.m.
Camila Alire
ACRL Past President
Saturday ~ 10:00 a.m.–11:00 a.m.
Susan Kroll
ACRL Budget & Finance Chair
Saturday ~ 10:00 a.m.–12:00 p.m.
Irving Rockwood
CHOICE editor
Saturday ~ 2:00–3:00 p.m.

CONGRATULATIONS!

Congratulations to Betsy Wilson, Dean of University
Libraries at the University of Washington, on being named
the 2007 ACRL Academic/Research Librarian of the
Year!

Betsy will receive a $5,000 award on Thursday, March 29,
2007, during the opening keynote session. After the award
ceremony, come meet Betsy at the YBP Library Services
booth #840 during the Opening Exhibits Reception!

The award, sponsored by YBP Library Services, recognizes
an outstanding member of the library profession who
has made a significant national or international contribution to academic/research
librarianship and library development.

Photo by John Pai
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- COUNTER II–compliant usage statistics
- access to available issues from 2000 to current volumes
- perpetual access to subscribed content
- free reference linking among other journals on HighWire
- RSS feeds and table-of-contents alerting

Visit dukejournals.org for a complete list of titles.
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For more information, visit our Library Resource Center at dukeupress.edu/library.
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<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodward, Kristin</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wu, Kerry</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yochelson, Abby</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young, Courtney</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young, Michelle</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zawistoski, Ann</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhong, Ying</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zitlow, Ruth</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zillig, Brian Palyk</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimmerman, Roxy</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zou, Ning</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zyrek, Rachel</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Seeking Comments on Top Assumptions

**Ever Wonder What the Future Holds?:**

**Top Ten Assumptions for the Future of Academic & Research Libraries**

The ACRL Research Committee unveiled its top ten assumptions for the future of academic libraries at a panel session during ACRL National Conference on Saturday March 31, 2007. These top ten resulted from an environmental scan/survey and literature review completed by the committee. A panel representing community and liberal arts colleges, research university libraries, as well as an observer of the higher education environment reacted and commented upon the assumptions.

**Now it’s your turn.** The Research Committee wants to know what you think. How does each assumption impact your library or you professionally? Are you aware of any developing issues or nascent trends that are not captured in the list? Reply online at [https://marvin.foresightint.com/surveys/Tier1Survey/ACRL/156](https://marvin.foresightint.com/surveys/Tier1Survey/ACRL/156) by April 30, 2007.
For the first time at its preconference, RBMS will celebrate the richness and variety of ephemera collections, and establish their importance for historical research. Ephemera collections have traditionally been neglected by institutions and underutilized by scholars, and they provide unique challenges in cataloging, preservation, and access. The goals of From Here to Ephermerality will be to explore these issues, and to uncover the value of building and using ephemera collections to their full potential.

For program registration, and housing information, visit http://library.jhu.edu/collections/specialcollections/RBMS/index.html

Applications are being accepted for a limited number of scholarships through mid-April. Late registration charges apply after May 16.
AIP Conference Proceedings Subseries Now Available Online

Previously available only as print standing orders, seven AIP Conference Proceedings subseries will now be available as separate online-only subscriptions. Each series includes all volumes from 2001 to the present.

Biomicrofluidics - New AIP Open Access Journal Is Now Available Online

Biomicrofluidics is a new online-only, open access journal with rapid publication time, which draws research from specialists in engineering, physics, rheology, chemistry, and biology. Add Biomicrofluidics to your e-journal listing today. Visit http://bmf.aip.org.

New Subscription Options for Established AIP Journals

Two well-respected AIP journals, Journal of Applied Physics (JAP) and The Journal of Chemical Physics (JCP), have broken out subsets of their content and are offering them as separate online subscriptions. From JCP comes JCP: Biochemical Physics (http://jcp-bcp.aip.org), and from JAP comes an online edition of Applied Physics Reviews (http://apr.aip.org).

Now Available

The Physics Today online archive – available to institutions for the first time.

Visit us at Booth 1046!
From individual viewpoints to editorial perspectives, ProQuest Civil War Era goes beyond the battlefields with a thorough exploration of the words, stories and events that touched the daily experiences of nearly every American in the mid-19th century.

By focusing on the entire era of 1840–1865, from Manifest Destiny through the end of the conflict, researchers get the full story from nearly 2,000 lengthy pamphlets and complete runs of eight newspapers that were specifically selected for the regional and diverse perspective they offer. This deep set of primary sources encompasses the buildup to and evolution of the war that shaped the United States' identity – all in original article and page image.

ProQuest Civil War Era is cross-searchable with products such as ProQuest Historical Newspapers™ and American Periodicals Series Online, allowing researchers to easily find additional relevant results.

ProQuest Civil War Era is just one of the new products that ProQuest Information and Learning is introducing in 2007. To learn more, visit us in Booth #550.

www.il.proquest.com